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Summary
Work is not a place anymore – people work in and from multiple places, from office
buildings to traditionally non-work spaces. This new way of working creates a need
for personalisation of the workplace. Intelligent building systems can fulfil this need
as they allow for fine-grained control of the environment. Modern lighting systems are
a prominent and contemporary example. Developments in lighting and networking
technologies allow lighting to become a part of the Internet of Things (IoT). In this thesis,
we call this the Internet of Lighting (IoL). IoL has the potential to create new value for office
workers, building owners, and other stakeholders. However, how to realise this value is a
lesser explored area. Moreover, the inclusion of lighting in the IoT paradigm can have a
disruptive effect on existing lighting business.
This thesis aims to investigate how a design perspective can contribute to the realisation of the
Internet of Lighting. We do so by taking a human-centred approach and by actively involving
professional practitioners and evaluating designs in real-life settings. The thesis approaches
IoL as both a systemic and an interaction design challenge, addressed respectively in
two separate parts.
Part I, the Internet of Lighting as a systemic challenge, presents two chapters that
investigate how a design perspective can contribute to the transition from existing lighting
value chains to envisioned stakeholder networks for IoL. We aim to identify how existing
lighting value chains are changing due to the inclusion of IoT and to investigate how a design
perspective can facilitate the transition towards IoL.
In chapter 2, we investigate the potential impact of IoL on the existing European office
lighting value chain. We conduct interviews with professional practitioners in the lighting
and IoT value chains and construct the layered value network model, which models the
existing value chain by positioning stakeholders in four phases of a construction project
(Design, Bid, Build, and Use) and according to four levels of value contribution (value for
Users, Organisations, Ecosystems, and Society). Moreover, we formulate perspectives
on IoL impact, approaching it with a Technology, Economy, Information, and End-user
perspective. We then project these perspectives on the modelled value chain and identify
potential points of impact on stakeholder roles, their value contribution, and their
involvement over time. We identify opportunities for value creation in the Use phase, new
actors that deliver this value, and changing roles for existing actors.
In chapter 3, we operationalise the impact analysis method used in chapter 2. We reassess
the original set of impacts three years later. In a workshop together with professional
practitioners, we assess the original impacts based on the results of the OpenAIS project.
viii

Based on the results, we revise the perspectives on IoL impact and construct the Layered
Value Method: a method to facilitate systemic impact analysis and joint value creation for
IoT building systems.
Part II, the Internet of Lighting as an interaction design challenge, presents two chapters
that investigate which aspects are important when designing interactive office lighting.
We aim to identify how people experience interactive lighting in their workplace and to give direction
to designing for interactive office lighting systems. We formulate three lenses that provide
considerations for the design of the lighting control interface, for the social aspects around
shared control, and for the automatic system behaviour.
In chapter 4, we investigate how the characteristics of a lighting interface can affect the
lighting control experience, and how this can support shared lighting control in an open
office. We designed three interfaces that systematically differ in their characteristics to
represent three common interaction styles: The Floorplan (a smartphone application),
Pointer (a tangible-gestural interface on every table), and Canvas (a tangible interface
central in the space). The interfaces were deployed in an open-plan office equipped with
an interactive lighting system. We evaluated longitudinal use and performed two analyses
on the results. First, we identify qualitative relations between the five selected interface
characteristics (ownership, distribution, purpose, interaction modality, interaction sequence,
and preview) and five effects on people’s experience with interactive lighting, expressed
by sharedness of actions, the required effort for an interaction, the engagement with an
interface, the perceived control, and through feedforward by having a reminder that lighting
control is possible. Second, we present in-depth insights into how the interaction style
of an interface can influence coordination of use by stimulating verbal communication, by
supporting people with considering others, and by affecting the feeling of accountability.
In chapter 5, we extend the findings of chapter 4 by means of a field study. A real-life
office was equipped with a state-of-the-art IoT lighting system, and we designed and
deployed two lighting interfaces that were used longitudinally by people working in
the office. We observe and evaluate people’s experiences and discuss the effects of the
inherent characteristics of a smartphone for lighting control, the significance of shared
lighting control, and the importance of well-balanced automatic system behaviour.
To operationalise the findings, we formulate design considerations for each of the three
lenses. The considerations for the interface lens address how the design of the lighting
control interface can affect the lighting control experience through its availability of controls
and the control definition. The social lens reveals considerations for shared lighting control,
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by addressing information needs and embodiment of missing information. The system lens helps
designers to consider how the system takes actions, how the system builds up an idea of the
appropriateness of its actions, and how to account for potential user-system conflicts.
In chapter 6, we conclude the work. First, we reflect on our experiences as design
practitioners in the OpenAIS project and identify decision-moments that were pivotal
for the end-user experience of the OpenAIS solution. These include the definition of
requirements, the creation of a light plan, the commissioning of the system, and the integration
of user controls. Second, we present ethical considerations for collecting personal data,
providing detailed manual control, opening up controls to third-parties, and deploying
autonomous building systems. Looking back at our original aims, we conclude that
our work shows the added value of approaching IoL as both a systemic and interaction
design challenge. A designer’s perspective can contribute a holistic and qualitative view to
analysing the potential impact on the stakeholder network, in the form of tools, methods,
and facilitation. We have demonstrated the potential added value of the design of
lighting control interfaces for end users, and we have provided insights into designing for
interactive office lighting. We believe that the real benefit of IoL becomes apparent when it
is part of a bigger building-wide ecosystem of intelligent services and systems.
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Samenvatting
De werkplek is niet langer maar een plek – mensen werken in en vanuit meerdere
plaatsen, van kantoorgebouwen tot plaatsen waar werk eerder ondenkbaar was.
Deze nieuwe manier van werken creëert een behoefte aan personalisatie van de
werkplek. Intelligente bouwsystemen kunnen aan deze behoefte voldoen, omdat ze een
nauwkeurige controle van de omgeving mogelijk maken. Moderne verlichtingssystemen
zijn een prominent en modern voorbeeld. Ontwikkelingen op het gebied van verlichting
en netwerktechnologieën maken het mogelijk dat verlichting een onderdeel wordt
van het Internet der Dingen (‘Internet of Things’, ookwel IoT). In dit proefschrift
noemen we dat het Internet van Lampen (‘Internet of Lighting’, ookwel IoL). IoL kan
nieuwe mogelijkheden voor waarde creatie teweegbrengen voor kantoormedewerkers,
gebouweigenaren en andere stakeholders. Hoe deze waarde gerealiseerd kan worden is
echter een minder onderzocht gebied. Bovendien kan de opname van verlichting in IoT een
verstorend effect hebben op bestaande bedrijven.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om te onderzoeken hoe een ontwerp-perspectief kan
bijdragen aan de realisatie van het Internet van Lampen. Dit doen we met een mensgerichte
benadering, we betrekken professionele vakmensen actief in het proces en we evalueren
ontwerpen in een echte omgeving. Het proefschrift benadert IoL als zowel een systemische
als een interactie-ontwerp uitdaging, die respectievelijk in twee afzonderlijke delen
aan bod komen.
Deel I bestaat uit twee hoofdstukken, waarin we IoL benaderen als een systemische
uitdaging en onderzoeken we hoe een ontwerp-perspectief kan bijdragen aan de
overgang van bestaande lichtwaardeketens naar beoogde netwerken van stakeholders
voor IoL. We doelen op het identificeren van de verandering in bestaande lichtwaardeketens
door de opname van IoL en het onderzoeken van hoe een ontwerpperspectief de overgang naar
IoL kan vergemakkelijken.
In hoofdstuk 2 onderzoeken we de potentiële impact van IoL op de bestaande Europese
waardeketen van kantoorverlichting. We interviewen professionals in de licht- en
IoL-waardeketens en construeren het gelaagde waarde netwerk model dat de bestaande
waardeketen modelleert door de stakeholders te positioneren in vier fasen van een
bouwproject (Ontwerp-, Bied-, Bouw-, en Gebruiksfase) en aan de hand van vier niveaus van
waarde bijdrage (waarde voor Gebruikers, Organisaties, Ecosystemen en de Maatschappij).
Bovendien formuleren we perspectieven op de impact van IoL vanuit een Technologie-,
Economie-, Informatie- en Eindgebruikersperspectief. Vervolgens projecteren we deze
perspectieven op de gemodelleerde waardeketen en identificeren we mogelijke punten
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van impact op de rol van de stakeholders, hun waarde bijdrage en betrokkenheid over
tijd. We identificeren mogelijkheden voor waarde creatie in de Gebruiksfase, nieuwe
stakeholders die deze waarde leveren en veranderende rollen voor bestaande stakeholders.
In hoofdstuk 3 operationaliseren we de impact-analyse-methode die in hoofdstuk 2 wordt
gebruikt. Drie jaar later herzien we de oorspronkelijke set van impacts opnieuw. In een
workshop beoordelen we samen met professionals de oorspronkelijke impact op basis van
de resultaten van het OpenAIS-project. We herzien de vier perspectieven op de impact en
construeren we de Gelaagde Waarde Methode: een methode om systemische impactanalyse
en gezamenlijke waardecreatie voor IoT-gebouwsystemen te faciliteren.
Deel twee bestaat ook uit twee hoofdstukken waaron we IoL benaderen als een interactieontwerpuitdaging. We onderzoeken welke aspecten belangrijk zijn bij het ontwerpen van
interactieve kantoorverlichting. In het bijzonder streven we ernaar om te identificeren hoe
mensen interactieve verlichting op hun werkplek ervaren en richting te geven aan het ontwerpen
voor interactieve kantoorverlichtingssystemen. We formuleren drie lenzen die overwegingen
presenteren voor het ontwerp van de bedieningsinterface, voor de sociale aspecten van
gedeelde controle en voor het automatische systeemgedrag.
In hoofdstuk 4 onderzoeken we hoe de kenmerken van een bedieningsinterface de
ervaring van controle kunnen beïnvloeden en hoe dit een gedeelde besturing van de
verlichting kan ondersteunen. We ontwierpen drie interfaces die systematisch verschillen
in hun kenmerken en zo drie veelvoorkomende interactiestijlen te presenteren:
De Floorplan (een smartphone-applicatie), Pointer (een tastbare interface op iedere
tafel) en Canvas (een tastbare interface centraal in de ruimte). De interfaces werden
ingezet in een open kantoorruimte, uitgerust met een interactief verlichtingssysteem.
We evalueren het longitudinaal gebruik ervan en voeren twee analyses uit op de resultaten.
Eerst identificeren we kwalitatieve relaties tussen de vijf geselecteerde interfacekenmerken
(eigendom, distributie, doel, interactiemodaliteit, interactievolgorde en preview) en vijf effecten op
de beleving van mensen met interactieve verlichting, uitgedrukt door het delen van acties,
de vereiste inspanning voor een interactie, de betrokkenheid in een interactie, het gevoel van
controle, en het weten dat lichtsturing mogelijk is. Ten tweede presenteren we diepgaande
inzichten in hoe de interactiestijl van een interface de coördinatie van het gedeelde gebruik
kan beïnvloeden door verbale communicatie te stimuleren, door mensen te ondersteunen bij
het rekening houden met anderen en door het gevoel van verantwoordelijkheid te beïnvloeden.
In hoofdstuk 5 breiden we de bevindingen van hoofdstuk 4 uit door middel van een
onderzoek in het veld. Een kantoor werd uitgerust met een state-of-the-art IoTlichtsysteem en we ontwierpen en implementeerden twee bedieningsinterfaces die voor
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langere tijd werden gebruikt door mensen die in kantoor werkten. We observeerden
en evalueren de ervaringen van de mensen en bespreken de effecten van de inherente
kenmerken van een smartphone voor lichtbediening, de betekenis van gedeelde
lichtbediening en het belang van een uitgebalanceerd automatisch systeemgedrag.
Om de bevindingen te operationaliseren, formuleren we ontwerpoverwegingen voor elk
van de drie lenzen. De overwegingen voor de interface lens gaan in op de manier waarop
het ontwerp van de bedieningsinterface de bedieningservaring kan beïnvloeden door
de beschikbaarheid van aansturing en de defenitie van de bediening. De sociale lens toont
overwegingen voor gedeelde lichtbediening door het begrijpen van informatiebehoeften en
het belichamen van ontbrekende informatie. De systeem lens helpt ontwerpers na te denken
over hoe het systeem actie onderneemt, hoe het systeem een idee opbouwt van de gepastheid
van acties en hoe rekening te houden met potentiële conflicten tussen gebruiker en systeem.
In hoofdstuk 6 sluiten we het werk af. Eerst reflecteren we op onze ervaringen als
ontwerpers in het OpenAIS-project en identificeren we beslissingsmomenten die van
cruciaal belang waren voor de ervaring van de eindgebruiker. Deze omvatten de definitie
van eisen, het opstellen van een lichtplan, het instellen van het systeem en de integratie van
bediening door gebruikers. Ten tweede presenteren we ethische overwegingen voor het
verzamelen van persoonlijke gegevens, het verstrekken van gedetailleerde handmatige
controle, het openstellen van controles voor derden en het implementeren van autonome
gebouwsystemen. Terugkijkend op onze oorspronkelijke doelstellingen, concluderen we
dat ons werk de toegevoegde waarde van het benaderen van IoL als zowel een systemische
als een interactie-ontwerpuitdaging laat zien. Het perspectief van een ontwerper kan een
holistische en kwalitatieve aanpak bijdragen aan het analyseren van potentiële impact
op het netwerk van stakeholders, in de vorm van modellen, methodes en facilitering.
We hebben de potentiële toegevoegde waarde van het realiseren van bedieningsinterfaces
voor eindgebruikers aangetoond en we hebben inzicht gegeven in hoe interactieve
kantoorverlichting ontworpen kan worden. We geloven dat het echte voordeel van IoL pas
duidelijk wordt wanneer het deel uitmaakt van een groter gebouw-breed ecosysteem van
intelligente diensten en systemen.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
This thesis presents insights into designing for IoT lighting systems, with a particular focus
on professional office lighting. In this first section, we outline this dissertation.
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1.1. Problem statement
Work is not a place anymore – people work in and from multiple places, from office
buildings to traditionally non-work spaces. Salient are the flexibility and mobility of
using personally-owned devices for work. Modern office buildings cater to this new way
of working by providing open-plan offices – i.e., the physical workspace is configured
without interior walls or rooms (Oldham & Brass, 2006) – that apply a flex-desk policy,
allowing people to work anywhere in the building. Open-plan offices are praised for
their reduced rental, land and building costs (Hedge, 1982), especially since the shared
office can enhance interaction and communication among employees (Oldham & Brass,
2006). However, the opposite has also been claimed (Kim & de Dear, 2013). People often
experience a reduction in satisfaction, a loss of privacy, an increased cognitive workload
(de Croon, Sluiter, Kuijer, & Frings-Dresen, 2005), and a growing need for personalisation
of the workplace (Wells, 2000).
Intelligent building systems can fulfil the need for personalisation by allowing finegrained controls over the lighting, temperature, air-conditioning, blinds, and windows.
Lighting systems are a prominent and contemporary example of these intelligent building
systems. Traditionally, the lighting in the office could be switched on or off, either manually
with switches or automatically based on presence sensing. However, the advancements
in solid-state lighting in the recent past have enabled the development of small, durable,
and energy-efficient light sources that allow for more detailed control (Holonyak, 2002;
Krames et al., 2007). Moreover, the digital nature of LED technology makes the benefits
of networking technology available for lighting (Schubert & Kim, 2005). Now, there is an
opportunity for lighting to adopt the Internet of Things paradigm (IoT). IoT is envisioned
as a global infrastructure of networked physical objects that collect and share data, which
dates back to Weiser’s original vision of ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991). Weiser’s
idea of embedding technology invisibly into the everyday blurs the boundaries between
the artefact, system, and the environment itself (Alavi, Churchill, & Lalanne, 2017).
For lighting, this means that luminaires can be connected to the Internet and each other.
In this thesis, we refer to this trend as the Internet of Lighting (IoL): a specific instantiation
of IoT that can allow any internet-connected device or cloud service to control the lighting
in a building and to access the data from its sensors. Such a highly scalable and flexible
network of luminaires allows for even more advanced and fine-grained controls and
provides opportunities for new services that exceed applications for just lighting.
The lighting systems in offices have started to act autonomously to provide optimal lighting
conditions. Automatic dimming strategies originate from a managerial requirement:
switching off lighting where it is not needed can reduce energy use and costs. This can
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be easy to use if the automatic behaviour is designed well, and the system can correctly
provide what people need at any given moment. People are willing to give up partial control
if the reward in usefulness is great enough (Barkhuus & Dey, 2003). However, there is a
risk that people experience a lack of control as their environment is adjusted by contextaware systems (Barkhuus & Dey, 2003), especially if systems perform undesirable actions
(Bellotti & Edwards, 2001; Edwards & Grinter, 2001). People have an innate need to
experience control and to be effective in their interactions with the environment (Skinner,
1995). The absence of control can lead to unhappiness and a loss of power (Averill,
1973; Burger, 1989).
Providing people with control over the lighting can have several benefits. The possibility
of dimming lighting is desirable and considered of high value (Boyce, Eklund, & Simpson,
2000; Maniccia, Rutledge, Rea, & Morrow, 1999). It can fulfil the need for personalisation of
the workplace (Newsham, Veitch, Arsenault, & Duval, 2004; Veitch et al., 2010), especially
since individuals differ in their lighting preferences (Escuyer & Fontoynont, 2001; Galasiu
& Veitch, 2006; Moore, Carter, & Slater, 2002). It can contribute to an increased level of
appraisal for the work environment (Veitch & Newsham, 2000), higher satisfaction with
lighting conditions (Escuyer & Fontoynont, 2001; Moore et al., 2002), and an increased
work comfort (Rossi, Pandharipande, Caicedo, Schenato, & Cenedese, 2015). Moreover,
it can contribute to higher job satisfaction (Veitch, 2011) and it can decrease energy
consumption (Boyce et al., 2000; Williams, Barbara, Garbesi, & Page, 2012). People that
experience a high level of control are generally more satisfied, committed, motivated, and
involved in their job (Spector, 1986).
The potential benefits of lighting control in the workplace are well-known. However,
how to offer people detailed lighting to realise these benefits is a lesser explored area.
The traditional physical link between switch and lighting no longer exists in IoL, opening
up new possibilities for the design of lighting control interfaces. The myriad of new
controllable lighting parameters that IoL brings calls for a new interaction paradigm
(Lucero et al., 2016; Offermans, van Essen, & Eggen, 2014). Real personal lighting control
in an open-plan office seems to be an illusion as the office layout and lighting layout rarely
match (Despenic, Chraibi, Lashina, & Rosemann, 2017), and lighting adjustments thus
affect more than only the actor (Niemantsverdriet, 2018). How should we design interfaces
for lighting control that fit people’s work activities and the shared nature of an open-plan
office? Additionally, we foresee a challenge in integrating lighting control interfaces in the
automated behaviour of the lighting system.
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The inclusion of lighting in the IoT paradigm potentially has a disruptive effect on
traditional lighting business. Lighting is traditionally building-oriented, i.e., decisions
regarding the design and deployment are mainly made with a cost-saving perspective in
mind to achieve, in the long run, a good return on investment. The office building needs
to be flexible for a longer period of time since the occupant and office layout can change
over time. This means that the lighting system needs to be future proof. The light levels are
specified according to regulations to have a minimal impact on energy use: there should be
sufficient light and not more. Generally, the motivations for these decisions are energyreduction, cost-saving, meeting lighting standards1 and regulations and are implicit in
the sequential process of the lighting value chain: the luminaire manufacturer creates
value for the architect, the lighting designer creates value for the building owner, and the
installer creates value for the facility manager. However, stakeholders rarely create direct
value for the actual user: the people working in the office (e.g., Grabher-Meyer, 2019). IoL,
however, is no longer just a product that is produced, sold, and maintained. It is a sociotechnical system that is service-oriented, as lighting no longer is about providing enough
light, but about providing high-quality lighting tailored to the building and people’s
activities. Stakeholders in the lighting value chain will be impacted as lighting becomes
part of an even bigger ecosystem of intelligent building systems within the IoT paradigm.
This is a systemic challenge: the inclusion of lighting in the IoT paradigm requires many
stakeholders to change their value contribution.

1.2. Research questions
In this thesis, we investigate how the field of design can contribute to the IoL. We formulate
the following overarching research question:
Overarching research question:
How can a design perspective contribute to the Internet of Lighting?
We foresee two challenges for the realisation of IoL that can benefit from a design
perspective. Therefore, the main research question is broken down into two sets of research
questions that together investigate the role of design for these two challenges. First, we
approach IoL as a systemic challenge and address the changing lighting business landscape,
and how a design perspective can contribute to the transition towards IoL. Second, we
approach IoL as an interaction design challenge and investigate the user experience of
interactive lighting in the workplace and building up design-relevant knowledge for
designing interactive office lighting.
European committee for standardization, EN 12464-1:2011 Light and Lighting - Lighting of Work Places Part 1: Indoor Work Places, 2011. & Illuminating Engineering Society, Lighting Handbook 10th Edition, 2011.
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1.2.1. The Internet of Lighting as a systemic challenge
Successful lighting businesses of today need to be large enough to design, build, and
sell a complete lighting system. Currently, such businesses are solely responsible for the
operation of that system throughout its lifecycle. This status quo changes when lighting
adopts IoT. The closed lighting system transforms into a service-based platform, open
for others to add value and to innovate. Such an ecosystem of devices, software, and
services requires different disciplines and expertise that go beyond the traditional lighting
business. It therefore becomes impossible for one business to be responsible for the entire
lighting ecosystem, as different components originate from different vendors and services
are developed by different stakeholders. One company can no longer design and sell a
complete system by itself, and as a consequence becomes responsible for only a specific
part of the system fitting to their expertise.
In this thesis, we investigate how a design perspective can contribute to the transition from
existing lighting value chains to envisioned stakeholder networks for IoL. We formulate
the following two research questions:
Research question 1a:
How are existing lighting value chains changing due to the inclusion of the Internet of Things?
Although IoL is an emerging phenomenon, it is possible to envision and describe how
the currently existing lighting value chain can be impacted by adopting the IoT paradigm.
However, before we can do so, we need a thorough understanding of the existing lighting
value chain. We need to know which stakeholders are involved and how they exchange
value during the development and use of a lighting system. A better understanding of
the existing value chain will be the foundation of studying the potential impact of IoT on
that value chain.
Lighting adopting IoT is a systemic and complex challenge that encompasses technological
and networking advancements that impacts society on different levels by introducing a new
economic paradigm (Brand & Rocchi, 2011). The transition can bring significant changes
to how value is defined and how stakeholders organise themselves to contribute to a new
way of creating value. We want to know the added value of IoL to existing stakeholders
in the lighting value chain, how they can contribute to the new IoL paradigm, and which
new stakeholders are potentially introduced to the stakeholder network. A holistic
understanding of the potential impact on existing value chains can be regarded as a first
step towards envisioning and realising IoL that is meaningful to society.
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Research question 1b:
How can a design perspective facilitate the transition towards the Internet of Lighting?
The systemic nature of the transition towards IoL asks for new methods and tools to
understand the potential impact and facilitate the creation of value for IoL. As we have
a background in design, we are curious about the role that a design perspective can play
in the transition. We see an opportunity for applying qualitative methods to embrace
the complexity of the systemic impact, and to facilitate stakeholders in rethinking how
they add value to IoL. We want to investigate what role design can play in this process
and whether existing tools can be used for analysing potential IoT impact or if we need
a new method.
1.2.2. The Internet of Lighting as an interaction design challenge
IoL offers new opportunities to contribute to people’s experience of lighting in the office.
New services will contribute to a meaningful experience of office lighting. IoL can provide
people in offices with control over the lighting in their office. However, just opening up
the myriad of new controllable lighting parameters is not likely to be the way to allow for
meaningful interactions between people and the lighting system. Research on lighting
control in shared offices is limited and user studies in open-plan offices are a clear direction
of future research (de Bakker, Aries, Kort, & Rosemann, 2017). Similarly, Newsham et al.
(2004) call for a field study of the effects of having individual lighting control to address
longer-term, real-world effects. There is a need for new design knowledge about how
to design the interactions between the system and the people in the office to make the
potential benefits of IoL a reality (Lucero et al., 2016; Offermans et al., 2014).
In this thesis, we investigate what aspects are important when designing for interactive
lighting systems in the office. The challenge retains a focus on interaction design for
IoL and the user experience of interactive lighting. We aim to investigate how people
experience interactive lighting, how the design of the system and control interface can
influence lighting control, and what aspects to consider when designing for interactive
lighting. We formulate the following two research questions:
Research question 2a:
How do people experience interactive lighting in the office?
This question retains a focus on the experience of lighting control as a situated context.
Office lighting systems can be regarded as socio-technical systems that involve interactions
between humans, artefacts, and the (social) context. How people experience interactive
lighting systems is likely to be impacted by many contextual factors such as their activities,
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colleagues, and automated system behaviour. We aim to investigate what aspects play a
role when people interact with a lighting system in their office. We want to explore how
people understand and value interactive lighting in the workplace, how it plays a role in
the everyday work, how it fits in the shared nature of open-plan offices, and how automatic
system behaviour can influence people’s experiences with lighting control.
Research question 2b:
What are design considerations for interactive lighting systems in the workplace?
The previous research question is empirical, inquiring about people’s experiences with
an interactive lighting system. However, the main aim is to generate design-relevant
knowledge that can inform the design of interactions with office lighting. We investigate
how people’s experience with lighting control in the office can be affected by the
designed aspects of the lighting system and the lighting control interface. We want to
know what interface characteristics influence lighting use, how the interaction style can
affect the coordination of shared lighting control, and how to design automatic system
behaviour that fits this context. Ultimately, we aim to formulate design considerations
that can inform design decisions for interface characteristics, coordination of use, and
automatic system behaviour.

1.3. The OpenAIS project
“Following the trends of the creation of the Internet of Things and the rapid penetration of SSL based
lighting, it is advantageous to connect the luminaires in buildings to the Internet. OpenAIS defined
an open system architecture that includes lighting for professional applications into IoT. This enables
a transition from the existing closed and command-oriented systems to an open and service-oriented
architecture.”
--OpenAIS project website (2015)2
The work presented in this dissertation is performed within the Open Architectures for
Intelligent Solid State Lighting System project (OpenAIS). The project, funded by the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, started in 2015
with the technical development of an open architecture for the inclusion of lighting
for professional applications in IoT. The project goal is to work towards including
professional lighting into IoT and hence enable a wider community of stakeholders to
deliver the smartness of IoT lighting, allowing easy adaptability of the system to cater
for the diversity of people and demands. The consortium was a collaboration between
seven leading companies in the European lighting and IoT industries with two academic
partners: Signify, Zumtobel, Tridonic, Johnson Controls, Dynniq, NXP, ARM, Eindhoven
2

OpenAIS project website: http://www.openais.eu/
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University of Technology (TU/e), and TNO-ESI. The project focussed on the technological
development of a lighting IoT standard and evaluated its solution with a pilot study in a
real-life office in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. The consortium installed a state-of-the-art,
multi-vendor lighting system as a complete lighting solution to show the feasibility of IoL,
and simultaneously assess the performance of this solution.
The project provided two opportunities for addressing the research questions in this
thesis. First, it offered access to professional practitioners in the lighting and IoT value
chain, who see value in including lighting in the IoT paradigm. We aimed to involve them
in investigating the systemic impact of IoT on the value chain, to acquire a thorough
understanding of the current lighting value chain based on their experience in the field,
and to increase the ecological validity of the analysis of the potential impact of IoT on
existing lighting businesses. In addition, we foresaw an opportunity for reassessing the
impact by evaluating the results of the project. Second, the project was a vehicle for
the activities addressing the interaction design challenge. The fully-functional pilot
implementation allowed us to evaluate custom lighting control interfaces with office
workers in a real-life office.
The team of researchers from the TU/e was a collaboration between the department of
Industrial Design (this dissertation) and the Computer Science department. The Computer
Science department focussed on the development of the architecture, while the
department of Industrial Design took on the challenge of analysing potential IoT impact
on the lighting value chain and investigating interactions with IoL. We took up several
tasks throughout the project. First, we took a leading role in defining scenarios, use cases,
and user requirements at the beginning of the project. Second, we analysed the potential
impact of the OpenAIS solution on the European office lighting value chain at the start of
the project and reassessed this impact at the end of the project. Finally, we took the lead in
designing lighting control interfaces for office workers and other third-party applications
for the OpenAIS architecture and evaluating the OpenAIS pilot with its users.

1.4. Research approach
This section explains the approach we took to investigate the two challenges. Central to
the research is that we take a designer’s perspective. This is self-evident when approaching
the interaction design challenge, which purely focusses on generating knowledge for
designing interactions with internet-connected lighting systems. A designer’s perspective
to the broader, multi-stakeholder challenge is less obvious. Nevertheless, we believe
it can be valuable as this complex challenge requires the holistic approach a designer’s
perspective can facilitate.
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We adopted three principles as a general approach to the two challenges. In this section, we
first address the general approach. We then describe the approaches for the two challenges.
1.4.1. General approach
The core of the interaction design work is a research-through-design approach, centred
around the evaluation of fully working prototypes in a real-life context to increase the
applicability of the generated knowledge to the real world. Similarly, we value the reallife setting when investigating potential IoT impact on the value chain, by applying a
stakeholder-centred approach. We address each of the three approaches individually.
Research-through-design
In this thesis, we aim at generating design-relevant knowledge for interaction design for
internet-connected lighting systems. More specifically, we aim at constructing generative
intermediate-level knowledge (Höök & Löwgren, 2012) — i.e., knowledge more abstracted
than particular knowledge linked to specific design-research instances, at the same time,
knowledge that does not aspire to the generality of a theory but that plays a direct role
in the creation of new designs. We therefore apply a design-oriented approach (Fallman,
2007), more commonly referred to as research-through-design (Zimmerman, Forlizzi,
& Evenson, 2007), which deploys methods from design practice to generate designrelevant knowledge. As IoL is a future technology, it becomes especially relevant to
make the resulting knowledge extensible to future research (Zimmerman et al., 2007).
When we use the term interaction design in the thesis, we generally refer to designoriented practices within the academic field of human-computer interaction (HCI).
Sometimes we refer to (interaction) design practices outside the academic field, in this
case, we will mention ‘practice’ explicitly.
Real-life evaluation
We focus on insights from real-life, everyday situations with internet-connected lighting.
As technologies become ubiquitous and an integrated part of the environment, interaction
with a lighting system is highly influenced by the context of everyday life, where many
contextual factors intertwine. The richness of the everyday makes the real-life context a
complex and “messy” place (Rogers, 2011) where technology becomes part of everyday
activities, behaviour changes over time, and unrelated factors interfere (Kuutti & Bannon,
2014). This makes it challenging to take theories derived from the lab and apply them
directly to real-life situations (Landauer, 1995; Rogers, 2005). Studying lighting control
in isolation from the situated context can, therefore, result in isolated knowledge that
needs additional translation to make it applicable in the real world (Rogers, 2005, 2011).
Instead, we want to embrace the complexity of the real world and aim at systematically
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evaluating people’s real-life experiences with lighting control at work. Moreover, it takes
time for people to include lighting interaction in their daily work activities (Grudin, 1994).
This makes longitudinal, in-situ evaluation of lighting control in the real world essential
for design-knowledge that can be applied in the real-life context (Rogers, 2011). As a
result, we want to explore new opportunities rather than aim for conclusive answers since
the “messy” real world makes it impossible to negate all potentially influencing factors.
Stakeholder-centred approach
Interaction design practices are conventionally grounded in user-centred design and
user experience design and thus have a strong focus on the needs of ‘users’ (Forlizzi &
Zimmerman, 2013). However, a more holistic approach is required when investigating
the potential systemic impact that IoL can have on existing value chains. The designer in
a lighting project is one of many stakeholders responsible for bringing shared value for
different people: the customer, the end users, and other stakeholders. Therefore, we take a
stakeholder-centred approach (Forlizzi, 2018; Forlizzi & Zimmerman, 2013) and consider
value creation for different entities interacting with and through products and related
services. Such an approach is explicitly systemic (Forlizzi & Zimmerman, 2013) and applies
a holistic perspective to IoL, investigating the intersecting set of people, stakeholders
and technologies that co-produce value. To successfully handle this complicated design
situation, we use designerly activities (Stolterman, 2008; Zimmerman, Stolterman, &
Forlizzi, 2010), aiming at developing tools and methods to understand the complex
network of stakeholders and to envision future stakeholder networks. We want to involve
professional practitioners within the domain of lighting and IoT in the research activities.
Their experience and tacit knowledge contribute to the ecological validity of the methods.
1.4.2. Approaching the Internet of Lighting as a systemic challenge
We approach the first, systemic, challenge by analysing existing value chains and
identifying the potential impact of the introduction of IoT technology on these existing
value chains. The motivation for this challenge originated from the OpenAIS project, as
the goals of the TU/e were to analyse the potential impact of the OpenAIS solution on
the European lighting value chain. It is likely that existing impact analysis methods need
translation to fit the systemic nature of the challenge. We therefore need to evaluate
existing literature to construct a suitable method for analysing IoT impact. Designers and
other stakeholders should be able to apply this method for analysing the potential impact
of IoT on their stakeholder network.
To construct such a method, we need to understand how stakeholder networks are, and
will be, organised. This requires in-situ knowledge from professionals in the lighting value
chain. Moreover, we expect that the connectedness of IoT results in impact that goes
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beyond the lighting value chain only. We therefore want to involve professionals from the
lighting, IoT, and related industries (e.g., building automation) in the construction of a
model of the existing lighting value chain and in envisioning what IoT can mean for the
lighting industry. The professionals’ empirical knowledge contributes to the ecological
validity of the resulting model. A good understanding of currently existing value chains
forms the basis for analysing potential IoT impact.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate the validity of such insights based on
expectations only. By reassessing the expected impacts based on a real-life implementation
of an IoT lighting system, we can discuss the relevance of the expectations and can also
discuss the validity of the method used to identify the impact. We therefore believe it
is important to validate initial impacts later on, based on deployment of an actual IoT
lighting system in a real-life setting together with different relevant stakeholders involved
in the IoT and lighting value chains.
1.4.3. Approaching the Internet of Lighting as an interaction design challenge
We approach the second challenge by addressing arising opportunities and challenges
for designing interactions with IoT lighting systems. Within the context of professional
lighting, we focus on office lighting. We approach designing for interactive office lighting
from different angles, focussing on the lighting control interface, the people in the
workplace, and the lighting system itself. We first want to conduct studies in an applied
lab setting to explore the design context before we move into the complexity that a
field study brings.
Three lenses
Interactive lighting in the office is a complex ecosystem with multiple people, artefacts,
and services that are connected: “… the one-to-one relationship between the occupant
and the various control devices: the window, the blind, the light switch, and the radiator
valve tends to vanish, making effective individual control much more difficult.” (Bordass,
Bromley, & Leaman, 1993, p. 3). Consider the following scenario that illustrates the
complexity of the interactive office lighting context:
Sarah is working in the office. It’s getting cloudy outside, so she decides to change the lighting.
She opens the app on her phone, increases the light level on her desk, dims the light on the empty
desks around her, and continues working. A little later, her colleague Walter enters and sits down at
the desk across from her, in dimmed lighting. Then the lighting changes suddenly. Surprised Sarah
looks up, then looks around. This is not the first time this happened. Did Walter do that? Or did the
sensor fail to see her again? She starts waving at it. No effect. She doesn’t want to have to take her
phone again and, most of all, doesn’t want to disturb Walter. Disappointed she gets back to work.
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Sarah’s experience contains a multitude of contextual factors that influence how she
experiences her work environment and lighting control. It therefore makes sense to
approach the challenge of designing for interactive office lighting from different angles,
by applying different lenses (Erickson, 2006). Throughout this thesis, we construct three
lenses that correspond with the three actors in the scenario: the lighting control interface,
the people in the office, and the lighting system itself. We expect that distinguishing
between these three lenses can facilitate analytical clarity to the holistic nature of designing
for interactive office lighting. Next, we briefly introduce the three lenses. We further
specify them while describing the respective studies, according to related literature and
the resulting insights.
Interface lens –The first lens is the interface lens. This lens retains a focus on the artefact
that people use to exercise control over the lighting system in the office. It considers
the characteristics of the lighting control interface, and how they can affect how people
experience lighting control in the office.
Social lens – The second lens focusses on the shared nature of open-plan offices and how
this plays a role in how people interact with the lighting system. Context within HCI is
generally defined as human and environmental factors (Schmidt, Beigl, & Gellersen, 1999).
However, open-plan offices are hardly occupied by one person only. A lighting adjustment
is therefore likely to affect others and other people’s presence is known to influence
lighting interaction (Magielse, 2014; Niemantsverdriet, 2018).
System lens – The third lens is the system lens. We focus on automatic system behaviour
and how it can affect people’s experience with lighting control in the office. Throughout the
interaction design research, we investigate how people experience these three aspects
of lighting control, and what aspects should be considered when designing for future
interactive office lighting.
From the lab to the field
The OpenAIS project provides an opportunity to conduct a longitudinal study with a stateof-the-art IoT lighting system deployed in a real-life office. This allows us to investigate how
people experience interactive office lighting in the field. However, interactions with office
lighting in real-life are bound to be influenced by many contextual factors, e.g., natural
lighting and presence-based switching. We therefore choose to start the research in a setup that is smaller and less complex, closer to a lab environment than a field environment.
This allows us to limit the number of contextual influences and to quickly implement
and evaluate multiple custom lighting interfaces, as a preparation for the field study.
Meanwhile, we can collaborate with stakeholders in the OpenAIS project to realise a fully
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working lighting system with control interfaces. This allows us to conduct a field study to
recognise the findings from the lab, while embracing the many contextual factors. In this
way, we aim to increase the ecological validity and relevance of the findings for practice,
making them better applicable in real-life.

1.5. Thesis structure
We address the two challenges in two separate parts in this thesis. Each part contains
chapters that describe the results of a study that contributes to the respective research
questions for the challenge. In a third and final part of the thesis, we reflect on the
general research approach and our experiences in the OpenAIS project, and we conclude
the thesis by answering the research questions. Figure 1.1 provides a visual outline of
the thesis structure.

Figure 1.1. Outline of the chapters in this thesis.
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Part I: The Internet of Lighting as a systemic challenge
The first part of this thesis (chapter 2 and 3) describes two studies that address IoL as
a systemic challenge.
In chapter 2, we address the changing existing lighting value chains due to the inclusion
of IoT in lighting systems (RQ1a). We aim to identify the potential impact of IoL in a
systematic way. Through interviews with professional practitioners in the lighting and IoT
value chains, we envision the potential impact of the OpenAIS solution on the European
office lighting value chain. First, we model the existing stakeholder network. Second, we
formulate perspectives on IoL impact to understand better what IoL can mean for the
lighting industry. We then investigate the modelled value chain with these perspectives
and identify potential points of impact on a stakeholder-level.
In chapter 3, we address how a design perspective can facilitate the transition towards IoL
(RQ1b). We aim to operationalise the impact analysis method by reassessing the points
three years after they were identified. In a workshop together with consortium partners,
we assess the expected impacts based on the results of the OpenAIS project, and we use
the modelled value chain and four perspectives on impact to formulate new stakeholder
networks for IoL. Based on the results, we revise the perspectives on IoL impact and
present the Layered Value method: a method to facilitate systemic impact analysis and joint
value creation for intelligent building systems.
Part II: The Internet of Lighting as an interaction design challenge
The second part of this thesis (chapter 4 and 5) addresses IoL as an interaction design
challenge. We present two studies in applied settings that investigate people experience
with interactive lighting in the office (RQ2a), and how to design for interactive
office lighting (RQ2b).
Chapter 4 presents a longitudinal study that evaluates how the design of the lighting
control interface can affect how people use an interactive lighting system in the
workplace. We equip a student workspace with an interactive lighting system and evaluate
longitudinal use of three interfaces that systematically differ in their characteristics. In two
separate analyses, we approach the results with the interface and social lenses, respectively.
We describe how people experienced the interactive lighting system, how the interface
design affected lighting use, and how the interaction style influenced people’s coordination
of shared lighting control.
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In chapter 5, we aim to recognise and extend the earlier findings of chapter 4 in a field
study, by evaluating interactive office lighting with all three of the lenses (interface, social,
and system) in real-life. A real-life office was equipped with the OpenAIS lighting system
and two lighting interfaces were deployed and used longitudinally by people working in
the office. We observe and evaluate people’s experiences with the system and discuss the
effects of the inherent characteristics of a smartphone for lighting control, the significance
of shared lighting control, and the importance of well-balanced automatic system
behaviour. To operationalise the insights, we formulate a set of design considerations for
the lighting control interface characteristics, social aspects of shared lighting control, and
automatic system behaviour.
Part III: Concluding the thesis
We conclude the work in the third part of this thesis. In chapter 6, we reflect on our
experience as interaction designers in the OpenAIS project and describe four decisionmoments that shaped how office workers experienced the interactive lighting system.
Then, we address ethical considerations for design and research for interactive building
systems. We then conclude the research by answering the research questions for both
challenges, and we formulate recommendations for future directions and opportunities to
extend upon this work.
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Part I, the Internet of Lighting as a systemic challenge, presents two
chapters that describe studies that were performed to investigate how a
design perspective can contribute to the transition from existing lighting
value chains to envisioned stakeholder networks for the Internet of
Lighting. The research questions for this part are How are existing lighting
value chains changing due to the inclusion of the Internet of Things? and How can
a design perspective facilitate the transition towards the Internet of Lighting? The
goal is to construct a method that supports professional practitioners to
understand the potential changes that the Internet of Things can bring
to their domain and to identify new opportunities for value creation, by
providing a design perspective to impact analysis.

Chapter 2, Impact on the Lighting Value Chain, is partly based on The impact of the internet
of lighting on the office lighting value network (van de Werff, van Essen, & Eggen, 2018a) and
OpenAIS Value Chain Impact Analysis Report (OpenAIS, 2015b).
Chapter 3, Layered Value Method, extends the work from chapter 2 and is partly based on
Solution Impacts Assessment Report (OpenAIS, 2018b).
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2.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we address the first research question for the systemic challenge: How
are existing lighting value chains changing due to the inclusion of the Internet of Things (IoT)? In
networked innovations such as IoT, the value for users is created through direct and indirect
relationships between actors in an ecosystem of stakeholders. The value proposition, and
how to realise end user value, is therefore defined jointly by the stakeholders involved, their
knowledge, resources and expectations (Basole & Rouse, 2008; den Ouden & Valkenburg,
2011; Tomico, Lu, Baha, Lehto, & Hirvikoski, 2011). Identifying knowledge and resources,
and forming the partnerships and collaborations needed to realise joint value creation
(how) becomes as equally important as determining the solution (what) (Brand & Rocchi,
2011). To understand how this change in value creation impacts the lighting value chain,
we perform a study with two aims. First, we investigate how existing lighting value chains
are organised, to build up an understanding of the stakeholders involved, their roles
and involvement over time, and their value contributions. Second, we investigate how
professional practitioners envision IoT impact on the lighting value chain.
The study is performed within the OpenAIS project. A total of 28 professional practitioners
within the European lighting and IoT value chains was interviewed to gather a broad range
of opinions from the perspective of both industries. Based on this empirical evidence we
model the current European lighting value chain and group expected IoT impact on the
lighting value chain in four perspectives on impact.
In this chapter, we begin with background information about value chain analyses and
impact analysis methods. Next, in section 2.3, we present our impact analysis study where
we investigate the potential impact of the Internet of Lighting (IoL) on the European
lighting value chain. We start by describing our study setup and show how we gathered
perspectives on IoT impact by interviewing stakeholders involved in the European lighting
value chain. In section 2.4 and section 2.5, we describe how we developed two tools for
impact analysis. First, we defined four perspectives on impact that help to get a better
grip on potential impact of IoT on the value chain. Secondly, we iteratively developed the
layered value network model: a tool to visualise complex stakeholder networks. These tools
were used to identify potential impact on the European lighting value chain on a high
level – across the value chain – and on a stakeholder-level, which we describe in section
2.6. We conclude this chapter by discussing the insights gathered throughout the impact
analysis in section 2.7 and by addressing the initial research question in section 2.8.
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2.2. Background: value chain analysis
Many efforts have been made to understand value chains, innovation design, and impact
of trends on different levels of our society. This section presents an overview of related
methods and models that aim to analyse value chain and stakeholder networks.
One of the most widely applied methods to analyse impact on a value chain is the Value
Chain Analysis method (VCA), introduced by Porter (1985) and further developed in
management accounting literature (Lord, 1996; Shank, 1989; Shank & Govindarajan,
1992). The goal of the VCA method is to break up the chain of activities between raw
materials and the end user of a product or system, to “understand costs and the sources of
differentiation” (Shank & Govindarajan, 1992, p. 80). However, in literature and practice,
this method is mostly used to increase efficiency from an intra-firm perspective, rather
than rethinking value across the entire value chain (Dekker, 2003). Due to expected
disruption of IoT technology on the lighting value chain, we believe that these kinds of
methods will no longer suffice as they fail to address the bigger picture that IoT value
needs. IoT is transitioning industry into a knowledge economy, transforming the principle
of value chains into value networks (Brand & Rocchi, 2011). This makes the analysis of
value chains less applicable to the new situation.
Innovation Design presents an approach for meaningful innovations on networks of
stakeholders within a societal context (den Ouden, 2012). This method applies the value
framework as a synthesis tool to support the process of creating shared value for multiple
stakeholders (den Ouden, 2013). The core idea of the framework is that meaningful
innovations create shared stakeholder value across four societal levels: User, Organisations,
Ecosystem, and Society. The User level focusses on experience and improving quality of
life of end users. On the Organisations level, different stakeholders are bringing a value
proposition to the users. The Ecosystem level focusses on value for non-profit organisations,
and companies in the same line of business that together form a community that sustains
innovation, while the Society level encompasses value for society as a whole and includes
stakeholders like financial organisations and governments. The framework also provides
four perspectives on value: Economy, Psychology, Sociology, and Ecology. These help to
define value for stakeholders at different levels. An innovation is considered meaningful if
it addresses the four levels from all four perspectives. Next to the framework, Den Ouden
and Brankaert (2013) present the Value Flow model. This is a tool to ideate and visualise
flows (or transactions of value) between stakeholders in a network, by means of goods &
services, money & credits, information, and intangible value. The innovation design tools
have not yet been applied to the challenges that come with the inclusion of office lighting
in IoT but seem like a fitting approach to our case.
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The lighting value chain is a complex network of stakeholders that changes throughout
the lifecycle of a lighting system. To illustrate, the company that installs the lighting
system in the building might become a more service-oriented actor after the installation
is completed. To work towards a tool for creating an understandable overview of this
changing network, we need to include an additional dimension based on the system’s
lifecycle. The lighting value chain is closely related to construction projects that deliver
buildings as a whole. The design and installation of a lighting system is often part of a
building construction project, as it is installed by subcontractors during the construction
of the building. Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate building construction delivery
methods. Two common delivery methods are the design-build method (DB) and the designbid-build method (DBB) (Ling, Chan, Chong, & Ee, 2004). The main difference is that with
DB the owner hires one entity to serve both as the construction manager and the design
professional (see Figure 2.1), while with DBB these are separated with a bidding phase (see
Figure 2.2). In this way, DBB separates responsibilities between design and construction
allowing for fair competition, which is common practice for higher-value tenders in
Europe, as fair business is a right across the European Union1. Since DBB focusses on
construction, the timeline stops at the handover of the building to the client, and thus
lacks a description of the phase for the actual use and maintenance of (the lighting system
in) a building. This final phase seems essential for IoT lighting systems.
To summarise, we believe existing value chain analysis methods and innovation design
methods are not directly applicable to analyse potential IoT impact on the lighting
industry. Our challenge is thus to develop a new method that utilises the useful existing
tools and to includes an additional phase of the lighting system’s lifecycle where it is used.

Figure 2.1. The Design-Build delivery method: The owner hires one entity that is
responsible for delivering both the design documents and completing construction.
European Union. 2018. Tendering rules and procedures. Retrieved February 7, 2019 from https://europa.eu/
youreurope/business/selling-in-eu/public-contracts/rules-procedures/index_en.htm

1
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2.3. Study set-up
The goal of this study is to collect a broad scope of potential impact across the entire value
chain, from the perspective of professionals. The Eindhoven University of Technology
(TU/e) had the lead in setting up and conducting research in the first phase of the OpenAIS
project. The project goal was to gather and formulate user requirements and use cases for
development of the lighting system architecture. Together with the OpenAIS consortium,
we interviewed professionals across the European lighting and IoT value chains. The main
goal of the study was to construct expected user scenarios with IoT lighting, additionally,
we gathered perspectives on stakeholder roles and value flows in the current value chain,
and potential IoT impact on current practices. The report that describes this study is
publicly available at the OpenAIS website (OpenAIS, 2016). We put the raw results subject
to an additional analysis for our impact analysis, as presented in this chapter. In this
section we explain how we set up and managed the research and analysed the results.
2.3.1. Data collection
The interviews were performed by 19 consortium partners from different backgrounds.
It was therefore important to provide detailed instructions to the interviewers.
The instructions that were shared with the interviewers can be found in Appendix A,
along with all other materials for this study. An interview typically took between 45 and
60 minutes and was conducted by two interviewers (one took the lead in conducting to
interview; the other was responsible for the recordings and note taking). Interviewees were
encouraged to reflect on potential IoT impact beyond their stakeholder role only.

Figure 2.2. The Design-Bid-Build method: The owner hires an architect to design the
project, followed by a competitive bid. Then a separate the general contractor is involved.
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2.3.2. Participants
Participant selection was done by invitation. The consortium partners selected people
from their own business network and invited professionals from the lighting, building
management, and information technology (IT) business, to make the participant group
as representative as possible for a future IoL value chain. A total of 28 people agreed to be
interviewed in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland
and the United Kingdom. The interviewees were specialised in building management (6
interviewees), building automation (4), lighting manufacturing (4), lighting controls
(3), real estate (3), IT (3), lighting design (3), lighting installation (1), sustainability (1).
Table 2.1 demonstrates the variety of the professionals, accompanied by stakeholder
types, categories, and roles as defined by the OpenAIS consortium. It presents a detailed
overview of all participants, including the type of company they work for, their role,
and the stakeholder category that was assigned by the OpenAIS consortium. The vast
majority of the interviewees had twenty plus years of work experience. Aside from lighting
and IoT companies, we interviewed stakeholders from heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC), building management system (BMS) providers, IT, energy,
and engineering companies.
2.3.3. Data and Analysis
The interviews were audio-recorded, and notes were taken by the interviewers. The audio
recordings were transcribed verbatim to prepare the data for analysis, and the notes
were digitised. Rich quotes and scenarios were extracted from the transcriptions by all
interviewers individually. This resulted in a list of 629 qualitative remarks. The list was
subject to an inductive thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) performed by the primary
researcher. Initial open clustering determined the base structure and defined further
selection. Quotes and scenarios describing everyday practical problems were excluded
from the analysis because they did not consider concrete impact due to IoT influences.
The remaining scenarios were fitted in the existing themes. A total of 381 scenarios were
clustered in four themes describing change or impact: Standardisation (73 quotes), IP to
the end node (38 quotes), Data in the cloud (42 quotes), Light as a service (189 quotes).
The miscellaneous theme (39 quotes) concerns quotes about energy reduction and system
lifecycles amongst others. Recurring patterns were defined, resulting in 39 sub-themes
divided over the four themes. The sub-themes were reproduced partially in a plenary session
with all partners during an OpenAIS workshop held in Gent, Belgium at September 2015.
The discussions during this workshop sharpened the phrasing of themes and sub-themes.
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Table 2.1. Detailed overview of the interviewees, including the type of company they work
for, type of stakeholder, category, and role assigned by the OpenAIS consortium.
id

Company type

1

Automation Software

Stakeholder type

Category

Role

Technical &
Hardware
Pre-Sales

Software developer
Market director

Other

Director

Pre-Sales

Lighting designer

4

Other or New
Stakeholder
Building and Energy services Energy Performance
Contract/Management
Building Automation
Other or New
Association
Stakeholder
Building Engineering
Consultants & Specifiers

5

Controls provider

Controls Manufacturers

Lighting Community R&D manager

6

Electrical installation
consultancy
Electrical Wholesale

Installation Companies

Post Sales

2
3

7
8

Lighting wholesalers &
Pre-Sales
distributors
Consultants & Specifiers Pre-Sales

Managing and technical
director
Client Manager

15

Engineering and
Sustainability Consultancy
HVAC, Controls and BMS
providers
HVAC, Controls and BMS
providers
HVAC, Controls and BMS
providers
HVAC, Controls and BMS
providers
HVAC, Controls and BMS
providers
HVAC, Controls and BMS
providers
IT

IT Network Owners

Pre-Sales

IT Network Manager

16

IT consulting services

IT Network Owners

Pre-Sales

Chief Information Officer

17

Lighting

Application Writers

Lighting Community Lighting designer

18

Lighting

Lighting Manufacturers

19

Lighting

20

Lighting

Other or New
Stakeholder
Lighting Manufacturers

Lighting Community Market Intelligence lighting
industry
Other
Designer, trend watcher

21

Lighting

22

Lighting

9
10
11
12
13
14

23

Lighting Controls Supplier

24

Energy Performance
Contract/Management
Proposal/tender
response offer writers
Regulations

Building Automation Director

Pre-Sales

System designer

Pre-Sales

Systems Branch Manager
Market Manager

Estimator/ Quantity
Surveyor
Commissioning

Technical &
Hardware
Pre-Sales

Lead Estimator

Post Sales

Engineer

Commissioning

Post Sales

Software developer

Lighting Community Marketing Manager lighting
controls systems
Lighting Manufacturers Lighting Community Standards & Regulations
Lighting
Lighting Manufacturers Lighting Community Developer IoT Lighting
controls
Consultants & Specifiers Pre-Sales
Managing Director

25

Real Estate Development and Consultants & Specifiers Pre-Sales
Construction
Real Estate Management
Consultants & Specifiers Pre-Sales

Project Engineer

26

Real Estate Management

Consultants & Specifiers Pre-Sales

27

Lighting controls

Controls Manufacturers

Manager, Real Estate &
Strategy
Lighting Community R&D manager

28

IT consulting services

IT Network Owners

Pre-Sales

Office Space Use Specialist

IT Network Manager
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Table 2.2. Themes and sub-themes resulting from the analysis.
Theme

#quotes

Sub-themes (#quotes)

IP to the end node

38

Standardisation

73

Data (in the cloud)

42

Light as service

189

Miscellaneous

39

Integration (19); (Remote) Access (6); Security (5); Costs (2); Management
Information Base (2); Other (4)
Interoperability (19); Open standard (13); New Skills Needed (8); Application
Programming Interface (5); Acceptance time (4); Component Integration (3);
Partnerships (3); Renovation (2); Other (16)
Energy Saving (8); Occupancy data (7); Diagnostics (5); Security (3); Share
Systems (3); Share data between stakeholders (2); Sensors (2); Building
Management System (2); inform New Install (5); Other (5)
Office worker (113): Applications (21); Personal Control (20); Comfort & Wellbeing (18); Social Environment (9); Natural Light (7); Reducing Costs per m2
(6); Presence Detection (3); Other (28)
Installation & maintenance (76): Easy Installation & Commissioning (12);
Maintenance (11); Energy saving (11); Handover (9); (re)Configuration (7);
Compatibility of Components (5); Diagnostics tools (2); Other (19)
Failures of Technology (7); Building Information Model (1); Information about
activities of stakeholders (31)

Table 2.2 displays the resulting themes and sub-themes. IP to the end node is an endto-end Internet Protocol (IP) that is enabled by the adoption of IPv6 in every end node
of a system. This theme describes impact by the conversion to an all-IP building system,
including changing integration workflows, possibilities for remote access, and potential
security issues. The Standardisation theme describes impact of a standard for protocols
and components for building networks, including the impact of interoperability of
components, possibilities of an open communication standard, new stakeholders that
might be needed and partnerships that can emerge. The Data theme is illustrated by the
impact of the generation of data in buildings, including potential energy savings, the value
of data to multiple building systems, and the impact of data on new installations. The final
theme, Light as a service, includes impact on the end users of the system. The sub-themes
are grouped in impact for the office worker – including the growing number of phone
applications, personal control, and enhanced comfort –, and impact for installation &
maintenance, including ease of installation, energy saving and reconfiguration of building
systems. The miscellaneous theme includes relevant scenarios, that were incidental and
therefore not fitting any of the themes.
In a subsequent refinement, the drivers of change derived from the clustering activity were
defined as perspectives on the impact of IoL: Technology, Economy, Information and End user
perspective. These perspectives provide a high-level overview that aids the synthesis of a
new value network model to define the impact on stakeholders.
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2.4. Perspectives on the impact of the Internet of Lighting
Figure 2.3 shows an overview of the perspectives on impact. It illustrates four perspectives
that can be used to analyse potential impact of IoL technology in the outer grey ring.
For each perspective we formulated a key driver for impact, which corresponds directly
with the four themes from our analysis. Each perspective contains supplementary trends
that were identified as sub-themes. To bring structure to the drivers of impact, we added
a relation between the four: The technological innovation of IP to the end node makes
standardisation of building systems possible and allows for sharing data between systems
and stakeholders. In turn, these two drivers allow stakeholders to bring lighting as a service
to the end users of the system. The classification, the high-level overview, and the insights
that these potential impacts offer can be operationalised towards stakeholders using the
layered value network model that will be introduced in the next section. Next, we present
the four perspectives, their drivers of change and the supplementary trends separately.

Figure 2.3. Four perspectives on IoL impact. Each perspective revolves around a key
driver that can bring about potential impacts.
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2.4.1. Technology perspective
At first, we take a technology perspective, and look at the implications of applying the
concept of IP to the end node to lighting. This means that all end nodes of a lighting system
(luminaires, control objects, switches, etc.) will use an IP standard as connection protocol.
The end-to-end connectivity over IP provides interoperability: devices can communicate
without protocol translation. Moreover, integrating lighting in IP makes a wide variety of
software and tools available (e.g., management and diagnostics tools) (Mathews, Guclu,
Liu, Ozcelebi, & Lukkien, 2017). The lighting industry can in this way benefit from the
developments and innovations of a worldwide community that focusses on IP.
Shared IT network for building systems
When applying IP to the end node, it becomes possible to integrate the lighting network in
the IT network closely. Traditionally, facility management (FM) is responsible for systems
connected to the BMS. However, this clear division between FM and IT is blurring as
building systems are integrating into the IT network, not only during installation of the
lighting system, but especially during operation. On the one hand, this can mean that the
stakeholders that traditionally are responsible for the lighting system’s operation need to
rely on the IT system already in place in a building, and on the staff that is responsible for
the IT system. On the other hand, IT stakeholders might have to deal with aspects that
traditionally were part of the responsibilities of lighting stakeholders.
Enable indoor IoT innovation
IP to the end node will act as an enabler for development of new services that smart
buildings will bring in the future. As lighting is everywhere, an IoT lighting system could
well serve as an infrastructural access to the web for self-powered IoT applications,
leveraging the innovation and development power of a worldwide IP community.
Stimulate network security
Security is essential to allow for safe communication between end nodes. In literature,
we find multiple studies describing security challenges that IP to the end node can
bring (Atzori, Iera, & Morabito, 2010; Heer et al., 2011). And secure communication
between end nodes in a lighting system is essential, as the lighting system will be
accessed and controlled by different devices and people in and outside the building, with
different levels of authorisation. One can think of full access for a commissioning agent,
regrouping luminaires, or an office worker accessing control of a single lamp on their desk.
Unauthorised control over the light can be a major concern if the architecture is not secured
properly. The push of IoL can potentially act as catalyst for security providers, especially
if remote access and control become possible (Mathews et al., 2017). These stakeholders
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will play an important role in the future lighting value network, and other smart building
value networks. The guarantee for a secure communication protocol can result in a faster
acceptance of connected systems overall, catalysing indoor IoT innovation even more.
Low-voltage building systems
Finally, a combination of IP to the end node and Power over Ethernet (PoE), can stimulate
the adoption of fully integrated low-voltage, DC-powered lighting systems. The adoption of
PoE for lighting can potentially save energy, which is highly dependent on the number of
ports that are used, and the amount and speed of data transferred (Mahadevan, Sharma,
Banerjee, & Ranganathan, 2009). A centralised building AC-DC power conversion can drive
LED lighting more efficiently (Glasgo, Azevedo, & Hendrickson, 2016), reducing power
consumption and lengthening luminaire life-cycle. Next to this, low-voltage systems are
safer and cheaper to install and maintain than traditional high-voltage systems.
2.4.2. Economy perspective
With this second perspective, we broaden our scope and investigate the economic aspects
of standardisation of lighting components and communication. A standard unified
protocol, that is vendor and manufacturer independent, can make luminaires, controls,
sensors and drivers interoperable within the one architecture. This allows for a competitive
multi-supplier ecosystem, with shorter and more frequent renovation cycles.
Interoperability of components
An open standard for lighting (communication) is a first essential step for interoperability
of components. This can be valuable to lighting designers, as it allows them to use
components of different manufacturers and vendors in one design. Next to this,
contractors and building owners no longer have to choose a specific vendor-dependant
lighting control system before installation, which means that they are free to use any
component or software from other vendors during the use of the lighting system. Even for
maintenance this can be a benefit, as it becomes possible to replace a defective luminaire
with one from any different brand.
Stimulate competition
Creating a standard that is widely accepted, can open up the market and can be an enabler
for competitive stakeholder environments. Manufacturers can incorporate the standard in
their components, and third-parties can develop new applications and software to control
these components without having to be exclusive to one specific brand. OpenAIS allows
and fosters a layered standardisation approach, that allows having a core API (application
programming interface) for interoperability, and less strict APIs that provide specific
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functionality for specific application or user needs. Small start-ups can have a big impact
on the lighting value network. It might also influence selection criteria. For instance, a
combination of local vendors might be preferred over multinational vendor during a build.
Allow flexible lighting set-ups
A lighting system is a relatively big investment for building owners. Building owners try to
find a lighting solution that fulfils the need of the building occupants for the upcoming 15
years during the Design phase. Most of the time, this leads to a vendor-specific solution,
which is generally not easy to change or expand. IoL can introduce more flexibility. In this
way, building owners can reduce the initial investment and install a basic system. Later,
during the use of the building, it is possible to make lighting controls more advanced, easily
add or remove components (luminaires, sensors), and add services through purchasing
software. In turn, this can decrease costs and labour for recommissioning the lighting
system, which might imply that small changes to the system happen more often. In practice
this can reduce initial investment costs during the build, or CAPEX (capital expenditure),
and allows for smaller investments during operation, or OPEX (operating expenditure).
Increase market acceptance
An early involvement of the lighting value network in IT architectures will act as a catalyst
for IoT adoption by consumers, and will create a market for related applications, leading
to additional employment in the European lighting and IT industry. This can lead to faster
adoption by building owners, because of multiple vendors delivering modules, software
stacks, devices, etc., all being part of the open architecture.
2.4.3. Information perspective
With the third perspective, we address the effects of collecting, sharing and exploiting
data through buildings systems. As more and more devices and systems get connected in
a building-wide ecosystem (Mathews et al., 2017), more data is generated, processed and
shared, increasing the complexity.
Building-wide ecosystem
The systems in a building are often connected through a BMS. Conversion of data is
needed, which complicates the sharing of data between systems. Systems that generate
data in a unified format can make this integration easier and might even share and process
data locally. To illustrate, an HVAC system can in this way control climate locally by using
data from a presence sensor integrated into luminaires. It is expected that all low-voltage
systems will be integrated into a building-wide ecosystem. This de-siloing of systems is
expected to decrease integration effort and increase operation efficiency, thus potentially
saving operation costs.
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Share data across buildings
It is expected that data from inside buildings will be shared with the outside world as
well. This enables organisations to outsource management and operation to remote
organisations. These remote data managers can add value to the network by securely
transferring, collecting and storing data. By combining and analysing data from multiple
buildings, high-level information can be generated that is valuable for other stakeholders
as well. For example, logistics and energy efficiency can be optimised based on real-time
data gathered from other locations. Another example is the efficient redistribution of
power over a smart grid based on prognoses for energy need per building or area. This highlevel data would allow for comparing building performances in a de-personalised way, for
allowing the steering of performance investments to reach best value for money.
Catalyse data security and data ownership
An important aspect of the information perspective is the need for secure data to facilitate
privacy. The data gathered by building systems can contain privacy-sensitive information
and should therefore be shared and stored securely, especially when shared outside the
building (and stored in the cloud). Data handling and the ownership of (valuable) data,
is a societal concern, and it is likely that both commercial parties as well as regulatory
organisations will be involved.
Inform new design
The data generated by buildings can be valuable for different stakeholders outside
the building. A new opportunity arises when data from lighting systems can be used
by manufacturers and lighting designers. In this way, data generated from currently
used buildings can inform renovation plans for that building, or it can even inform
new building designs.
2.4.4. End user perspective
With the end user perspective, we envision how sharing data and standardisation can
facilitate new services that add to the quality of life and work of building occupants (office
employees, FM, maintenance, cleaning services, security guards, receptionists, etc.), as well
as installers and commissioning agents. The light as a service approach brings third-party
developers to the stakeholder network. New applications and services will be the vehicle to
bring the potential value of IoL to the end users of the lighting system and building.
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Full control for office workers
Human-centric lighting is about going beyond illumination. Lighting systems will no
longer only provide enough light, but will bring comfort, control and well-being to office
workers. IoL can allow for numerous applications that make the building more comfortable
and efficient to work in. We envision that office workers can tailor their workplace to their
needs through new user interfaces and services (applications on their personal devices or
dedicated physical controllers in the building). IoL is expected to play an important role in
attracting high-potential professionals to work in office buildings.
Facilitating building management
Because office space is expensive, there is a need for more efficient use of space. The sensor
network within a lighting system can collect occupancy data and provide accurate
information about how space is used over time. This information can aid FM to optimally
allocate tenants to available workspace and calculate rent for each tenant.
Energy usage is accurately measured by each endpoint (and devices connected to it) and
collected by the system, allowing for immediate and accurate energy performance reports.
Through third-party applications FM can exploit this data to the fullest. When smart
grid signalling is available via the energy provider, or when the main utility meter has a
threshold driven by contract limit, FM can reduce energy demand easily if needed.
Optimise building facilities
IoL can also bring benefits for maintenance. It can play an important role in calculating
mean-time between failures (MTBF) of devices more accurately. This can result in a better
understanding of required replacement of components, thus decreasing downtime. The ease
of installation and (re)configuration reduces the downtime of the system even more.
IoL can be interesting for a variety of other facility services in buildings as well. Cleaners can
use occupancy information to direct cleaning effort; Receptionists could create light paths
for visitors to guide them where they need to be; Security can use presence data to monitor
the building outside office hours.
Services for installation
Finally, applications and services for installation and commissioning will bring value as
well. For example, think of apps for reconfiguration of the lighting system (Mathews &
Muller, 2016). This makes it easier to install and can potentially even allow for automatic
commissioning. In the future this can potential ease commissioning in such a way that
building managers can do it in-house, rather than hiring a specialist.
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2.5. The layered value network model
In this section, we construct the layered value network model. It is based on related work
as presented earlier: The most important aspects we adopted are the notion of four levels
of value (User, Organisation, Ecosystem, and Society) from the value framework (den
Ouden, 2013) and the notion of value flows between stakeholders from the Value Flow
model (den Ouden & Brankaert, 2013). We enrich the model with a timeline based on
the Design-Bid-Build delivery method (Ling et al., 2004), with an additional Use phase.
This phase emphasises the actual usage of the lighting system after its installation.
The timeline is made circular to illustrate that an office lighting system can be refurbished,
renovated, or upgraded throughout its lifetime. Figure 2.4 shows the basic structure of
the layered value network model. The model was constructed iteratively while modelling
the European lighting value chain, allowing us to redefine the model while shaping
the stakeholder network.

Figure 2.4. The layered value network model with four phases (Design, Bid, Build, Use)
and four levels of value (User, Organisation, Ecosystem and Society).
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Figure 2.5. Four steps for modelling a stakeholder network with the layered
value network model.

2.5.1. Modelling the European lighting value chain
We modelled the European lighting value chain within the layered value network model.
The model was constructed in four steps (see Figure 2.5). First, we identified actors and
their roles. Second, we position each actor according to the level of value they contribute
and, third, we position them in the phase(s) they are involved in. Finally, we identified the
value flows between actors. The steps were not taken in a fixed order, but rather performed
iteratively to define new actors and value flows in the network.
1. Identify actors and roles – The first step in the process is to identify the different
actors in the network and the roles they play. There are many approaches to identifying
stakeholders involved. In our case, we could make use of the experience of a broad group
of professionals in the field within the OpenAIS consortium. In the one case, it can be
sufficient to make use of professionals in the field. In other cases, a more fine-grained
approach might be needed (den Ouden, 2013, p. 165). Some actors are quite obvious,
e.g. the manufacturers and end users of a system. But there are more roles that are less
obvious at first. In this model we use the 12 actor roles as defined by den Ouden (2012, p.
171) (see Figure 2.6). Some examples of these 12 roles are the customers (who are using or
consuming the value proposition), service providers or goods providers (who are involved
in the production and sales of the value proposition), and financiers or regulators (who
either influence or are affected by the new value proposition). An actor’s role is defined by
the value that they contribute to the value network. For detailed information about the
actor roles, we refer to the work of den Ouden (2012, p. 171).
The data from the interviews was used to identify roles of the interviewees by means
of responsibilities and activities that they perform within the value chain. For example,
the architect is the stakeholder responsible for the final design of the building and, if
applicable, the tender document. Their main role is to provide a service to the customer
by combining the customer’s wishes and the state-of-the-art into a building design; later
in the project they oversee the construction of the building. The (future) building owner is
the customer in this case; their role is mainly to consume the value of the building.
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Figure 2.6. Ten stakeholder roles and corresponding icons as defined
by den Ouden (den Ouden, 2012, p. 171).

2. Define the level of value – Next, the stakeholders are positioned into the model
according to the value that they generate and exchange in the stakeholder network.
For this, the four levels of value from the Value Framework (den Ouden, 2013) are
implemented in the layered value network model. The first (inner) level concerns value for
the User. This level addresses the part of a value proposition that is attractive to the user
of the system. The building owner is positioned on this level, as they will be involved in the
purchasing of the system. Similarly, the user of the lighting system (the office workers) can
be positioned on this level, as they will experience the system every day. The second level
addresses value for the Organisation. This level focusses on providers of products, service
and information directly to the customers. The architect can be placed on this level as they
work very closely with the building owner. The third level of value addresses value for the
Ecosystem. This level contains communities and non-profit organisations. A consortium of
companies that put effort in standardising lighting communication would fit in this level.
Society is the fourth level in the model. This level addresses value for society as a whole.
All actors are part of the Society level (including User, Organisations and Ecosystems).
In this case, we can consider the role of regulation bodies on a societal level, because they
maintain security and safety for society.
3. Define the involvement in phases – Next, the actors are positioned in the model
according to their time of involvement. For this step, we have added the timeline from the
DBB method to the Value Framework. In addition, we added a fourth phase: The Use phase,
because of our expectations that stakeholders stay involved during the use of the lighting
system rather than until the handover after the Build phase. Some actors (like the building
owner) might stay involved throughout multiple phases and change their level of value
accordingly. In the model this is visualised by white trails over time. The width of the trail
visualises the amount of involvement.
The first phase is the Design phase. It includes all activities around the initial design of
the new system. In this case, the Design phase contains the design of the building and the
initial lighting design for the building. The project starts when the client (building owner)
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retains an architect and a design team of consultant engineers informed by suppliers, to
(re)design a building. The design is made according to rules set by regulation bodies. In the
process, a financier finances the process. The design phase ends with tender documents
including the design and specifications for the project.
The second phase is the Bid phase. The tender is open for bids. General contractors with a
team of subcontractors, informed by suppliers, specify the tender requirements and make
an offer. The architect and client award the project to one of the general contractors.
The Build phase starts once the project is awarded to a contractor that leads subcontractors
that perform the construction. The architect supervises the build. Generally, the light
installation and further commissioning starts after construction, installation of power
distribution and electrical equipment. An electrician orders the components from a
supplier and installs all cabling. A lighting designer orders a lighting system and delivers
these to the installer who mounts and connects the luminaires to the power cabling. Then a
commissioning agent commissions the system. They both use tools and platforms for this
process. After the installation, other building systems like the IT system are installed.
Then integration is realised by an integration specialist. The phase concludes with
certification of the building and the handover to the building owner.
The final phase in the model is the Use phase. The building owner hires a facility
management team to manage the operation and maintenance of the building. Then space is
rent out through a real-estate agent to tenants. The building is occupied by building users;
including office workers, cleaning services and security personnel. This phase can span a
long period time, including (planned) changes in use, reconfiguration, and modernisation.
It ends with a renovation or a new build, which brings us back to the design phase, while
important usage data need to be transferred. At some moment in time the building
will be demolished.
4. Specify the value flows – Finally, the value flows are visualised as transactions between
stakeholders, adopted from the Value Flow model (den Ouden & Brankaert, 2013).
Value flows can be activities, resources, information or items that are shared or exchanged
between two actors. Arrows show the direction of the value flow between stakeholders,
which can be in the form of Goods & Services, Money & Credits, Information and Intangible
value. In this step, it is important to capture the value that is added by the stakeholder,
which we captured in the interviews.
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We can show the value flows from and to the architect during the Design phase as example.
The architect discusses the wishes of the client (Information) and provides the client with a
building design (Service) in exchange for Money. To inform their design, the architect uses
state-of-the-art from suppliers and vendors of components and systems (Information).
The design team of consultants help the client and architect by providing them a Service
in exchange for Money. Through the modern lighting system, the building owner provides
comfort and well-being, which can be seen as Intangible value to the building users.
2.5.2. The European lighting stakeholder network
Figure 2.7 shows the European lighting value chain as modelled in the layered value network
model. Next, we describe the model according to each of the four phases, respectively.

Figure 2.7. The European lighting value chain visualised in the layered value network
model . Actors with different roles are represented by icons created by (den Ouden, 2012).
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Design phase – The first phase is the Design phase. It includes all activities around the
initial design of the new system. The Design phase contains the design of the building
and the initial lighting design for the building. The project starts when the client (building
owner) retains an architect and a design team of consultant engineers informed by
suppliers, to (re)design a building. The design is made according to rules set by regulation
bodies. In the process, a financier finances the process. The design phase ends with tender
documents including the design and specifications for the project
Bid phase – The second phase is the Bid phase. The tender is open for bids.
General contractors with a team of subcontractors, informed by suppliers, specify the
tender requirements and make an offer. The architect and client award the project to one of
the general contractors.
Build phase – The Build phase starts once the project is awarded to a contractor that
leads subcontractors that perform the construction. The architect supervises the build.
Generally, the light installation and further commissioning start after construction,
installation of power distribution and electrical equipment. An electrician orders the
components from a supplier and installs all cabling. A lighting designer orders a lighting
system and delivers these to the installer who mounts and connects the luminaires to the
power cabling. Then a commissioning agent commissions the system. They both use tools
and platforms for this process. After the installation, other building systems like the IT
system are installed. Then integration is realised by an integration specialist. The phase
concludes with certification of the building and the handover to the building owner.
Use phase – The final phase in the model is the Use phase. The building owner hires a
facility management team to manage the operation and maintenance of the building.
Then space is rented out through a real-estate agent to tenants. The building is occupied
by building users; including office workers, cleaning services and security personnel.
This phase can span a long period, including (planned) changes in use, reconfiguration,
and modernisation. It ends with a renovation or a new build, which brings us back to the
design phase, while important usage data need to be transferred. At some moment in time
the building will be demolished (and recycled).
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2.6. Identifying potential impact
In this section, we combine the layered value network model with the four perspectives on impact
to identify potential impact on the European lighting value chain. We identified impact
on a high level – across the value chain – and on a stakeholder-level in all four phases.
We found existing actors that might change roles as their current value contribution might
no longer be relevant for IoL. We identified gaps of value: potential new value that is not
yet delivered by any actor, which can be an opportunity for new stakeholders. We present
summaries of the identified impact for the design, bid, and build phases, and we describe
the identified impact on the Use phase in more detail. The full analysis is reported in the
OpenAIS Value Chain Impact Analysis report (OpenAIS, 2015).
Impact on the Design phase – Standardisation of a protocol for IoL might allow
suppliers to produce compatible components, which increases competition. Therefore,
the architect and lighting specifier can get more freedom in creating the lighting design.
The data gathered by the lighting system during the use phase can be used to inform the
new build. Specification of light applications and services that users may want in the future
is not needed.
Impact on the Bid phase – Standardisation of the lighting market makes specifying
the lighting install easier and contractors using IoL-enabled systems can have an
advantage over competitors.
Impact on the Build phase – This phase is affected significantly by IoL. The installation
and commissioning flows will change completely with the introduction of IoT. The most
prominent change is the installation of the IT network that will happen as the first
installation, allowing all other installations to integrate into the network. The value
of integration increases which could be a disruptive trigger for the current division of
responsibilities between the mechanical and electrical contractors during a build. Finally,
a standardised protocol for IoL can improve the market position of local and smaller
vendors and suppliers, as everybody can make use of that standard. In turn, this can
potentially reduce transportation costs when components are shipped from local suppliers.
The possible shift of complex application functionality to the use phase eases the bids and
builds of the standard application.
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2.6.1. Impact on the Use phase
Figure 2.8 shows the involved stakeholders from the previous section and includes new
potential stakeholders and strategies, and potential points of stakeholder impact. Next, we
describe the points of stakeholder impact according to the four perspectives.
Technology perspective
From the technology perspective, we know that IP to the end node can allow the lighting
system to be integrated with the IT network. In this way, responsibilities of FM and the IT
management will be affected by an IP lighting network. If, for example, one luminaire is not
turning on when pressing a wireless switch, a number of possible causes are possible. It is
crucial for systems to be able to accurately diagnose a potential problem to clarify whether
it is an IT or an FM problem. Next to this, a good structure for cooperation between IT
and FM to manage and operate the lighting system (and all other integrated building
systems) is needed and should be guided by top management. As the lighting network will
be operating on a low-voltage power grid, maintenance will be safer and labour costs might
decrease, as professionals do not need certification for working on high-voltage systems.

Figure 2.8. Potential impact on the Use phase that is defined according to the four
perspectives on IoL impact.
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Economy perspective
The interoperability of components will benefit maintenance as defective devices can be
quickly replaced by devices from any vendor. This can reduce the downtime of the system.
Nowadays, reconfiguration of space requires a specialist to re-commission lighting and
control. It is expected that smaller reconfiguration of space and light will happen more
often as opposed to a complete renovation/refurbishment project. This can result in less
downtime, savings in labour, materials and costs and ensuring the continuation of rent
payment to the building owner. Secondly, updates for the network can be installed over the
air, reducing downtime even more.
Third-party application developers will be introduced to the stakeholder network and
will play an important role, especially during the Use phase. New apps will be developed,
deployed and used by building users like office workers (to control their lighting), FM
(to manage the building) and other building facilities like cleaning and security. This app
developer will bring the value of IoL to the end users. This can impact traditional money
flows, as normally a tenant pays a fixed amount to rent space from a building owner
but rent for space can be calculated according to occupancy data, which allows for
more flexible renting.
For the building owner, IoL can lower the total cost of ownership: if a wide range
of non-lighting applications can be linked to the lighting platform, the number of
operating platforms in buildings can be reduced. Also, because the investment into more
sophisticated controls or new lighting setups can be made in the Use phase, rather than
design the Design phase (moves from CAPEX to OPEX).
Information perspective
The data generated by the lighting system can be beneficial for several stakeholders in
the Use phase.
As lighting becomes part of the building-wide ecosystem, accurate and real-time energy
and usage data can be reported back to the BMS. This allows FM to calculate energy costs
accurately and forecast future energy costs. Next to this, it allows for immediate demand
reduction when using too much energy. Occupancy data can give a better insight into how
spaces in a building are used, which will aid in allocating space amongst tenants to utilise
the building optimally.
Data from the lighting system can be interesting for stakeholders outside the office
building. Privacy issues with the office workers should be minimised and therefore be
strictly regulated. The role of IT providers and security providers will be important.
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Sharing data with the energy provider can greatly affect energy distributing on the power
grid (or future smart grid). Data gathered about light and building usage can be interesting
for a wider research community as well.
Performance data from luminaires and other components of the lighting system can
benefit manufacturers and light designers that were involved during the Design phase as it
can inform new lighting and component designs.
End user perspective
When lighting becomes a service, mainly the building occupiers will be affected. It will
allow building users to create a personalised work environment through applications and
user interfaces provided by app developers. This can stimulate workers to work in the
office, which can result in the building being used longer. For the building owner, this has a
positive effect on the continuation of tenants renting space.
New services and applications developed by app developers can allow cleaning services to
optimise their work by providing insights into which spaces need cleaning. New applications
will be valuable to security, providing them with alerts if movement is detected after office
hours. New services can help maintenance in calculating MTBF of devices more accurately.
This can result in a better understanding of needed replacement/space components, thus
decrease downtime of the lighting system.
New money flows will be generated as office workers and building facilities can pay app
developers for the use of lighting control applications. To enable the building users to use
third-party applications FM and IT need to explicitly allow users to connect to the lighting
system, for example by providing login credentials.

2.7. Discussion
The data gathered during the interviews are based on the viewpoints of stakeholders who
are currently involved in the European lighting and IoT value chains. Consequently, the
four perspectives on impact are the result of their expectations of the impact of adopting
the IoT paradigm in lighting. Although we expect that the perspectives cover the main
drivers of change of IoT impact on lighting value chains, it is possible that we may have
missed additional perspectives or drivers due to the specific participant.
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This study has been conducted by design researchers and lighting professionals, and it
represents a design-thinking perspective: The focus was on identifying new opportunities
for value creation for end users in the lighting value chain. This influenced the choice
of related work. Existing methods were considered too focussed on intra-firm impact
(Dekker, 2003; Lord, 1996; Porter, 1985; Shank, 1989; Shank & Govindarajan, 1992) or too
general and generative (den Ouden, 2012; den Ouden & Brankaert, 2013). We therefore
constructed a new method, borrowing from the discussed methods. The resulting insights
were considered valuable, both from a design perspective and from the perspective of the
OpenAIS consortium. In this way, this study suggests that it makes sense to approach
analysing systemic impact qualitatively and holistically. However, it is possible that other
disciplines (e.g., engineering, management science) apply different models and methods
to describe potential impact on the lighting value chain, leading to results with a focus on
other stakeholder values.
The usefulness of the layered value network model is addressed indirectly as it brought
interesting points of impact on the European lighting value chain as a result. The method
presented in this work stands out from the alternative value chain analysis methods (e.g.,
Dekker, 2003; Lord, 1996; Porter, 1985; Shank, 1989; Shank & Govindarajan, 1992), as
it facilitates modelling and analysing stakeholder networks with high ecological validity
that prioritises actors’ joint value creation for the end users of the system and other
organisations involved. However, we cannot guarantee the completeness of the model at
this moment.
The four perspectives on impact and the layered value network model are the result of analysing
the office lighting domain and are therefore tailored to the lighting domain. We expect
that the defined impact in this work will have much overlap with impact defined for other
intelligent building systems, as they are all impacted by the same IoT trend. For example,
the IP to the end node perspective stresses the importance of a building-wide ecosystem,
a shared IT network for all building systems. It should be noted that this result is not
specific to lighting, as this will probably also emerge when analysing the impact on
HVAC or building security systems. Similar to the IP to the end node, we believe that the
remaining perspectives will be applicable to other domains that are impacted by IoT as
well. We therefore believe it can be worthwhile to evaluate whether the model can be useful
for modelling stakeholder networks of other domains and whether the perspectives of
impact can support IoT impact analysis for those domains as well (e.g. smart buildings,
smart cities, smart grids).
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2.8. Conclusion
In this chapter, we addressed the first research question of part I in this thesis: How are
existing lighting value chains changing due to the inclusion of the Internet of Things? To answer this
question, we performed three activities.
First, we investigated how the existing European lighting value chain is organised.
We collected empirical data from professionals in the stakeholder network to build up a
thorough understanding of the stakeholders involved in the value chain, and how they
exchange value. Based on this activity, we constructed the layered value network model to
bring structure to the complex stakeholder network. The model was populated (1) defining
the involved actors and positioning them according to (2) their involvement in the design,
bid, build or use phase of a lighting system or building, (3) the value they bring to the
end user on a User, Organisation, Ecosystem and Society level and (4) their relations with
other actors defined as value flows.
Second, we formulated four high-level perspectives on impact based on the qualitative
accounts from interviews with professional practitioners in the European lighting and IoT
value chains. With the Technology perspective, we define that the technology of IP to the
end node makes IoL possible and is expected to affect interoperability, stimulate IP security,
push low-voltage building systems and stimulates future IP innovation. IP to the end node
can be the first step towards standardisation, as addressed with the Economy perspective.
An open standard can increase market acceptance of connected systems, create a new
competitive environment, allow for flexible building use and suggests that a guarantee
for interoperability of components becomes possible. IP to the end node also enables the
sharing of data, which is addressed with the Information perspective. Sharing data will be
key in creating a building-wide ecosystem, which allows for combining data from multiple
systems and different buildings. It can catalyse data security and regulations and can be
useful to inform new designs. The final perspective emerges from the combination of
standardisation and sharing data: The End user perspective is used to investigate light as a
service. The interactivity that IoL provides allows office workers to create their ideal lighting
environment, it can play an important role in building management, it will optimise
building facilities and can allow for new services for installation of lighting systems.
Third, and finally, we combined the layered value network model and the four perspectives
on impact to the identify potential points of impact on the European office lighting
stakeholder network. We found new value needs from end users and other stakeholders,
new roles (opportunities for existing stakeholders to fulfil a need), changing roles for
existing stakeholders, and changing methods of design and integration of systems.
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Overall, the study yielded strong indicators that the adoption of the IoT paradigm in
lighting systems will considerably impact the existing European lighting value chain.
One of the main insights from the impact analysis is that lighting systems are expected to
become one of many intelligent building systems in a building-wide ecosystem. Similarly,
we expect that the lighting value chain therefore becomes part of an even bigger network
of stakeholders that together make intelligent buildings a reality. That is why we believe
that the layered value network model and the four perspectives on impact can be useful for
analysing the potential impact on related domains as well.
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3.1. Introduction
The main aim of the first part of this thesis is to investigate how a design perspective can
contribute to the transition from existing value chains towards a stakeholder network.
In the previous chapter, we found that lighting is expected to be one of many building
systems that adopts the Internet of Things (IoT) and that many buildings systems are
expected to form a building-wide ecosystem. We therefore believe that stakeholders
involved in other building-related value chains can benefit from the method that we
applied to identify potential IoT impact.
The goal for this chapter is to support professional practitioners that deliver building
systems with the transition to IoT building systems. We therefore propose a method
for IoT impact analysis that is based on the method that we applied in the study in the
previous chapter. Stakeholders can use this method to identify potential IoT impact on
their stakeholder network. That is why we aim to operationalise the layered value network
model and the four perspectives on impact and generalise them beyond lighting. However,
the usefulness of the model and perspectives is not validated externally, and the
resulting impacts are based on expectations only. Thus, before we propose a method, we
need to (1) assess whether the initially expected impacts are valid and whether they are
relevant to involved stakeholders, (2) investigate whether the method is understandable
and usable by others, and (3) envision how the perspectives can be generalised from
lighting-specific impact to impact for building systems. We address these three aims by
reassessing the original set of impacts together with professional practitioners from the
lighting stakeholder network. We jointly evaluate the relevance of the expected impacts
and identify new potential points of impact based on the results of the OpenAIS project,
three years after the original impact analysis study was completed. We use the model and
the four perspectives for this reassessment. Based on the insights from the study, we
propose the Layered Value Method: a method that operationalises the layered value network
model and the four perspectives on impact for analysing potential IoT impact. This method is
question-oriented to provoke reflection on the inclusion of IoT and to involve professional
practitioners in jointly identifying potential IoT impact.
The study set-up is described in section 3.2: we reflect on the OpenAIS project results
together with professionals from the OpenAIS consortium in a diary study and a generative
workshop. In section 3.3, we describe how the results from the workshop contribute
to a reassessment of the originally expected impacts. In section 3.4, we reflect on the
understandability and the generalisability of the layered value network model and the four
perspectives on impact and propose the Layered Value Method. We then discuss the benefits
and limitations of the proposed method in section 3.5 and conclude the chapter in section
3.6 by addressing the three aims for this chapter.
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3.2. Study set-up
The goal of the study is to actively involve stakeholders in the reassessment of the
original points of impact. The study is inspired by co-creation (Sanders & Stappers,
2008) and comprises two phases. In the first phase, the participants are sensitised to
the topic at hand in their own environment: We apply a diary method (Bolger, Davis,
& Rafaeli, 2003) to invite stakeholders to participate in the study, to sensitise them to
IoT impact on the lighting value chain, and to already collect information to prepare this
second phase. This second phase has a generative aim. We organise a workshop in which
we use the layered value network model and the four perspectives on impact to reflect on the
impact of the OpenAIS project, to discuss the originally identified impacts, and to ideate
future stakeholder networks.
3.2.1. Participants
Participants were selected from the OpenAIS consortium, aiming for at least one person
from every company to have a broad range of stakeholders represented. A total of 15 senior
professionals were invited to participate in the study and received a diary through mail.
Initial recruitment was done by word of mouth during an earlier plenary workshop of the
OpenAIS project. A total of 12 people participated in the study by working with the diary
or participating in the workshop. They represented a variety of stakeholder roles. Table 3.1
shows a detailed overview of the participants.

Table 3.1. Overview of the involvement of study participants in the study.
id
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9
p10
p11
p12

Position
Project development
engineer
Project manager
Consultant
Segment manager
Software engineer
System integration
expert
Product manager
System architect
Innovation manager
System integration
expert
System software
architect
Project manager

Experience
20+ years

Company type
System integration

Country
UK

Diary

Workshop
x

20+ years
40+ years
15+ years
30+ years
15+ years

IoT lighting provider
Innovation management
Lighting management
Silicon developer
System integration

NL
AT
AT
BE
UK

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

25+ years
30+ years
25+ years
10+ years

System integration
IoT lighting provider
Innovation management
IoT lighting provider

UK
NL
NL
NL

x

35+ years

IoT lighting provider

NL

x

20+ years

High tech research

NL

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
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3.2.2. Sensitising: Diary study
For the sensitising phase, we created a paper and pencil diary (Bolger, Davis, & Rafaeli,
2003) that allowed participants to reflect on their role in the stakeholder network from
their own perspective, in their own context, and in their own time. The diaries included an
accompanying introduction letter. The diary, complete with exercises and the introduction
letter, can be found in Appendix B. Participants were asked to complete several exercises
that made them reflect on their experiences with office lighting, their daily work as an
actor in the value chain, and how they envisioned the future stakeholder network.
The diary contained exercises that were spread over five days. We suggested the participants
to fill in the exercises over the course of five days, but they were free to do so at their own
pace and take as long as needed. They were asked to return the booklet before a fixed date,
so that the responses could be used for preparing the workshop. Next, we briefly describe
the diary exercises.
Day 1: Your workplace – On the first day, participants were asked about their own office,
the lighting system in their office, and their requirements for office lighting of the future
from an end user perspective. This set of exercises was meant to sensitise them to the topic
and to the needs and wishes of the office worker as end user of a lighting system.
Day 2: The value chain – On day two, the participants described their job and their role in
the value chain. Also, they were asked about their personal goals for the future of lighting
systems, and what their typical customers were. This data was used to construct an initial
model of the stakeholder network.
Day 3: Interests and impact – The third set of exercises allowed the participants to
reflect on their goals as actors in the OpenAIS project, how they acted to achieve those
goals, and how the project contributed to the goals. A major interest of the researchers was
to quantify the stakeholders’ vested interests for creating value for the users of the lighting
system, and the amount of potential impact that stakeholders have had on decision
moments in the project. We therefore asked participants to evaluate five innovations for
IoL that can impact people working in the office. We used the Vested interest Intensity
Index (ViII) for this (Bourne & Walker, 2005). Participants were prompted to score their
vested interest (𝑣) and their impact (𝑖) for five topics concerning third-party applications,
user control, tuneable white, comfort, and energy saving (range: 1. very low to- 5. very high).
Day 4: Project impact – The fourth set of exercises invited the participants to reflect
on the realisation of the expected impact as it was originally defined in the project
proposal, concerning indoor IoT, European leadership, comfort and wellbeing, zero-effort
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installation, and secure data collection. Participants scored these impacts on the project’s
ability to realise them, from their own perspective as actors in the project (range: 0. not able
to show it is a potential impact - 5. proves it impacts the value chain).
Day 5: Envisioning – On the last day, participants envisioned the workplace of 2040 and
imagined how the office of the future would look. They also envisioned the future of their
occupation and how a day of work would be for their successor.
Diary results
Eight diaries were filled in and returned in time for preparation of the workshop that
followed. Table 3.2 shows how the participants described their role and involvement in
the project. Five out of the eight people that filled in the diary joined the workshop*.
Most participants identified with at least two roles, resulting in six unique roles in total
and at least two different roles for each phase.
The responses to the exercise of day 3 in the diary were used to calculate the Stakeholders
Vested interest Intensity Index (ViII) from the vested interest (𝑣) and impact (𝑖) scores,
ViII=
(Bourne & Walker, 2005). Figure 3.1 shows the mean scores for the five
topics. The bubble size corresponds to the mean ViII, the horizontal position shows the
mean impact, and the vertical position shows the mean vested interest. Overall, the
participants’ vested interest (between 3.6 and 4.4) are higher than their impact (between
2.1 and 3.1). Tuneable white lighting to the office has a particularly low mean impact score of
2.1, indicating that participants are interested in the topic but have little impact on the
Table 3.2. Participants’ stakeholder roles and involvement in the phases of the project.
id
p2

Stakeholder role
provider of services,

p3

provider of systems

Bid
x

x

provider of services

p6

enabler,

p8
p10*
p11*
p12*
Total

Build
x

Use

x

godfather

p5

*

Design

x

customer

provider of content,

provider of systems

provider of services,

provider of systems,

provider of systems
provider of systems,

enabler
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Figure 3.1. Mean Interest and Impact scores for each topic. The size of the circles
represents the mean ViII score, which is also shown in the centre.

realisation of this feature. This can be explained by tuneable white lighting being a feature
that is not (yet) commercially interesting as the high costs outweigh the added benefit.
These five topics were used as input for the workshop that followed.
Participants scored how well the result of the OpenAIS project supported five expected
impacts (range: 0. not able to show it - 5. proves it). Figure 3.2 shows the mean scores and
the deviation between participants. The high deviation for each topic indicates that the
participants did not agree about how well the project was able to realise the expected
impacts. During the workshop, the participants discussed whether these impacts were still
relevant and what was needed to realise them. This disagreement between participants
benefitted the discussions during the workshop.

Figure 3.2. The mean scores for how well OpenAIS supported five expected impacts. The
bars represent the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.3. An impression of the impact discussions in the two groups.

3.2.3. Generating: Impact workshop
The workshop was held at the Eindhoven University of Technology on May 27, 2018, with
9 participants (as displayed earlier in Table 3.1). The workshop kicked off with a round of
introductions. The layered value network model was introduced next and discussed plenary.
The workshop continued with two sessions. The first revolved around identifying the
impact of IoT on the role of the participants in the value chain. The second session focused
on identifying and discussion these impacts jointly. All plenary discussions were audio
recorded or documented through note-taking.
Session 1: Individual impact
The goal of the first session was to get the participants sensitised to the lighting value chain
and the layered value network model, as a preparation for identifying potential IoT impact.
The participants were split into two groups and were instructed to discuss the lighting
value chain as they knew it. They collaboratively identified and evaluated their roles in the
stakeholder network by using two print-outs of the layered value network model, one empty
and one prefilled with the resulting model from the original impact analysis (see section
2.5.2). The discussion that followed addressed their level of value and involvement in the
four phases, as well as the actors that they were directly involved with in the stakeholder
network.
Each group then discussed their expectations of how the stakeholder network would be
impacted by IoT. They were invited to start with impact on their own role in the network,
and impact on the actors that they interacted with directly. They used sticky notes to
document short-term impact (impact that can happen tomorrow) and long-term impact
(substantial changes to the value chain that takes a longer time). Figure 3.3 gives an
impression of the two teams discussing the potential impact on their value chain.
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Figure 3.4. An overview of the identified points of impact on the lighting value chain
during the workshop.

Session 2: Integrating perspectives and discussing impact
The second session aimed at integrating the different perspectives of all participants and
finding potential new points of impact through discussion. All findings from both groups
were discussed plenary. The groups presented their identified points of impact and were
asked to position the sticky notes on a big poster that showed the European office lighting
value chain as it was defined in the initial impact analysis. Everyone was encouraged to
contribute to the discussion and to add related impacts. Based on the discussion that
followed, the facilitator added sticky notes if new impacts or new actors came up.
Workshop results
Figure 3.4 shows a schematic overview of the identified impacts. A total of 54 points of
impact were defined (19 short-term impacts on black notes, and 35 long-term on grey
notes). The facilitator added 7 new actors to the network as they emerged from the
discussion (white notes).
The impacts were then grouped according to the phase of the project that they belong to
and whether they were classified as short-term or long-term impact. Table 3.3 shows the
number of identified impacts for each phase, including the new actors. All audio recordings
were transcribed. This data was used to describe the discussed impacts as they were
presented on the poster. Next, we summarise the discussions according to the four phases.
Design phase – The value chain is expected to change for luminaire manufacturers, as they
will need to design IP-compatible components in the luminaires: IP addresses and additional
data will come with luminaire delivery. Additionally, new services will be developed and
offered through partnerships. In this way, the responsibilities for operation and services
will be de-siloed. A new actor that takes up integration in the Design, Bid and Build phases is
needed. New tools will arrive for consultants. Especially BIM (Building Information Model)
is expected to play a central role in designing a building. Stakeholders need to align their
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Figure 3.5. The resulting points of impact and new actors for each phase.
Phase
Design

Short-term impact
7

Bid

Long-term impact
18
4

Build

4

5

Use

8

8

Total

19

35

New actor
Certification,

Master integrator

Data steward
Master integrator
Security providers,
providers,
Legal,
7

Cloud storage
Local shops

work for BIM integration. A Master Integrator can coordinate the integration of design in
BIM. Overall, there will be a huge push from Consumers who have automation at home
(e.g., voice control) and they will demand this from the workplace as well. Consumers will
start lobbying for new regulations as well. This can result in new certifications that can
impact energy regulations, data collection, and use. Certification bodies will be introduced
in the Design phase already and will oversee the expected energy use and data collection.
This data is expected to increase in value. Who will own that data and who will pay for
the data? Buildings will need to include IP usage in the design of sensors and security.
During the design already, the value chain needs to re-evaluate which systems are part of
a building and which are not, for example, the lighting system is part of the building while
the IT (Information Technology) network is not considered part of the building.
Bid phase – There will be a new market for harvested data from other buildings that
will be analysed and prepared for use and then sold. This data will help subcontractors
and estimators tremendously with the prediction of life and live behaviour of devices.
This closes the circle of data and usage. Subsequently, time and resources needed
from subcontractors are expected to decrease tremendously. Also, BIM is expected to
ease integration and even further decrease the required time and effort needed from
subcontractors. Furthermore, there is a new expected role for a stakeholder that covers the
whole value chain and manages the data. A Master Integrator can play an important role by
helping subcontractors with their estimates. A Data Steward can be involved throughout
the whole value chain to manage the data gathering, storage and access.
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Build phase – The whole cabling strategy is expected to change already at the start of
the construction of the new build, both for electrical and network cabling. The IT network
should be installed significantly earlier than it is now in order to make integration as
smooth as possible. New tools can help Installers and Commissioning Agents with
integration activities, monitoring, and error-finding. BIM is expected to play a crucial role
in these activities, and it can help the General Contractor with quality control. Overall,
society can change the impact of IoT building systems tremendously by sharing their
experiences through social media.
Use Phase – The first expected impact is the arrival of new services that IoT building
systems allow for. Standardised APIs (application programming interface) allow thirdparty app developers to develop applications for office workers to control their lighting
and for others to manage the lighting system. In this way, office workers can become an
IT security risk for both Facility Management (FM) and the IT Managers as they start
to control building systems and services through apps. It becomes important for FM to
re-discuss responsibilities for building systems as all systems will start to converge to
IT. The second impact on the Use phase is related to data. Data generated by systems in
the building might inform shops and other small businesses located inside the building
(e.g., restaurants can manage how much food needs to be prepared for lunch) and they
might want to pay for this. Data can also be interesting to a wide range of other (external)
stakeholders. Data companies are expected to start with data harvesting and to offer new
services for these stakeholders during the Use phase: Energy Providers can use data to
optimise their smart-grids; FM can optimise maintenance and space utilisation; a wider
research community can learn from usage patterns; Specifiers and Manufacturers can
use data to inform potential renovations and improve future builds. In the future, energy
and maintenance data will be made available for the Energy Providers. The call for data
from Manufacturers will require integration. Remote monitoring will allow FM to triage
problems and fix them off-site. Manufacturers can start triggering errors and fixing
problems with hardware and software informed by data from actual use. To allow for this
data collection, the new lighting systems need drivers. Overall, data is expected to change
societies attitude towards privacy and data concerns. Legal bodies will regulate data
collection and transfer. Security providers will help with safe (remote) monitoring and data
harvesting. Cloud storage providers can allow for data aggregation in the cloud, and help
with access management, authorisation and safe data storage. The third major impact on
the Use phase is related to the increased role of BIM. BIM can allow for easy reconfiguration
of the lighting system, based on how the building and the lighting system is used, allowing
FM to optimise space allocation and services related to cleaning and security.
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3.3. Revisiting expected IoT impact
In this section, we revisit the initially expected points of impact from the previous chapter
(see section 2.6). This reassessment is informed by the results of the multi-stakeholder
workshop. The expertise of the involved stakeholders provided a first-person perspective on
the relevance of the initial set of impacts, based on the results of the OpenAIS project and
professionals’ experience with technological and societal developments during the project.
Many of the impacts that were identified during the workshop correspond with the
impacts that were initially identified: A total of 48 of the 54 impacts from the workshop
overlapped with the initial set of impacts. This suggests that many of the impacts as
identified three years ago were still relevant. Next, we highlight the most prominent
additions to the initial set of impacts. We refer to a separate report of the OpenAIS project
for the complete reassessment (OpenAIS, 2018b). First, we describe the increasing role
of building information modelling in the Design, Bid, Build, and Use phases. Second, we
address expected changes in ownership of building systems. Finally, we discuss how users
can become a security risk when control over buildings systems is opened up.
3.3.1. Building information modelling
During the initial analysis, we expected that lighting would be included in existing BIM.
BIM involves the generation and management of digital representations of physical and
functional characteristics of a building and its systems. The initial impact was mainly
informed by stakeholders from building management. We identified that BIM can be a
useful tool for the integration of the lighting system in a building-wide ecosystem (during
the Build phase) and that it can inform maintenance (during the Use phase).
BIM was considered to have an even more prominent role within the stakeholder network
than originally expected, both by stakeholders from building management and from the
lighting value chain. The relevance of BIM is reflected in the workshop results: 15 of the
54 impact notes from the workshop concerned BIM. Lighting was expected to be a first of
many other building systems to be included in BIM. A digital representation of the building
and its systems can be valuable throughout all phases: it can inform the (re-) design of new
systems (Design phase), contribute to reliable estimates (Bid phase), support installation
activities and testing operation (Build phase), inform management of a building during
its use (Use phase), and it can facilitate reconfiguration through simulation. The potential
impacts of BIM are expected to be long-term (13 out of the 15 impacts were long-term),
especially for the Build and Use phases. Designing and bidding through BIM is expected to
occur on a shorter term. Overall, the expanding presence of BIM brings new opportunities
for value contribution that existing or new stakeholders can take up, including the
development of new models, databases, services, and tools for information management.
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3.3.2. System ownership
A significant part of the discussions in the workshop regarded the ownership of building
systems. Currently, the lighting system is considered part of the building fabric, while the
IT network is not. This can cause issues when building systems converge over a shared IT
network. If it becomes part of a building, responsibilities can shift – e.g., building owners
can become responsible for the maintenance and repairs of IT networks, rather than the
original service providers. Alternatively, building systems might no longer be owned by
a building owner but rather leased as a service. Potentially, ownership and responsibility
remains with the supplier rather than the building owner when building systems and
services are rented.
3.3.3. Users as an IT security risk
In the initial impact analysis, we covered the benefits of providing control over the lighting
system for people working in the office. The workshop participants brought a management
perspective on the potential impact of user controls. As people are increasingly using
personal devices at work, and start controlling building systems, they can become a
significant risk for IT security: Outdated devices and software can pose a serious risk,
and people can decide to use third-party applications that might be less secure then they
are supposed to be. Can IT services guarantee secure systems when enabling third-party
application development? Can third-party developers become responsible for secure apps,
or is the supplier ultimately responsible for a secure API?
To conclude, we recognise many of the initially identified impacts in the results of impact
workshop. This underlines the validity and relevance of the impact analysis. Moreover,
professional practitioners have an increased expectancy of building systems merging into a
building-wide ecosystem. This convinces us of the usefulness of the impact analysis method
to practitioners involved in the delivery of building systems that adopt the IoT paradigm.

3.4. Constructing the Layered Value Method
In this section, we construct the Layered Value Method (LVM). The method operationalises
the layered value network model and the four perspectives on impact. First, we reflect
on the usefulness of the model and the perspectives during the workshop and how
understandable the method is for professional practitioners. Based on this, we propose
(1) to scope LVM to building systems in general rather than only to lighting, and (2) to
provide additional guidelines for applying the four perspectives to identify potential points
of impact on a stakeholder network. Second, we describe the layered value network model,
followed by a detailed description of the revised perspectives on impact.
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3.4.1. Reflecting on the workshop
The layered value network model sparked a vivid discussion about the roles and levels of value
of several actors. Overall, the model proved to be a useful tool: it was a focal point and
facilitated a shared vocabulary for stakeholders of different backgrounds. The participants
recognised themselves as one or more actors in the four phases, delivering value on one
or more levels. We consider the set of four phases (Design, Bid, Build, and Use) to be
complete, since all newly identified actors and points of impact fitted to the phases, and no
additional phases came up during the discussion.
The participants of the workshop identified several tools and services that were placed
in the stakeholder network. For example, they envisioned that multiple stakeholders
added and extracted information from a building information model (the result of BIM)
throughout all four of the phases. Hence, there were multiple value transactions between
actors and BIM. We could also add any building system (e.g., the lighting system to the
Build and Use phases) and the tender documents in the model. The addition of tools as
a separate actor can be as valuable. However, we can argue that BIM can be regarded as a
provider of content or services. We therefore believe that the actor roles as defined by den
Ouden (2012) suffice to represent tools as active actors in the model.
We propose two revisions to the initial impact analysis method, which are mainly driven
by the aim to operationalise the method for domains other than professional lighting.
This means that we will no longer discuss IoL-specific results, but address the impact of
IoT on building systems. Below, we briefly address each of the proposed revisions.
Revision 1 – We propose a significant change to the scope of the method, which mainly
impacts the definitions of the four perspectives on impact. Initially, we argued that the design,
installation, and use of a lighting system is closely related to the construction of a building,
and therefore chose to use the building process. Therefore, the building process acted as
a frame for the layered value network model. We propose a similar generalisation for the
four perspectives on impact. The workshop results demonstrate that professionals expect
intelligent building systems (e.g., the lighting system) to converge into a single network.
Therefore, we regard the IoL impact on the lighting domain as a part of the IoT impact on
a building-wide ecosystem. We expect that this generalisation increases the usefulness of
four perspectives on impact for stakeholders involved with other building systems.
Revision 2 – We provide additional guidelines about how to use the layered value network
model and the perspectives on impact to identify potential impact. This revision mainly
addresses the four perspectives since the original perspectives are described in detail
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(section 2.4), but do not disclose any details about how to operationalise them to identify
potential impact on the stakeholder network. We therefore propose to enrich the four
perspectives with questions that can trigger reflection and discussion.
3.4.2. The Layered Value Method
Figure 3.5 shows a visual overview of the proposed Layered Value Method (LVM).
It deploys the layered value network model (centre) to model existing stakeholder networks,
and four perspectives on IoT impact to identify potential impact on the modelled stakeholder
network (outer layer). Next, we describe how to apply LVM in two steps: First, we describe
how to model an existing stakeholder network in the layered value network model. Then we
describe how to use the four perspectives on IoT impact to identify potential impact on the
modelled stakeholder network.

Figure 3.6. A visual overview of the Layered Value Method: the layered value network
model in the centre can be used to model stakeholder networks, the four perspectives on
impact that surround the model can be used to identify potential IoT impact.
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3.4.3. Modelling the stakeholder network
The first step of LVM is to model the existing stakeholder network. We use the layered value
network model for this (in the centre of Figure 3.5). The model provides a detailed overview
of an entire stakeholder network, including actors’ involvement over time and their value
transactions. The model is heavily based on den Ouden’s work (2012). The tool comprises
four levels of value, and four phases of a project. Actors can be positioned on a level of value
(value for the User, Organisation, Ecosystem, or Society) based on their mutual relation
and their value contribution. Next, an actor can be placed in one or more phases of the
value chain (the Design, Bid, Build, and Use phases). This helps with understanding how
each actor is involved in the stakeholder network. Furthermore, the identification of value
transactions between actors can provide a better understanding of their added value to
different partners and customers. We refer to section 2.5 for a detailed description of the
four steps. Most importantly, by putting the end user central in the model, we emphasise
that stakeholders ultimately provide value for the end users, and not for the customer
only. This seems trivial; however, it should be noted that the customer and user is not the
same person. The state-of-the-art is that actors provide mainly value for building owners
that buy the system, while the people in the building are the users of that system.
The layout of the layered value network model is open to be tailored to a specific project.
For example, the Bid phase is not always part of smaller projects that do not require
free competition and could therefore be excluded. Although we recommend keeping the
four phases as they are, it is possible to focus on certain phases. In our case, we chose
to use a linear visualisation of the model with all four phases included (see Figure 3.6).
This representation provided equal space for all of the four layers, which can be especially
useful during plenary discussions. A downside is that it emphasises the central role for
users less and lacks a visual representation of potential renovation cycles.

Figure 3.7. A linear version of the layered value network model for increased readability.
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Figure 3.8. The four perspectives on IoT impact on building systems. Each perspective
revolves around a key driver, that can bring about potential impacts.

Figure 3.9. The four perspectives can be used to identify (A) new value flows, (B) new
actors, and (C) a changing involvement of actors over the system’s lifecycle.
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3.4.4. Identifying impact: Four perspectives on IoT impact
The second step of LVM is to identify potential impact on the stakeholder network.
To facilitate this process, we employ four perspectives on impact. Figure 3.7 presents the
four revised perspectives on IoT impact, their main drivers of change (centre of each
perspective) and the topics of impact. The revised perspectives consider the same topics
as the original perspectives, but the scope is broadened to cover potential IoT impact on
building systems in general. This means that the End user perspective employs building
services as its driver of change, rather than light as a service, and depicts more than only
services and tools for lighting systems.
The four perspectives can be used to identify potential impact by approaching a modelled
stakeholder network with each perspective individually. To illustrate, we take the Use
phase of a fictional stakeholder network (see Figure 3.8). We can identify potential
impact on three elements of the modelled network: impact on an existing actor (i.e.,
a change in stakeholder role, level of value contribution, or involvement in the phases),
impact on a value flow (i.e., a changing type of value flow, or completely new value flow),
or an opportunity for new value creation (i.e., a new actor in the network). The fictional
stakeholder network in Figure 3.8 shows how such impact can be identified by applying
the perspectives on impact: With the Technology perspective, we identify a change in value
transaction between two actors (Figure 3.8A); and with the Information perspective, we
identify an opportunity for a new actor (Figure 3.8B); and a change in value contribution
for an existing actor (Figure 3.8C).
To further facilitate the process of identifying potential impact with the perspectives, we
enrich each perspective with a set of reflective questions. The questions are meant to spark
ideas, trigger reflection, and facilitate discussion. The topics of the questions are not new,
they originate from the original four perspectives and are derived from the discussions
during the workshop as presented earlier in this chapter. Overall, the four perspectives
on IoT impact are meant to give direction and to provide concrete starting points for
analysing potential IoT impact. The perspectives originate from a study that focusses
on lighting. We therefore recommend considering the relevance of each question and to
include additional questions that are relevant to the domain at hand. There is no fixed
order in identifying impact. We suggest doing this iteratively across the phases and levels
of value. Next, we address each perspective individually and describe them according to
the reflective questions.
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Table 3.3. Questions for the Technology perspective.
Technology perspective
How can IP to every end node impact the design, installation and use of building systems?
a.
How will the design and manufacturing of the network nodes change? New components, new expertise, costs,
hardware / software
b.
How can IP-based systems impact the installation of building systems? Order of installation, new expertise,
low-voltage
c.
How can management be influenced by an IP-based system? Expertise, responsibilities, triaging, off-site, energy
consumption
d.
How can IP-based systems stimulate network & communication security, and innovation? Security
providers, standards, certification

Technology perspective (IP to every end node)
The IoT paradigm is mainly driven by a technology push. It is therefore evident to approach
the inclusion of IoT in buildings from a technology perspective. The main technological
driver for IoT is the possibility of putting IP communication to every end node in a system,
both for hardware and software. The technology perspective focusses on the implications of
using an IP backbone for building systems, including the merger of IT and building systems,
low-voltage operation of systems, the need for network security, and indoor IoT innovation.
Table 3.4 presents questions that can be used to trigger reflection on the potential impact
of IoT on an existing value chain from a technology standpoint.
a. Design and manufacturing – For the Design phase, especially the design and
manufacturing of the system end nodes can be impacted by the wide-spread adoption of IP
to every end node. New components might may have to be integrated into the hardware,
such as Ethernet-, wireless-, and Power over Ethernet components. Are there stakeholders
currently in the value chain that have or need to gain the required IP expertise? Or is this
an opportunity for new stakeholders? How can this new technology affect the costs of the
components for manufacturers (both on a short term and in the long run)?
b. Installation – For the Build phase, we can consider how IP-based systems can impact
the installation of systems. Nowadays, the IP network is one of the last systems to be
installed in a building. Will this change as multiple networked building systems rely on
a fully-functional IP network while being installed? New expertise might be needed to
connect building systems over IP and to integrate systems on one network. Who can
bring this expertise? Finally, IP as a backbone for building systems allows for low-voltage
powering of components. How does this affect installation? Does it require new expertise
and new certification of installers, or will it be plug-and-play? How can this affect the
needed resources for an installation?
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c. Management – For the Use phase, we can consider how connecting systems to an IP
network can impact the management and maintenance of buildings. What happens if a
system misbehaves? Who becomes responsible for the proper operation of building systems
if the line between IT and systems is blurring? Potentially, there is new expertise needed
for management as well. Can existing IT managers provide this expertise? Will existing
system maintenance acquire this new expertise? Or will new specialised stakeholders
maintain entire buildings? Will there be new maintenance tools that triage issues?
d. Security and innovation – Finally, we can consider how the adoption of IP in building
systems can stimulate IP innovation and security of network and communication.
When more and more nodes become addressable over IP, it will be increasingly effortful
to secure that communication. Security standards and certifications can help with
this. Also, the wide-spread adoption of IP can stimulate the existing IP community
for new innovations.
Information perspective (collecting and sharing data)
The IoT paradigm is an example technology trend for the knowledge economy (Brand &
Rocchi, 2011). The value of data and information plays a central role in this economic
paradigm. It therefore makes sense to approach the IoT trend from an information
perspective. With the Information perspective, we address the implications of collecting
sensor and performance data and sharing that data in a building-wide ecosystem. This can
potentially be scaled up even further, resulting in buildings sharing data with the built
environment. This data can be valuable for many stakeholders to inform the development
and maintenance of building systems and will catalyse data security and ownership.
Table 3.5 presents questions that can be used to trigger reflection on the potential impact
of IoT on an existing value chain from an information standpoint.
a. Inform design – For the Design phase, we can consider how data can inform the design
of systems and components. How can the performance data and living data of existing
buildings inform new designs, either new builds or renovations? How can data be used to
improve existing components through software, or inform new improved hardware?
Table 3.4. Questions for the Information perspective.
Information perspective
How can the collection and sharing of data impact the design, installation and use of building systems?
a.
How can performance data impact the design of systems? New builds, renovations, software, hardware
b.
How can data inform the optimisation of project specification? New tools, expertise, living data
c.
Who is responsible for setting up a platform for the sharing of data among building systems?
d.
How can data inform management of building systems? Time to failure, error-reporting, off-site management
e.
How can the big amount of collected data impact data storage and ownership? Location, capacity, energy
consumption, remote storage, ownership, data security
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b. Inform specification – For the Bid phase, we can consider how data can influence
the specification of systems. Data of existing systems might be used for simulating a
specification to optimise it before being installed. How can this affect bidding on a tender?
Can this help with justifying specified costs?
c. Infrastructure and operation – For the Build phase, we can consider additional
resources needed for the collection of data needs and how data can influence the handover.
Data can be useful to proof fully operational for handover. It also brings more requirements
for installing the data ecosystem.
d. Inform management – Data can be invaluable during the Use phase, especially for
actors involved in the maintenance and management of systems. Performance data can be
used to estimate the time of failure of components, which can streamline stock of spare
components and decrease initial investments in hardware. Additionally it can inform
preventive replacements, making it possible to replace components before they break
down. A fine-grained network of end nodes that deliver detailed error reports can be
extremely useful for error-finding and triaging problems. Finally, data can allow for offsite management of systems. Management no longer has to be done in-house by an actor
inside the building. New independent maintenance companies can take this up for multiple
buildings and charge the building owners for their services.
e. Storage and ownership – We can consider how data is stored and shared, and how this
impacts security and ownership. Will data collected by building systems be stored buildingwide (e.g., in BIM)? And where is this data physically stored? In the building, off-site, or
in the cloud? How will the increasingly required data storage impact energy use? Another
open question is: who will have ownership over the data? Are building owners allowed
to sell building-generated data? Or do the building users own the data that is generated
through them? Who decides whether and what data can be shared freely? If data is shared
within the building and outside, it can bring new requirements for data security. How is
data security guaranteed? Will new stakeholders get involved who become responsible for
managing and sharing data?
Economy perspective (standardisation)
The IoT paradigm brings an IT standard to building systems. With the information
perspective, we have already touched upon the implications of a communication standard
for easy sharing of data between systems. With the Economy perspective, we address the
potential impact of hardware standards as well. We discuss how guaranteed interoperability
of components can affect maintenance and renovation, and how a standard can stimulate
competition, increase market acceptance of IoT building systems, and how it allows for new value
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propositions for flexibility of installation and upgradability of systems. Table 3.6 presents
questions that can be used to trigger reflection on the potential impact of IoT on an
existing value chain from an economic standpoint.
a. Vendor-independent design – For the Design phase, we can consider how
standardisation of components can facilitate the design of a building-wide ecosystem.
It potentially results in design firms working increasingly more independent from
vendors and suppliers: The interoperability that standardised hardware and software offer
allows designers to focus on designing an optimal building and to innovate, rather than
being a constraint to vendor-specific components and dependant on the integration of
components and systems.
b. Ease specification – For the Bid phase, we can consider how standardisation of
components can influence specification and competition. Similar to the design phase,
it can lead to specifiers working increasingly independent from vendors and suppliers:
interoperability allows them to select components that are best suited and most profitable
for the project at hand, without worrying about interoperability. This can potentially result
in better-fitting specifications. New independent suppliers potentially enter the market
and innovate based on the existing standard. This can increase competition. What aspects
will give vendors a competitive advantage?
c. Installation – For the Build phase, we can consider how standardisation can influence
the installation of building systems. It potentially eases integration, thus reducing the
necessary effort and resources for connecting different building systems. Will systems
automatically integrate during installation, or is there a need for a separate actor to connect
them? Potentially, the ease of integration can change installation and configuration cycles:
Will systems be reconfigured and updated more often as it is easier to reconfigure systems
during their use?

Table 3.5. Questions for the Economy perspective.
Economy perspective
How can standardisation of hardware and software impact the design, installation and use of building systems?
a.
How can a standardisation of components influence system design? Independent design, multi-vendor systems,
eased integration, innovation
b.
How can a standard impact specification? Eased specification, better-fitting specification, increased competition
c.
How can standardisation impact installation of systems? Eased integration, integration specialist, regular
updates and reconfiguration
d.
How can standardised components and software impact building management? Replacements, after-care,
upgradability, shorter renovation cycles, system ownership
e.
How can an IoT standard influence value propositions for building systems? System lifecycle, tailor to use,
new value propositions, ownership
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d. Ease management – For the Use phase, we can consider how standardisation can
impact building management and maintenance. Maintenance is no longer dependant on
the original supplier of the system, faulty components can be replaced by interoperable
devices from other vendors. This might increase competition for after-care of systems.
Additionally, a standard can ease upgrades when new functionality is wanted, or when
new components with additional features become available. This potentially shortens
renovation cycles for building systems, especially with eased installation and configuration.
e. Allow new set-ups – Standardisation can have a considerable effect on system
lifecycles. It is easier to optimise and redesign systems while being used, as multiple
vendors can offer more fitting components (e.g., if additional sensors are needed, FM
might choose for a cheaper option, rather than the sensors from the original supplier).
In this way, systems can be tailored to use as they are implemented iteratively, going
through multiple design phases informed by the Use phase. How would this impact the
users of the systems? How can this allow for new value propositions (e.g., *-as-a-service,
where * is any building system)? Additionally, this might affect the ownership of systems
when systems are redesigned constantly. Does ownership of systems go to the vendors as
they become responsible for delivering an optimal system to the building owner?
End user perspective (building services)
The End user perspective focuses on how IoT technology, data, and standardisation
allow for new services that are the ultimate value for the end users of a building system
– i.e., people that directly interact with the system. This includes actors in all phases of
the project, but we mainly focus on actors in the Build and Use phases, because there the
system is interacted with constantly, however related impact permeates across all phases.
Table 3.7 presents the questions that we used for identifying potential impact.
a. Construction – New services and tools can be especially valuable for people that install
and commission the systems in the Build phase. They can decrease the required effort
and resources. Hosting such services in the cloud could allow for off-site commissioning
of systems. New services can document and live check whether building systems operate
correctly, which is a beneficial for the hand-over of the system to the client.
Table 3.6. Questions for the End user perspective.
End user perspective
How can new building services impact actors that directly interact with building systems?
a.
How can new services influence construction? Installation, commissioning, hand-over
b.
How can new services support facility management? Off-site management, operationalise data, informing
facilities
c.
How can impact users? New services, control, Bring your own device, security, enable the new way of working,
rethinking building value
d.
Who will develop and deliver new services and tools? Third-party developers, developer tools, secure apps
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b. Facility management – New services will bring value for facility management (e.g., fire
safety, security, maintenance, cleaning, operational, space allocation). To illustrate, new
services can allow for off-site management of buildings, and can make data operational
for maintenance (e.g., informed timely replacements), space allocation (presence heatmaps
can facilitate flexible allocation and calculate rent accordingly), cleaning services (inform
which areas need cleaning based on space use), and shops and cantinas in the building
(presence data can inform demand and required stock). We recommend considering what
building facilities are relevant and how they might benefit from new tools and services.
c. Office workers – Building systems are part of the everyday of people working in the
office. New services and applications for controlling the systems will allow people to tailor
the workplace to their needs, both in environmental conditions and gathering of data that
is useful to them. Standardisation of components might allow people to bring their own
devices (e.g., control interfaces or lamps) and to configure them to the intelligent workplace
with ease. Potentially, this can make office workers an increased IT security concern. Finally,
when intelligent systems permeate beyond the professional environment, it becomes
possible to facilitate the true new way of working: people can transform any location in a
work environment. How can buildings of the future differentiate and attract people?
d. Service developers – The previous topics showed the potential benefits of applications
and services for several end users of building systems. We expect that new, thirdparty developers will make the new applications throughout the lifetime of a system.
This allows them to innovate while the systems and applications are used. With this last
topic, we consider how the stakeholder network supports the realisation of new services.
Will stakeholders create and make public developer tools like APIs? Who becomes
responsible for the security of these applications? Potentially, there will be a new actor that
makes a building-app store.

3.5. Discussion
In this section, we first discuss the generalisability of the proposed Layered Value Method
(LVM), followed by a discussion of potential limitations of the study design.
3.5.1. Generalisability of the method
LVM originates from a designer’s perspective on analysing the potential impact of IoT
on the lighting value chain. It is the result of a systematic collection and analysis of
expected impacts by professionals in the European lighting and IoT value chains that
covers 3+ years of development and evaluation of the OpenAIS project. The expertise of
professional practitioners contributed to the viability of the method, and the involvement
of the practitioners demonstrated the value of applying LVM for identifying potential IoT
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impact on the lighting stakeholder network. A major finding of the analysis is that lighting
is expected to become one of many IoT building systems in a building-wide ecosystem.
We therefore saw value in generalising the perspectives on impact to make it useful for
identifying IoT impact on networks that deliver other building systems. It should be
noted that the perspectives are only assessed within the domain of professional lighting
and not within other domains. We therefore recommend others to consider which topics
and questions are relevant to their application and to add topics that are specific to the
application domain.
3.5.2. Limitations
The study presented in this chapter was conducted with professionals collaborating to
integrate IoT in professional lighting, shortly after successful completion of the OpenAIS
project. This made that the participants were generally positive about the adoption of
IoT within their domain. Consequentially, this might make the participant group less
representative for actors within stakeholder networks for building systems in general.
Most of the participants were engineers and researchers from companies. Arguably, it is
most useful to analyse the potential impact and envision future stakeholder networks
with business and innovation departments that actively develop business strategies
for the future.
The impacts were identified and reassessed based on the same project, introducing a view
that is biased towards lighting-specific impact in Europe. In the initial impact analysis,
the model and perspectives originated from individual interviews with practitioners, and
systematic analysis of the data. During the reassessment of the impact, we took the layered
value network model and the perspectives on impact as a starting point for a joint discussion
with professionals in the lighting value chain. This new method for identifying IoT impact
provided more information about the relevance of the identified impacts as multiple
stakeholders addressed them, ensuring that the impacts are not stakeholder-specific.
The way of thinking that LVM proposes is deeply rooted in innovation design (den Ouden,
2012). We therefore recommend being familiar with that approach when applying LVM.
The result of the method is not a complete and verified business model. The method
should rather be used as a starting point to approach the systemic nature of IoT impact
holistically. Ultimately, the goal for LVM is to facilitate the transition towards IoT building
systems. A holistic overview of the entire stakeholder network can help stakeholders with
identifying their specific role and with rethinking and defining their value contribution.
For further detailing of a business proposition, after applying LVM, we recommend readers
to refer to existing methods for designing business models such as the Business Model
Generation approach (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010).
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3.6. Conclusions
The goal of this chapter was to propose a method for IoT impact analysis to support
stakeholders in the adoption of IoT in their domain. We took three steps to achieve this:
First, we reviewed the validity and relevance of the expected impacts from the original
impact analysis study; second, we investigated whether the method was understandable
for and usable by professional practitioners; and third, we generalised the perspectives to
IoT impact on building systems. Next, we address the three aims, respectively.
We evaluated the expected impact on the European lighting value chain three years later,
based on the results we acquired in the first year of the OpenAIS project. We involved
stakeholders from the OpenAIS consortium in a diary study and gathered individual
perspectives on the future of IoL. This input was used for a generative workshop: Together
with professional practitioners, we used the layered value network model and the four
perspectives on impact to assess the validity and relevance of the initially expected impacts
and formulated new impact. Most of the newly identified points of impact corresponded
to the original impacts, additional impacts included the increased role of BIM, a change in
system ownership, and users becoming an IT security risk. The similarities of the original
and new points of impact contribute to the validity of the method that we propose.
We used the insights from the study to evaluate the layered value network model and the
four perspectives on impact. Based on this, we broadened the scope of the perspectives on
impact from lighting to building systems in general and enriched them with reflective
questions to support the identification of potential impact. We propose the Layered
Value Method (LVM): A method that operationalises the layered value network model and
the four perspectives on impact to identify potential IoT impact on stakeholder networks
around building systems. Its main contribution is threefold. First, it facilitates an overview
of existing stakeholder networks through modelling with the layered value network model.
This can help actors to get a better understanding of their position in the stakeholder
network. Second, LVM provides starting-points for reflection and identification of
potential impact with reflective questions according to four perspectives on IoT impact.
Finally, LVM can facilitate joint discussions by presenting a focal point for discussion and
through a shared vocabulary for stakeholders with different backgrounds.
For designers, we foresee a facilitating role in the inclusion of IoT in building systems,
by acting as a mediator between stakeholders with different backgrounds that bring
shared value to the end users. LVM can be used for systematic collection of insights
and documentation of potential IoT impact. Additionally, it can facilitate discussions
by providing perspectives that invite stakeholders to think beyond technological
advancements and reflect on changing value propositions for the end users and society.
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Part II, the Internet of Lighting as an interaction design challenge,
presents two chapters that investigate which aspects are important when
designing for interactive office lighting. The research questions for this part
are How do people experience interactive lighting in the office? and What are design
considerations for interactive lighting systems in the workplace? The goal is to
construct lenses that aid designers with approaching the design challenge
from different perspectives by providing considerations for the design of
the lighting control interface, for the social aspects around shared control,
and for the automatic system behaviour.

Chapter 4, Interactive office lighting in the lab, is collaborative work with Karin
Niemantsverdriet and partly based on Designing Multi-user Lighting Interfaces: Four strategies
to implement Social Translucence (van de Werff et al., 2016), Evaluating Interface Characteristics
for Shared Lighting Systems in the Office Environment (van de Werff et al., 2017), and
Share and Share Alike? Social Information and Interaction Style in Coordination of Shared Use
(Niemantsverdriet et al., 2018).
Chapter 5, Interactive office lighting in the field, is collaborative work with Charlotte
van Lotringen for her Master Thesis and published in User Evaluation of the OpenAIS Pilot
Installation (van de Werff, van Essen, & Eggen, 2018b), Solution Impacts Assessment Report
(OpenAIS, 2018b), and Design Considerations for Interactive Office Lighting (van de Werff
et al., 2019).
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office lighting in the lab
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4.1. Introduction
The goal of part II of this thesis is to investigate how to design for interactive office lighting.
Priority for us is to investigate interactive lighting in a real-life context. The OpenAIS pilot
study is a fitting test-bed to do so. However, such a real-life context is complex and prone
to many contextual influences (Rogers, 2011). We therefore want to reduce the complexity
at first, by performing a study in a more controlled environment and focussing on the
construction of one lens at a time. The study presented in this chapter focusses on the
construction of the interface and the social lenses: First, we aim to understand the influence
of interface characteristics on everyday lighting use; Second, we aim to investigate the
effect of the interaction style on people’s coordination of using the shared lighting system.
To further constrain the complexity, we exclude autonomous system behaviour for now.
Lighting interaction that occurs in the daily routines of people in the workplace is central
to the study aim. We therefore need a fully functional interactive lighting system with
user interfaces in an office that people use for their day-to-day work activities. Moreover,
we want to observe and evaluate longitudinal use to capture situations that go beyond
people’s initial impressions as it takes time for a new design to get embedded in daily
routines (Grudin, 1994). The ideal test-bed for this study is closer to a lab setting that to
a field setting. This allows us to explore the design space in a more controlled way and
iteratively develop and implement the lighting interfaces. This limits the complexity of
the study, allows us to minimize contextual influences, and we can single out the aspects
that we want to vary and measure. To test the potential effects of the interface design, we
need a set of fully-functional lighting control interfaces with varying characteristics that
are comparable. In addition, we need an interactive lighting system that allows for detailed
control by its users, and which allows for the integration of the different interfaces. Finally,
we need fully functional lighting interfaces that are distinct in their design but comparable
in their characteristics. We can then investigate the role of the interface design in people’s
lighting control experience by deploying the interfaces in the test-bed office, observing how
people use these for a longer period of time, and evaluating their experiences afterwards.
To address the two-fold goal of the study (corresponding with the interface and social lenses,
respectively), we analyse the data from the study in two separate analyses.
The study was a collaboration with Karin Niemantsverdriet. Her main interest was to
investigate how to design for shared use, as presented in her dissertation work ‘Designing
Interactions with Shared Systems’ (Niemantsverdriet, 2018). The study was of equal
collaborative effort: the design of the interfaces, study set-up, data preparation, both
analyses, and writing the two resulting joint publications. While the second analysis’ focus
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is close to the main interest of Karin, it was a joint effort to gain insights for the social lens
in this work. ‘We’ refers to the authors of the related publications (van de Werff et al.,
2017; Niemantsverdriet et al., 2018) unless mentioned otherwise.
The next section presents related work, discussing existing studies on lighting interaction,
collocated multi-user interaction and collaborative work. Section 4.3 describes how we
constructed a test-bed office by fitting a student workspace at the Eindhoven University
of Technology with a custom interactive lighting system. In section 4.4 we describe the
process of formulating the design requirements for three interfaces that we evaluate in
the test-bed office. We address five interface characteristics that are the result of literature
research and design exploration. We then present the three interfaces that offer the same
control over the lighting, while varying in their distribution over space, being single- or
multi-purpose, ownership, interaction modality, interaction sequence, and how they present a
preview of the new setting. Section 4.5 presents the methodology of this study, including
the study planning, participants and data collection. This section presents two different
analyses on the dataset. Both analyses explain the data that was used, how the analysis
was performed, and the findings that originate from that analysis. They are concluded
with a discussion and conclusion specific to their focus. Section 4.6 presents analysis 1,
where we approach interactive office lighting with the interface lens. We investigate how
people appreciate and use different interface designs and how the variations in interface
characteristics can affect lighting use. Section 4.7 presents analysis 2, where we approach
interactive office lighting with the social lens. We investigate how people jointly coordinate
use of the lighting system, and how the interaction styles that the interfaces support
influences the coordination of use. Section 4.8 concludes the chapter by addressing the two
research questions of part II.

4.2. Related work
Being able to exercise control over the lighting in a professional environment is a relatively
new development. Traditionally people interact with office lighting through switches
— turning lights on or off — or, more recently, through presence sensors. The recent
developments in LED and networking technology allow for more control freedom and thus
ask for new interaction design knowledge. This section presents related work from two
angles. First, we present related work on lighting interaction from research and industry,
focussing on the professional environment. Second, we discuss related work about
collocated interaction and shared control.
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4.2.1. Related work on lighting interaction
The effectiveness of lighting control interfaces in offices have been regularly questioned
as they require a high degree of cognitive skills (Dugar, Donn, & Osterhaus, 2011) and
“challenge rather than assist, and confuse rather than inform” (Bordass, Leaman, & Bunn,
2007, p. 10) their users. Dissatisfaction can arise when these controls are perceived as
being unusable (Moore, Carter, & Slater, 2004). We expect that this issue becomes more
critical with the increasing complexity and control freedom that IoT lighting can offer.
Many contemporary office lighting systems provide lighting control with smartphone
applications (e.g., Cisco’s Digital Ceiling1, Osram Lightify Pro2, Philips Connected Lighting3).
This is understandable: mobile phones are widely available and function as a powerful
control platform, applications are relatively cheap to develop and maintain, and are highly
scalable. Moreover, people get used to interacting with their environment through their
smartphones as their smart home systems also depend on smartphone applications (e.g.,
Philips Hue4 or the Nest platform5). The suitability of apps for lighting interaction has
been questioned. Taking the phone out of one’s pocket and, locating and activating the app
requires effort (Bakker & Niemantsverdriet, 2016; Offermans, van Essen, & Eggen, 2014).
Moreover, not everyone might have access to the app or the required network credentials.
Additionally, frequent interaction with mobile devices can cause harmful social effects in
situations where familiar people are collocated (Turkle, 2017). Peripheral interfaces are
becoming more common as an addition to the smartphone apps. In some cases, dedicated
switches or remotes are added (e.g., Ikea Trådfri6, Philips Hue Accessories7); or connection
to home automation systems (e.g., Apple Homekit8, Google Home9, Amazon Alexa10) can
be made to open up a range of alternative interaction styles, including the connection to
additional sensors and voice interaction.
In research, a large range of lighting interfaces has been presented for the home
environment. Tangible lights (Sørensen, Andersen, & Merritt, 2015) present in-air
gestural controls over lighting that is inspired upon giving a light beam physical qualities.
Bakker and Niemantsverdriet (2016) present four tangible and tangible-gestural interfaces
for domestic lighting systems that can be interacted with in the periphery of attention –
i.e., without attending to explicitly (Bakker, van den Hoven, & Eggen, 2012). The case for
Cisco. Cisco Digital Ceiling. Retrieved August 2019 from https://cisco.com/c/en_hk/solutions/digital-ceiling
Osram. LIGHTIFY Pro. Retrieved August 2019 from https://www.osram.com/cb/lightify/lightify-pro
3
Philips. Connected lighting: beyond illumination. Retrieved August 2019 from http://lighting.philips.co.uk/systems/connected-lighting
4
Philips. Philips Hue, smart home lighting made brilliant. Retrieved August 2019 from http://meethue.com/
5
Nest. Nest | Create a Connected Home. Retrieved August 2019 from https://nest.com/
6
Ikea. Smart lighting. Retrieved August 2019 from https://ikea.com/gb/en/products/lighting/smart-lighting
7
Philips. Smart accessories. Retrieved August 2019 from https://www2.meethue.com/en-us/accessories
8
Apple. Your home at your command. Retrieved August 2019 from http://www.apple.com/lae/ios/home/
9
Google. Get to know Google Home. Retrieved August 2019 from https://madeby.google.com/home/
10
Amazon. Amazon Alexa. Retrieved August 2019 from https://developer.amazon.com/alexa
1
2
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peripheral lighting interaction had been made before, since lighting is usually not a goal in
itself but more “a means to an end” (Aliakseyeu, Meerbeek, Mason, Magielse, & Seitinger,
2016, p. 219).
To our knowledge, there are fewer interface proposals in research for lighting control
in office environments. On the one hand, there are several studies that evaluate
personal lighting control in the office (Boyce et al., 2006; Chraibi et al., 2016; Lashina,
Chraibi, & Shrubsole, 2014), but they exclude the design of the control interface in their
results. On the other hand, related work includes a range of alternative lighting control
interfaces that are rarely evaluated during actual use in people’s everyday life: Magielse
and Offermans (2013a) present a range of interfaces for a breakout area within the office,
consisting of a preset-cube for atmospheric light, a touchpad to control direct light, and
multiple screen-based apps for more detailed lighting control; described in more detail
in (Aliakseyeu et al., 2016). The Bolb (Magielse, Hengeveld, & Frens, 2013) is a portable
handheld device for workers in shared office spaces that lets people create a personal
‘light bubble’ that follows them around. The lack of longitudinal evaluation in real-life
make that the impact that interface characteristics have on the user experience not fully
known. A more systematic evaluation of interface characteristics is presented by Brumitt
and Cadiz (2001). They compare a number of different lighting control interfaces: plain
text computer displays, graphical user interfaces, voice control, and gestural interactions;
all worked out into Wizard of Oz interfaces (Dahlbäck, Jönsson, & Ahrenberg, 1993).
The evaluation sessions were done in a smart home lab. Less related to specific interface
proposals, ethnographically inspired probes have aimed at finding overarching interaction
requirements for lighting interaction at home. Lucero et al. (2007) studied interactive
lighting opportunities in bathrooms and concluded that opportunities are limited by
people’s concerns about the potential complexity of the interaction. Offermans et al. (2014)
investigated people’s current everyday interaction with lighting systems. They found that
lighting needs are mainly latent and highly dependent on context. Overall, ethnographic
studies present interesting insights. However, the results are on an abstract level, making
it difficult to apply them directly in a design.
4.2.2. Related work on shared lighting control
In this thesis, we argue that a lighting system is a shared system: interactions by one person
affect others in the office, and control can be distributed amongst many. In this way, the
interaction with a lighting system can be regarded as shared as well (Niemantsverdriet,
2018).
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This shared use is somewhat underexposed in HCI research. However, there are exceptions.
Ethnographic work has focused on technology sharing at home, especially focusing on the
shared use of personal computers (Brush & Inkpen, 2007; Frohlich, Dray, & Silverman,
2001; Frohlich & Kraut, 2003) and smartphones or tablets (Jacobs, Cramer, & Barkhuus,
2016; Kawsar & Brush, 2013; Mazurek et al., 2010). These studies demonstrate that
interface characteristics (such as the location of the device and number of accounts) can
encourage or inhibit sharing.
The focus on communicating social information in shared interfaces originates from
research on Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW). Fuelled by observations
of collaboration in non-digital situations (Gutwin, Roseman, & Greenberg, 1996; Heath
& Luff, 1991), an interest arose in how people coordinate behaviour amongst each other
through awareness. It was found that awareness plays an important role in making
collaboration work (e.g., by simplification of communication, support of anticipation,
avoidance of conflicts, and assistance of others). The social information that feeds
awareness can be obtained through direct or consequential communication, feedthrough,
and environmental feedback (Clark & Brennan, 1991; Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002).
Dupporting coordination of using a shared system is not common in interaction design,
despite these large research efforts. Apart for designing for systems specifically for
(work-related) collaboration or that have their sole purpose to create awareness (e.g.,
Hassenzahl, Heidecker, Eckoldt, Diefenbach, & Hillmann, 2012; Lucero, Keränen, &
Jokela, 2010; Markopoulos, De Ruyter, & Mackay, 2009). The importance of considering
the social context when designing lighting control interfaces has been noted (Aliakseyeu
et al., 2016; Chraibi et al., 2016; Lucero et al., 2016; Offermans et al., 2014). However, few

Figure 4.1. Floor plan of the test-bed office at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
The map shows 22 luminaires (dark grey) and the four table areas (white).
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works specifically discuss the implications of the interface’s design on shared use. This is
surprising as the importance of coordinating actions in everyday life has been stressed by
many (e.g., Crabtree, Hemmings, & Rodden, 2003; Elliot, Neustaedter, & Greenberg, 2005;
Niemantsverdriet, van Essen, & Eggen, 2017; Rodden et al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2007).
For example, Taylor et al. (2007) claim that it is the people that make their environments
(socially) intelligent by manipulating the physical world into arrangements that embed
social information. Based on similar observations, Rodden et al. (2004) conclude that
interactive devices should be reconfigurable in terms of placement and assembly to
support people in sharing information. Together, this literature highlights the importance
of gaining a better understanding of the role of interface design in terms of supporting
coordination of use of a shared lighting system.

4.3. Test-bed office
We have several requirements for the test-bed office for the study, regarding easy integration
of custom interfaces, accessibility, flexibility in configuration, and easily observable.
To meet these requirements, we chose an open-plan workspace at the university campus,
close to our own office. We equipped this space with a prototype connected lighting system.
4.3.1. The office
The test-bed office is an 88m2 workplace on the ground floor of the Laplace building at
the TU/e campus. Figure 4.1 shows a map of the space. The two photos of Figure 4.2
are made from positions A and B in Figure 4.1 respectively. The north-facing wall of the
space is a window with curtains, providing a little bit of daylight. The east wall is all white
and has two emergency exits. The south wall of the space is a glass wall, separating the
student workspace from an employee office. The west wall is all-white, with a door to
another employee office. The space can be entered from the south-west side, this is the
only entrance.

A

B

Figure 4.2. Impression of the test-bed office with the new lighting system in place: an
open-plan workspace for students of the faculty of Industrial Design at the TU/e.
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The office provides space for up to 28 people at four groups of tables (white rectangles in
Figure 4.1). It is open to all students of the department of Industrial Design, occupied daily,
and is used for a variety of activities ranging from individual work to teamwork, plenary
presentations, and public exhibitions. The table in the bottom left on the map is standing
height and often used for creative activities and short meetings. The other three tables are
on seating height and mainly used for tasks on laptops that people bring themselves.
4.3.2. The lighting system
The workspace is fitted with 22 recessed luminaires (dark grey rectangles in Figure 4.1).
This is the only light source apart from little daylight from the north-facing window.
The original tube-based luminaires were replaced with LED luminaires as part of a connected
lighting system that is originally developed by the Enlight project11. The lighting system
uses a customised version of Zigbee through XBee radios for wireless communication.
Each luminaire is fitted with an XBee radio and integrated logic and sensing (motion, light
level, and temperature). The light output can vary in intensity (0 - 3800 lm) and colour
temperature (1700 - 8000 K).
Figure 4.3 shows an overview of the system set-up. The coordinator node of the Enlight
Zigbee network is connected to a server PC. This PC runs custom control software for the
lighting system, adapted from the original Enlight control software. The control program
runs as a JAVA/Processing sketch. This allowed us to connect custom lighting control
interfaces to the system. The interfaces used in this study were connected to the server
through a regular Wi-Fi router, and through a secondary Zigbee network.
Lighting control in the office was restricted to four luminaire groups (dashed lines in Figure
4.1). The groups were predefined to match the four table groups in the space. In any given
moment during the study, the groups could differ in their light output, but luminaires
could not be addressed individually, and luminaires could not change group.

Figure 4.3. System overview with interfaces connected over Zigbee, Wi-Fi, and Ethernet.
11
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Enlight: Energy efficient and intelligent lighting systems. Retrieved August 2019 from http://enlight-project.eu
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4.4. Design
The goal of this study is to investigate how the design of the interface can influence
people’s experience with lighting control in their office. This means we need comparable
interfaces, that systemically vary in their characteristics, that allow us to identify how
their characteristics affected lighting use. We therefore started with exploring the design
space to identify interface characteristics that can be varied. Based on this exploration, we
select five characteristics and variations thereof as design requirements. We then describe
the three resulting interfaces: The Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas.
4.4.1. Exploration of the design space
We constructed the design requirements for the interfaces iteratively, through several
creative sessions of making and discussion. In the first session, we generated 17 mockup prototypes of lighting interfaces during a creative session. Through discussion, we
identified five recurring themes. The themes were the starting point for the second
session, where new interface ideas were generated together with two peer designresearchers resulting in 60 concepts. The final session was a one-day workshop with 18
graduate and undergraduate students from the faculty of Industrial Design (see Figure
4.4). The students extracted socially relevant information from a contextmapping exercise
(Visser, Stappers, van der Lugt, & Sanders, 2005) that they performed to investigate
lighting use as preparation for the workshop. They generated 49 mock-up prototypes for

Figure 4.4. Top: 18 graduate and undergraduate students designed lighting control
interfaces. Bottom: the resulting 49 mock-up prototypes.
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lighting control interfaces (see Figure 4.4). The total of 126 lighting interface concepts
was input to a discussion to construct design directions and requirements. For additional
information about the design exploration, we refer the reader to a separate publication
(van de Werff, Niemantsverdriet, van Essen, & Eggen, 2016).
4.4.2. Design requirements
Based on the insights from the design exploration, we selected five interface characteristics
that we could vary systematically, and that we could combine into a set of three interfaces,
as displayed in Table 4.1. These are the variables for the study. Next, we address each
interface characteristic separately.
Ownership and Distribution
This characteristic groups the ownership over a device and the distribution of the device(s)
over the space. An app for lighting control automatically inherits the ownership and
distribution characteristics of the smartphone it is installed on: apps are personal, focused
on the individual user, and mobile phones are ubiquitous in the space. This also holds for
other mobile devices such as laptops, smartwatches and tablets as they are unlikely to be
shared with anyone else. Related literature suggests that characteristics as the location of
an interface and the number of people that share the device should be carefully considered.
For example, Offermans et al. (2014) found that the location of the interface greatly
influences effort, and thus the willingness to interact – people often do not bother to move
in order to adjust the light.
Moreover, the location of technology and interfaces is known to influence perceived
ownership and sharing behaviour (Brush & Inkpen, 2007; Frohlich & Kraut,
2003; Gruning & Lindley, 2016). The distribution of objects is known to influence
communication (Crabtree et al., 2003; Elliot et al., 2005), for example by allowing people
to make meaningful spatial arrangements (Crabtree & Rodden, 2004; Taylor et al., 2007).
Based on similar observations, Rodden et al. (2004) conclude that interactive devices
Table 4.1. Five interface characteristics and the variations in three interface designs.
Characteristics
Ownership and
Distribution
Purpose
Interaction sequence

Interface 2
Devices distributed per table
group
Multi-purpose device
Dedicated device
Three-step sequence (set light Two-step sequence
parameters, add information (set light parameters &
& confirm) starting with
confirm) starting with light
location
parameters
Interaction modality
Graphical user interface
Tangible-gestural interface
Representation of light Screen-based graphics
Light-based (LED)
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Interface 1
A personal, mobile device

Interface 3
One shared device on a
central location in the space
Dedicated device
One-step sequence
(immediate effect) combining
parameters and location in
one action
Tangible interface
Printed graphics

Design
should be reconfigurable in terms of placement and assembly to support people in sharing
information. In this study, we aim to make three interfaces with distinct combinations of
ownership (a personal device, a device shared with a small group people, and a device shared
with everyone) and distribution (available at hand, the table, and centrally in the space).
Purpose
The purpose characteristic addresses whether a device is dedicated to the functionality of
lighting control, or whether it is multi-purpose. Smartphones are by definition multipurpose devices as they contain numerous apps that bring different functionality such
as work, communication, entertainment, or control. In this way, smartphones and other
personal devices present an interesting paradox in the availability of lighting control.
They are ready at hand but finding and opening a specific application requires effort and
time, which can lower the availability of control (Aliakseyeu et al., 2016; Offermans et al.,
2014). In this study, we intend to evaluate both multi-purpose devices and single-purpose
devices for lighting control.
Interaction sequence
People are generally unfamiliar with detailed lighting control (Lucero et al., 2007; Lucero,
Lashina, & Terken, 2006; Offermans et al., 2014), so one should carefully consider how
light parameters are presented to the user of the interface. Even without variations
in the number of controllable parameters, different layers of control can be offered.
Offermans describes the Layered Lighting Interaction Model (Offermans, 2016, p. 134),
comprising three levels of lighting: context, lighting, and lamp parameters. For example,
ambient presets — as recommended by Magielse et al. (2013) — regard context parameters,
where lamp parameters refer to technical settings of individual lamps (intensity, hue,
saturation). However, which of these control parameters (light parameters, location in
space, or lamps in a group) is a starting point in the interaction sequence, and how their
relations are visualised still make an important design consideration. To illustrate: the
interaction sequence of the Philips Hue app12 starts with the location of lamp groups; the
main menu shows the areas to which light settings can be applied (Figure 4.5A). The lamp
parameters are central in a deeper interaction layer: the lamp intensity can be changed
(Figure 4.5B) and lamps can be placed on a field of hue and saturation (Figure 4.5C).
In this study, the three interfaces make use of the lighting layer from the Layered Lighting
Interaction Model (Offermans, 2016, p. 134). People can control parameters such as colour
temperature and intensity of groups of lamps pertaining to a certain area in the space.
We aim to compare three different interaction sequences, presenting different mappings of
lighting, lamps and space. In the first interface, the location for the adjustment is selected
12

Philips. Philips Hue. Retrieved August 2019 from http://www2.meethue.com/
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after which light settings can be applied to that location. In the second interface, a light
setting is made that can then be applied to specific lamps. The third interface allows the
user to position lamps in a field of light settings.
Interaction modality
We expect that the chosen interaction modality can influence the user experience.
Smartphone applications are screen-based graphical user interfaces (GUI).
Other interaction modalities can also be considered. Two examples are tangible interaction
(Hornecker & Buur, 2006; Ullmer & Ishii, 2000) and gesture-based interaction styles (van
den Hoven & Mazalek, 2011), which “rely on embodied interaction, tangible manipulation,
physical representation of data and embedding in real space” (Hornecker & Buur, 2006,
p. 437). In this way, tangible and gestural–based interactions allow for expressivity
(Hornecker & Buur, 2006; Nacenta, Pinelle, Stuckel, & Gutwin, 2007; van den Hoven &
Mazalek, 2011): “being able to see another’s physical actions can enhance awareness, which
in turn can support fluid interaction and coordination.” (Hornecker, Marshall, Dalton, &
Rogers, 2008, p. 167).

A.

B.

C.

Figure 4.5. The Philips Hue app. The interaction sequence starts with the location (A).
When tapping a location, the app shows lamp parameters (B) and (C).
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Tangible interaction is known to have potential advantages over screen-based interaction
styles. For example, tangibility can lead to increased directness and better understanding of
mapping between input and output, since the state of the system can generally be directly
read from the manipulated object (Ullmer & Ishii, 2000; van den Hoven, van de GardePerik, Offermans, van Boerdonk, & Lenssen, 2013). It also might influence coordination,
as physical objects are known to facilitate feedthrough of awareness information (Gutwin
& Greenberg, 2002; Hornecker & Buur, 2006; Ullmer & Ishii, 2000).
Tangible interaction appeals to people’s perceptual-motor skills, rather than focusing
only on cognitive skills (Djajadiningrat, Wensveen, Frens, & Overbeeke, 2004; van den
Hoven et al., 2013). Because of this last quality, tangible and embodied interactions are
seen as a valuable approach to design interaction in the periphery of attention (Bakker
& Niemantsverdriet, 2016; Bakker et al., 2012). Tangible gesture interfaces have good
embedding in space, which can be useful when addressing individual lamps. Advantages of
screen-based approaches are the ability for higher complexity in feedback (van den Hoven
et al., 2013). Also, interaction elements in digital interfaces are more scalable (e.g., the
number of individually addressable lights). Lastly, people are accustomed to this type
of interaction nowadays, as screen-based interfaces are omnipresent. In this study, we
compare three types of interaction modality: a tangible, a tangible-gestural, and a screenbased graphical user interface.
Representation of the light (preview)
People are generally familiar with control over lighting intensity because of conventional
dimmer controls, but parameters like colour temperature, hue, or saturation are relatively
new. Therefore, it might be challenging to find the right light setting instantly. An interface
might support people in estimating the effect of an adjustment on the context, before the
light setting is applied. Making this information available before that action takes place, is
known as feedforward (Bellotti & Edwards, 2001; Djajadiningrat, Overbeeke, & Wensveen,
2002). Then again, the appropriateness of the medium in which this representation is
expressed is unknown. The prediction accuracy of lighting representations of photographs
and renderings have been studied (Engelke, Stokkermans, & Murdoch, 2013; Salters,
Murdoch, Sekulovksi, Chen, & Seuntiens, 2012), but such representations are much
more detailed than the abstracted representation we envision. In this study, we compare
different media for previewing the light adjustment: digital graphics (on a backlit OLED or
LCD screen, as is the case with smartphones), an LED light source, and printed graphics.
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4.4.3. Three interfaces for interactive lighting in the office
We iteratively designed three interfaces that combine the variations of the five
characteristics. This resulted in three commonly-used interaction styles for interfaces
(Figure 4.6 shows an application, a remote control, and a tangible interface):
• The Floorplan application is a GUI that displays a map of the office on a personal device.
• The Pointer is a set of tangible-gestural interfaces distributed over the four areas.
• The Canvas is a tangible interface that displays a grid of lighting parameters in a central
location of the office.
The interfaces only differ in their interaction style, they offer the exact same level of control
over the lighting. The interfaces can be used to control intensity (0 - 3800 lm) and colour
temperature (1700 - 8000 K) of four areas. While the interfaces are one-off prototypes,
they are robust and connected to the lighting system, making them fully functional.
The interfaces were designed for an additional study investigating the value of embedding
explicit social information in a lighting control interface. We therefore added different ways
for people to add social information in the interfaces. In this thesis we do not analyse the
effects of the social information that is explicitly added to the interface. Instead, we focus
on the social information that is embodied in the interface design and interaction style as
a result of the chosen interface characteristics. Nevertheless, we address the explicit social
information in the interface descriptions as it is an integral part of the interface’s design.
Details about the effects of the explicit social information can be found in a separate joint
publication (Niemantsverdriet, van de Werff, van Essen, & Eggen, 2018).

A

B

C

Figure 4.6. Three interfaces for a shared lighting system used in this study: (A) the
Floorplan application; (B) Pointer remote control; and (C) tangible Canvas interface.
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The Floorplan
The Floorplan is a graphical user interface that can be installed on a personal device and
is available on a tablet located centrally in the space (see Figure 4.1 position Z). Central in
the interface is a map of the space, indicating the layout of the tables and the four clusters
of lamps. To start the interaction, users can select one or more clusters by drawing on a
map of the office (Figure 4.7A). Next, the user can control sliders to adjust intensity and
colour temperature within the selected area (Figure 4.7B). The circle in the centre of the
controls gives a representation of the new light setting (the preview). The setting is applied
after the preview circle is pressed. The application allows people to explicitly add social
information to their setting. People can add an intention for their setting by selecting an
icon (Figure 4.7C). This icon is then visible in all instances of the Floorplan (e.g., in Figure
4.7D the light has been set for a meeting). The icons can be changed or removed manually,
without altering the light setting. All instances of the Floorplan on other devices are then
synchronised to always represent the current light settings.
The application is developed using JAVA/Processing and compiled as an application for
use on laptops and on Android devices. The application communicates with the server
through UDP (User Datagram Protocol) messages over a local Wi-Fi network. UDP was
selected as preferred protocol to allow the server PC to broadcast messages to all clients to
keep all Floorplan apps in sync at all times, so they display the correct settings and social
information at all times.

A

B

C

D

Figure 4.7. The Floorplan on a smartphone and the central tablet. Users can (A) select
areas on the map. (B) Adjust intensity and colour temperature with the sliders and press
the preview to apply. (C) Select an activity icon to show intention to other people. (D) The
setting is applied and is visible in all active instances of the Floorplan.
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The Pointer
The Pointer is a set of four tangible-gestural interfaces that can be used as a remote control.
One remote control, or sender, is positioned in each of the four areas in the office, and is
connected to a charger cable. A receiver is installed in the ceiling in each area, which is
visible from every position in the space. Every table area is given a colour. The senders
and corresponding receivers have a colour corresponding with their respective table.
The sender has two sliders that can be used to adjust intensity and colour temperature
(Figure 4.8A). A button with an integrated RGB LED shows a preview of the new light
setting. The user can point the sender to a receiver and press the button to apply the light
setting in that area (Figure 4.8B). This can be repeated for multiple areas. The indicator
light in the targeted receiver briefly flickers to confirm that it received a message.
This indicator lights take on the colour of the sender that made the last adjustment
(e.g., Figure 4.8C shows the receiver in the blue area that has been adjusted by the green
Pointer). It shows the colour until it is targeted by a different sender. In this way, the
Pointer explicitly shows the author of any light setting, as people can always see which
sender was used to set the current light setting.

A

B

C

Figure 4.8. One of the four Pointer senders and receivers. Users can (A) adjust intensity
and colour temperature with the sliders, then (B&C) point to a receiver and press the
button to apply the setting to that area. The indicator light takes on the sender’s colour.
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When the button is pressed on the sender, the ID of the sender is transmitted to the targeted
receiver using a coded infrared (IR) signal. The sender comprises an IR LED (TSAL6100),
2 analogue linear slider potentiometers, a Lithne board (Magielse & Offermans, 2013b),
and a button with an integrated RGB LED, in a laser-cut MDF casing with acrylic cover.
The receiver comprises an IR receiver (TSOP32438), a Lithne board, and an RGB LED with
diffuser, integrated into a cardboard ceiling tile. The senders and receivers of the Pointer
communicate with the server over a separate ZigBee network.
The Canvas
The Canvas is a tangible user interface located in a central location in the space (Figure
4.1, position X). The four areas are represented by four tokens that have corresponding
colours and an icon showing the shape of the table group. The areas have the same colours
as with the Pointer interface. The tokens can be moved around on a gradient map with
two axes: the colour temperature on the horizontal axis, and intensity on the vertical
axis. The gradients are printed on the canvas to provide a preview of the light adjustment.
A token can be repositioned on the map to adjust the lighting (Figure 4.9A). The new
values for colour temperature and intensity of the token’s position are directly applied to
area linked to that token. The tokens cannot be stacked; thus, it is impossible to set equal
settings for multiple areas. However, the differences in settings were not noticeable when
the tokens were next to each other. The Canvas allows people to communicate their lighting
preferences to others. People can draw a boundary around one or more tokens with a laser
stylus (see Figure 4.9B). In this way, people can indicate acceptance of new adjustments to
future users (e.g., the red boundary in Figure 4.9B might indicate that the intensity can
be adjusted but that the colour temperature should not be changed). Boundaries can be
removed with the stylus or by moving the tokens out of that boundary.

A

B

Figure 4.9. Interaction with the Canvas: (A) Tokens can be moved freely over the canvas:
vertical to adjust intensity and horizontal to adjust colour temperature. (B) Boundaries
can be drawn with the laser stylus to indicate preference.
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Figure 4.10. A schematic overview of the technical set-up of the Canvas interface.

Figure 4.10 shows a schematic overview of the Canvas interface. It comprises passive
physical tokens, made of MDF and magnets, on a photo frame with a semi-translucent
print between two layers of acrylic. It is installed in a doorframe between the test-bed
office and the space south from the office, in a wooden frame with white cardboard boards
to hide the projector, webcam and laptop from sight (see Figure 4.11 left). The tokens are
coloured in correspondence with the four colours of the table groups that were also used
with the Pointer interface. The front of the tokens shows a representation of the related
table group (see Figure 4.11 right). The tokens stick to the canvas through a magnetic
connection with the unique markers that are on the other side of the frame. Sliding a token
over the Canvas makes the magnetic marker follow. A webcam tracks the magnetic markers
and the laser stylus. This webcam is connected to a laptop that runs a Processing sketch
that relies heavily on Computer Vision13. The program detects the position of the markers
and translates the coordinates to lighting parameters, which are sent to the server through
UDP messages over the local Wi-Fi. A projector improves the marker detection, provides
backlighting for the canvas gradient and projects the boundaries drawn with the stylus.

Figure 4.11. Left: The Canvas interface in the test-bed office. Right: A close-up of four
tokens on the Canvas and the laser stylus in the background.
13
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4.5. Study set-up
The goal of this study is to observe how people experience interactive lighting and to
evaluate how varying characteristics of the interface can affect that experience. This leads
to the following requirements for the test set-up. First, we want to observe the longitudinal
use of the interfaces in the test-bed office to gather people’s experiences beyond initial
use. Second, we want to rule out any differences between people in a participant group,
and therefore compare the interfaces within subject. Also, we want to learn about the
differences between the interfaces. It therefore makes sense to let participants use the
interfaces sequentially, one at a time. This might cause an order effect, leading to differences
in use between the first and last interface. We try to negate these potential effects by
repeating the study with a different order of interfaces and a different participant group,
however, we plan to analyse the results of session A separately before session B is finished.
We address the concerns about the order effect and effects due to the specific participant
group in the discussion of the first analysis in section 4.6.4.
4.5.1. Planning
We conducted the study twice with different participant groups to address any order effect
of sequential use of the interface and minimize effects that are specific to the group of
participants. Table 4.2 provides an overview of the two sessions of the study.
During both sessions, the interfaces were introduced one by one, in different orders,
and used for 1/3 of the study duration. Session A ran for 14 weeks from September to
December 2016. These are dark months in the Netherlands, ensuring a need for artificial
lighting in the space. The study was repeated in Session B that ran for 6 weeks in February
and March 2017. Session B was shorter mainly for practical reasons: there was a shift
to daylight savings and there was an exam week coming up, decreasing the number of
students present in the test-bed. Moreover, as seen later, the use of the interfaces during
session A stabilised after about two weeks, justifying the two-week deployment of each
interface in session B.

Table 4.2. Overview of the study protocols and the results of the two sessions.
Study

Date

Participants

Data collection

Data

A

Sep-Dec ‘16 Floorplan
14 weeks
Pointer
Canvas

17 (f=5)
age 20-30

1059 interactions: Floorplan (27%),
Pointer (40%), Canvas (33%)
15h of audio, 962 quotes

B

Feb-Mar ‘17 Canvas
6 weeks
Pointer
Floorplan

14 (f=6)
age 20-30

Log data
3 interface interviews
11 reminder surveys
1 comparative interview
Log data
3 interface surveys
1 comparative interview

Order

498 interactions: Canvas (37%),
Pointer (46%), Floorplan (17%)
10h of audio, 573 quotes
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4.5.2. Participants
Participants were recruited face-to-face during the introduction of an educational project
about lighting interaction design. This involvement in that project made the participants
sensitive to the subject, which is known to be helpful when studying lighting control as it
is considered to be a latent need and people find it difficult to talk about lighting (Lucero
et al., 2007; Offermans et al., 2014). Participation in the study was voluntary and in no
way part of the educational project, and the performing researchers had no role in the
assessment of students. People signed up for participation with an informed consent form
(see Appendix C).
A total of 31 participants completed the study (age ranging between 20 and 30 years).
A group of 17 participants (f=5) in session A and 14 participants (f=6) in session B – Three
of the original 17 participants that signed up for session B were excluded from the results
as they did not complete the final interview. All participants were undergraduate and
graduate students at the department of Industrial Design. They were allocated to work
on a part-time project in the test-bed office for an entire semester. This means that they
were generally in the test-bed office when working on their projects and for meetings with
team members. However, they were completely free to work anywhere and were in no way
bound to the study location.
4.5.3. Data collection
The aim of the study requires subjective accounts and detailed descriptions of people’s
experiences with the interfaces, lighting control, and each other. Therefore, the focal
point for this study was to collect qualitative data through semi-structured interviews.
We collected several other types of qualitative and quantitative data mainly to support the
interviews and findings that we present later in this chapter. Next, we briefly explain what
data was collected and how, which differed slightly between session A and B. For more
details, including all questionnaires and interview protocols, we refer to Appendix C.
Log data
All interactions with the lighting control interfaces were logged by the server PC. The server
recorded each action with an interface, by adding an entry with the date and time of the
event, the interface ID, the resulting light parameters and the explicit social information (if
any) to a database that was backed up daily. The complete dataset is available as a separate
publication (van de Werff, Niemantsverdriet, van Essen, & Eggen, 2018).
The test-bed is a publicly accessible office at the university, so other people besides the
study participants interacted with the lighting system as well. The logged data includes
all interactions with the system, thus also includes actions from visitors. It is impossible
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to distinguish between interactions by people participating in the study and others
that worked in the space. We were able to make this distinction for the Floorplan as the
application was used on people’s personal devices and communicated with an ID based on
the device IP address. The IP address was no longer used after an ID was assigned.
Experience sampling surveys
Participants received a weekly experience sampling survey (Csikszentmihalyi & Larson,
2014). The survey was created using Google Forms14. We send these surveys to sensitise
people for detailed reflection during the interviews. The surveys were mainly used to
remind people of their participation in the study and to inquire some input for the
interviews. The survey asked for detailed descriptions and reflections about a specific
instance of interaction with the lighting system during the last week. If a participant did
not interact with the system during that time, they were asked why.
During session A, we sent out 11 surveys to all participants. We received 89 responses,
resulting in a response rate of 52.4%. Session B had shorter use periods of 2 weeks.
Therefore, the survey was not needed as a reminder. Nevertheless, we sent out one survey
to each participant after every use period to collect specific scenarios for the evaluation
interview. In total, we sent 42 surveys out with a response rate of 81.0%. The scenarios and
reflections described in the experience sampling surveys are not included in the analysis
and published in a separate dataset (van de Werff et al., 2018).
Semi-structured interviews
Most of the data was collected in the semi-structured interviews. We interviewed every
participant individually in the last week of each use period. The interview was conducted
by two researchers, the main interviewer addressed the interviewee while the second was
mainly a second ear and responsible for audio-recording, note-taking, time-keeping, and
proposing questions to help the main interviewer. An interview typically took between 15
and 40 minutes. All audio was recorded with explicit permission from the participants.
An interview started with general questions about the study period asking for how often
they were present and how they experienced the lighting. Next, we inquired about specific
moments of interactions (e.g., ‘At what moments did you adjust the lighting?’, ‘Did you ever
consider interacting but then didn’t?’, ‘Did other people ever adjust your setting?’) and, if needed,
referred back to the participant’s responses to the experience sampling surveys. Finally, we
discussed the lighting control interface that the participant used during the past weeks.
14
Google Forms - Create a new survey on your own or with others at the same time. Retrieved August 2019
from https://www.google.com/forms/about/.
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We used a questionnaire during the interviews to elicit further reflection. The questionnaire
contains five-point Likert scales to score the appraisal of the interface (e.g., ‘How much effort
did interaction take?’ and ‘How enjoyable was the interface?’). The participants were encouraged
to think out loud while filling in the scales.
A total of 15 out of 17 participants completed all three interviews in session A.
Participant p4 was unable to complete interview 2, and participant p2 missed the last
interview. This resulted in a total of 49 completed interviews. During session B, we
conducted one interview with each participant at the end of the study, after all interfaces
were used, resulting in a total of 14 completed interviews.
Comparative scales
We concluded each final interview with an exercise where participants compared the
interfaces in several aspects. This helped us to get more details about how people’s
experiences differed between the three interfaces. Participants were asked to rate the
interfaces on eight aspects, using a big poster with magnetic images of the interface
characteristics (see Figure 4.12). Participants positioned the magnets on 5-point Likert
scales, and were requested to think out loud while doing so. Questions included ‘How much
precision did the interface offer you in adjusting the lighting?’ and ‘How much did the interface
invite you to adjust the lighting?’. The scales were used continuously, and the in-between
states were measured with a ruler. The differences between interfaces were used to fuel
the conversation and enrich the qualitative data. The scores can be found in a separately
published dataset (van de Werff et al., 2018).

Figure 4.12. To conclude the study, participants compared the interfaces with magnetic
images of characteristics on five-point Likert scales.
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4.5.4. Study pilot
The study was piloted with seven fellow PhD researchers working in the test-bed office for
one week. They used only the Floorplan interface and received three experience sampling
surveys during that time. At the end of the week, five participants received an online
questionnaire to evaluate the interface. Two participants were interviewed. Based on the
pilot experiences, we fixed several minor stability issues with the Floorplan interface, and
improved usability by updating the visual design. We also refined the experience sampling
surveys and made the decision to conduct interviews rather than sending an online
questionnaire to evaluate each interface after use.

4.6. Effect of interface characteristics on lighting use
The first of two analyses focusses the effects of the design of the lighting control interface
on how people experience lighting control, and thus relates to the interface lens. The aim
is to identify how the interfaces are used differently, and to specify qualitative relations
between variations of interface characteristics and people’s experience with lighting
control. Next, we describe the data that was used for the analysis. Then, we validate the
study set-up by reflecting on the general use and appraisal of the interfaces. In the findings
section, we describe the insights regarding the effects of the interface characteristics.
We conclude this analysis by discussing the validity and limitations of the findings.
4.6.1. Data and analysis
This analysis is performed after session A was finished and before session B started. We did
this mainly to validate the study set-up before repeating it with session B by evaluating
whether participants understand the interfaces, use them sufficiently, and recognise
the varying characteristics in the designs. We mainly focus on the results from the
final interviews of session A, as these interviews included reflections on the differences
between the interfaces.
The collected quantitative data (logged interactions with the interfaces, self-reported
number of interactions and presence in the space from the three interviews) was used
to demonstrate general use of the space, lighting, and interfaces during the study.
Individual actions were clustered into interactions where applicable because one
interaction with the system can comprise of multiple separately logged actions (e.g., due to
fine-tuning). For the rest of this analysis, we focus on qualitative data only.
The total of 15 hours of audio recordings of the interviews was transcribed verbatim in
the original language of the interview (English or Dutch) to prepare the qualitative data
for analysis. The performing researchers are both fluent in English and Dutch, so the
transcripts were kept in their original language during the analysis to keep them as true
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as possible to their original meaning. They were only translated to include them in the
description of the findings. Quotes from participants are coded with a unique code to
identify the source. For example (p1-A2) shows a quote from participant 1 in the second
interview of session A.
The data was analysed inductively: the topics within the clusters are strongly related to
the data itself (Braun & Clarke, 2006). To create an initial coding structure, we first made
a selection of 10% of the interviews representative for the participant group. The selection
was made to have a representative set of interview results based on gender, intensity of
interacting with the system, and presence in the test-bed office. We jointly developed a
first version of the coding structure with printouts of the interview transcripts to get a
shared understanding of the qualitative data. Then, we individually selected rich quotes
from all interview transcripts, and coded these against the initial structure using
qualitative analysis software MaxQDA1215. In a follow-up session, we discussed all coded
segments. The coding structure was refined jointly during this discussion. This resulted
in 173 unique quotes (between 5 and 21 quotes per interview) in the following themes
(as displayed in Table 4.3): General use (29 quotes), Interface evaluations (43 quotes), and
the Interface characteristics (74 quotes about Ownership, Distribution, and Purpose, 54 quotes
about Interaction sequence, 17 quotes about Interaction modality, and 32 quotes about
Representation of light).
Within each theme, we iteratively reviewed the quotes to identify recurring patterns,
especially looking for effects of the characteristics on user experience and use of the lighting
system. The identified effects within characteristics were compared amongst each other,
Table 4.3. Results of the thematic analysis: Themes and subthemes with example quotes.
#

Example quote

General use

29

Interface
evaluations

43

“Suppose I was sitting in an empty space in the dark. I would not change only my
own lamps; I would change everything. Otherwise it feels weird.” (p11-A3)
“I enjoyed the [Canvas] most. It did take a bit more time, but it invites you
to play, to change something. It also gave a bit more precision; or maybe not
precision but it is more visual.” (p4-A3)
“It is funny that I find it more difficult to get my phone than to walk across the
room. I just don’t like getting my phone out at all.” (p6-A3)

Theme

Interface
characteristics

15

98

Sub-theme

Ownership,
Distribution, and
Purpose
Interaction
sequence
Interaction
modality

74

Representation
of light

32

54
17

“It feels nice to have the little map, saying do this and this. It’s like playing age of
empires.” (p14-A3)
I think I would rather use the [Canvas] than a web application, even though I
have always said that I prefer web interfaces. [...] but I like using the tokens way
more.” (p4-A3)
“Of course [a preview] is necessary, otherwise you won’t know what you are
doing.” (p11-A3)

Max QDA 12 Qualitative Data Analysis Software. Retrieved August 2019 from http://www.maxqda.com/
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resulting in five effects: ‘Sharedness’ of actions, Effort, Reminder to interact, Engagement, and
perceived Control. Before we discuss these findings in depth, we first attend to validating
the study set-up. We describe the general use of the lighting system, the space, and the
interface and how people appraised the interfaces for lighting control. We describe the
findings regarding the effects of the interface characteristics in section 4.6.3.
4.6.2. Validating the study set-up
We reflected on the results from session A to validate the study set-up and the quality of
the gathered data. Next, we describe how people use the space, the lighting system and the
interfaces, and how they appreciated the three interfaces that we deployed.
General use
Participants interacted a total of 1059 times with the lighting system in 63 days, leading
to an average of 16.8 interactions per day. Figure 4.13 shows an overview of the usage
data. The Floorplan interface was used 295 times in 22 days (average of 13.4 per day),
the Pointers were used 413 times in 23 days (average of 18.0 per day), and the people
interacted with the Canvas 351 times in 18 days (average of 19.5 per day). All interfaces
were used at least once each day. Figure 4.13 shows a noticeable decrease in usage over
time for each interface. This could be due to a novelty effect.
With the Floorplan interface installed on the participants’ mobile devices, we were able
to identify each participant in the logged data. Note that this was only possible for the
interactions on personal devices, not on the tablet with the Floorplan interface centrally
in the space. Figure 4.14 shows the number of interactions for all of the 17 participants.
The crosses illustrate how often people were present in the test-bed office when the
Floorplan was deployed. Note that this is not a linear scale, but just an indication.
Every participant interacted between 1 and 25 times with the Floorplan during the five-

Figure 4.13. The count of interactions per day, for each interface during session A.
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Figure 4.14. The number of interactions with the Floorplan for the 17 participants (left,
bars) and their self-reported presence (right, crosses) during session A.

week period. This difference might be explained by interpersonal differences in how
important good lighting is, as well as by the variance in presence. People indicated during
the interviews that they generally interacted at least once with the interface when they
were present in the test-bed office.
Over the whole study period, 67% of the participants were in the space at least a couple of
times per week. On average, when people were present, they interacted with the interfaces
at least once. This seems to be the same for all three interfaces, judging from the selfreported presence and interface usage of the Canvas and Pointer. All in all, the logged data
shows that participants used the interfaces sufficiently to evaluate the user experience
during the interviews, and that people generally valued lighting control in their workplace.
In most interactions, people adjusted the lighting in one area only (54%), or in all four areas
in the space at once (24%). In the interviews, participants explained that most of the time
they only adjusted the lighting in the area that they were located in. “I would only, mainly,
adjust light above the table where we sat. I didn’t really think about changing it above the other
tables because there were people there and I didn’t know their preferences.” (p14-A3). When no
other people were present, they would consider making adjustments to the whole space:
“Suppose I was sitting in an empty space in the dark. I would not change only my own lamps; I would
change everything. Otherwise it feels weird.” (p11-A3). We noticed a slight difference between
interfaces: with the Floorplan, 41% of the interactions adjusted one area, while this is
66% and 52% for the Pointer and Canvas respectively. With the Floorplan, in 40% of the
interactions the lighting in the entire space was adjusted (all four areas), which is much
more than with the Pointer (12%) and Canvas (25%).
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Interface appraisal
The Floorplan was easy to understand; it matched people’s experiences with using
applications to control systems. “[The Floorplan] is not hard to interact with [...] Because you use
applications and stuff all the time, so it’s not hard. It is just less fun.” (p6-A3). People generally
valued the possibility of controlling light on a personal device: 12 out of the 17 participants
installed the Floorplan on their laptop, of which 10 also used it. A total of 10 participants
installed the Floorplan app on their phone, of which 9 participants used it. In total, 59% of
the participants (10/17) used the application on the central tablet (see position Z on figure
20). The interface had some stability issues during session A, which meant that participants
needed to restart the application. This sometimes led to a decrease in the perceived
control. “Since the system was down and the response was sometimes a bit late, the feeling of control
was lost sometimes.” (p14-A3). Another common problem was that people’s mobile devices
connected to a different Wi-Fi network, making lighting control impossible. The app
allowed people to draw their lighting selection on the map, which gave some participants
the illusion of being able to select and adjust individual luminaires. Also, most participants
found the sliders too small on their phone application. Overall, they appreciated to be able
to control the lighting with the devices that they were working with every day.
Most of the participants enjoyed the Pointer interface, especially because of its physical
presence and high availability as it was on the table they were working on. Directing and
clicking the remote – ‘shooting’ – was enjoyable and playful: “You could shoot with it, which
was fun. [...] Personally, I liked the Pointer the best, because it was there in the middle of the table:
anyone could easily take it. It was clear what you were adjusting with that preview light, and it
was not overly complicated.” (p17-A3). Participants mentioned that it could be difficult to
precisely target the receiver, leading to some trial and error: “Sometimes [...] I had to press the
button a number of times.” (p1-A3).
The Canvas was well received by all participants. It was described as surprising and
engaging, and participants enjoyed playing with the physical tokens. The size and location
of the interface made it visible from anywhere in the space. “I enjoyed the [Canvas] most. It did
take a bit more time, but it invites you to play, to change something. It also gave a bit more precision;
or maybe not precision but it is more visual.” (p4-A3). We observed that many participants
presented and explained this interface to visitors. Most participants mentioned that
walking up to the interface was effortful, especially in comparison with the Pointer that
was closer by, but few refrained from interacting because of this extra effort.
To conclude, we found that people generally appreciate lighting control in their workplace.
Some usability issues of the interfaces came up that are improved for session B (e.g.,
connection issues and the small sliders in the Floorplan interface). As expected, the three
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interfaces were experienced very differently, yet, they were all evaluated positively by the
participants. When we asked participants how enjoyable the interactions with the three
interfaces were on a scale of 1 (not enjoyable at all) to 5 (highly enjoyable), 75% of the
participants rated the Floorplan 3 or higher (mean: 3.6) and the Pointer and Canvas a 4
or higher (mean: 3.9 and 4.3). Moreover, we can conclude that the variations on interface
characteristics were successfully represented in the three interfaces, as participants were
able to recognise the differences and reflect on this during the interviews. All in all, we
were confident enough about the study set-up to continue with session B.
4.6.3. Findings: Effects of interface characteristics
Here, we reflect on how the interface characteristics affected lighting use. Figure 4.15
provides a visual overview of the findings that we describe in this section. It shows the
chosen interface characteristics (left) and the effects on people’s experience with the
lighting control (right). The arrows illustrate relations between characteristics and effects
that we identified in the thematic analysis. Next, we describe these relations per interface
characteristic, illustrated by participant quotes.

Figure 4.15. Visual overview of the qualitative relations between interface characteristics
and their effects on lighting use.
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Ownership, Distribution, and Purpose
The interfaces differ in their distribution over space: The Canvas is placed in a central
location, the Pointer is located per table group, and the Floorplan is both distributed
(on laptops and phones) and on a central tablet. In all cases, people mentioned that if an
interface is not within reach, this costs effort and raises the threshold to interact. “[The
Canvas] did invite, but it had that barrier of getting up and going to it. So, it was easier to say: ‘OK,
it is fine as is’.” (p12-A3). In line with findings of Offermans et al. (2014), we found that
taking out a phone and starting an application also requires effort, even though the phone
is usually within reach. “It is funny that I find it more difficult to get my phone than to walk across
the room. I just don’t like getting my phone out at all.” (p6-A3).
The interfaces also differ in ownership: The Floorplan is personal, the Pointer is shared
per table, and the Canvas is shared with all people in the room. We observed an effect on
the feeling of sharedness of a lighting adjustment. People felt that the adjustment was an
individual or a collective decision: “I always consulted others, except with the [Floorplan]. I did
say something to others, but in the end, you do it alone. And with [the Pointer and Canvas] you
do it together.” (p17-A3). With the non-personal interfaces, people engaged others more in
the adjustment and they wanted to be engaged when others interacted, leading to more
conversations about the light. “[With the Canvas], everyone notices you walking to the interface,
and thinks: ‘that person is going to change the light, we need to pay attention.’ With the [Pointer]
the same, but it is only visible to a smaller group of people.” (p13-A3). A requirement for this
collective decision making (or sharedness) is visibility of one’s actions, making people
accountable for them, as also stressed by Erickson and Kellogg (2000). Naturally, the
location of the interface is important to achieve this visibility, as well as the interface being
dedicated solely to lighting interaction: “If you pick up the Pointer, other people at the table
notice that right away, which makes it easier to start a conversation. With the Floorplan application,
other people do not see that you are interacting with the light, which makes it awkward to start a
conversation about the light.” (p11-A3). The second effect of this visibility of the interface is
that can provide the user with feed-forward, reminding them that it is possible to adjust
the lighting in the office: “I just forgot about the [Floorplan] because I didn’t see it. Even though it
is in my pocket, I don’t always check my phone. And even if I do, I still forget that I have an application
for that.” (p5-A3).
Interaction modality
The interfaces implement three different interaction modalities: The Floorplan is a
graphical user interface, the Pointer is tangible-gestural, and the Canvas is tangible.
Many participants preferred tangible interfaces to screen-based applications in general:
“I’m not really fond of using an app” (p16-A3). This might be explained by a bias in the
participant group consisting of interaction design students. However, in most cases
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tangibility was experienced as more engaging and fun: “I think I would rather use the [Canvas]
than a web application, even though I have always said that I prefer web interfaces. [...] but I like
using the tokens way more.” (p4-A3). When asked how enjoyable interaction was, 75% of the
participants rated the Floorplan 3 or higher (mean: 3.6), while 75% scored a 4 or higher for
the Pointer (mean: 3.9) and Canvas (mean: 4.3), on a scale of 1 (not enjoyable at all) to 5
(highly enjoyable).
The physicality of controls in the tangible interfaces made it easier for participants to reach
the controls; both with the tokens on the Canvas and, to a lesser extent, with the sliders
on the Pointer. On a scale representing precision of control, ranging from 1 (low precision)
to 5 (high precision), participants rated the Canvas higher with a smaller spread in ratings
(means: 4.2, range: 2.0) than the Floorplan (means: 3.4, range: 3.8). This is in line with
Bakker et al. (2012), who state that tangible interaction potentially requires less attention.
However, it might be an effect of the digital sliders being quite small in the Floorplan,
making it difficult to be effective in the interaction.
The gestural expressivity of the Pointer was expected to increase visibility of the
interaction, which can be important for the previously described sharedness. However,
this was not mentioned by participants, even though the physicality of both the Canvas
and the Pointer was used for this purpose: “[With the Floorplan] there is no way to communicate
that this is my light. But [with the] Pointer, placing it close to me would make me feel like the owner
of the area. So, someone reaching out and taking it to control the light would feel like an intrusion in
my area.” (p12-A3).
Interaction sequence
The interfaces present different interaction sequence. In the Floorplan, areas are selected
after which a light setting is made and applied; in the Pointer, a light setting is created and
then applied to an area; and in the Canvas, areas are placed on a field of light parameters,
making selection of location and parameters a combined action. All three interfaces
provided an understandable sequence of interaction. The overview of the map in the
Floorplan was valued: “It feels nice to have the little map, saying do this and this. It’s like playing
age of empires.” (p14-A3), although orientation on the map could take some participants
time to learn. Also, as explained earlier in this section, people mainly adjusted their own
area, making the map less appropriate: “Actually, I never felt the urge to adjust more than my own
area. [...] The [Floorplan] provides an easy way to do this, but I just don’t need the option.” (p11-A3).
The directness of pointing in the space with the Pointer was easier to learn but again, since
people hardly adjusted other areas than their own, people regarded the pointing action
needlessly effortful. Participants were surprisingly positive about the area-tokens on a grid
of light parameters in the Canvas. The relation between tokens and table areas was expected
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to be difficult for people as it is a cognitive connection. Some participants mentioned this
took time to learn. However, this mapping seemed to fit the general lighting use better:
“Of course you need distinct token colours, it would be difficult if they become too similar. But after
a few days, I knew my table was orange, and from then on you know that is the one you need to use.”
(p4-A3). Overall, it seems that one sequence of interaction is not inherently better than
another but that it should be carefully designed to fit context, the controllable parameters,
and use of the system.
Next to the order of parameters, the interfaces also differ in the number of actions
required to make an adjustment. In the Floorplan, an area is selected, then parameters are
adjusted, the setting is applied, and an activity is selected (optional), leading to a multistep sequence. The Pointer has two steps: adjusting parameters and applying the setting
(with an additional step for each area). With the Canvas, the user adjusts the parameters
and apply the setting in one action. Most people valued this directness of the Canvas, as
it cost less effort. The decreased effort lead to more fine- tuning of the light during the
interaction: “The light changes immediately when moving [the token on the Canvas]. [With the
Floorplan] you need to change the light a bit and apply the setting again if you are not satisfied with
[the light setting]. That is easier with [the Canvas]” (p11-A3).
The two-dimensional field of light parameters that the Canvas shows (due to the chosen
sequence of interaction) was used as a way to estimate the added value of starting an
interaction. People estimated whether engaging with the interface was worth the effort,
as they could assess how much the light could still be changed by looking at the position
of the token in relation to the canvas. In this way, the overview formed a reminder
to interact: “The [Canvas’ printed preview] was my favourite because I could just glance up at it
and see not only the current state as in the LED [preview of the Pointer], but the current state in
relation to the possibilities. So, ‘it’s quite warm’, for example. Or ‘it could be warmer’, or ‘this is as
warm as it can go’.” (p6-A3). Also, people could remember the position of the token for light
settings they liked, thus forming sorts of presets in their memory. “I just knew: on the top
right, is nice and bright.” (p7-A3). Theoretically, this was also possible with the other two
interfaces by looking at the position of the parameter sliders, but this was not mentioned
by participants. Possibly because of the lower visibility of the Floorplan and Pointer.
Representation of light
Each interface uses a different medium to show a representation of the envisioned lighting
adjustment, based on colour temperature and intensity). The Floorplan uses screen-based
graphics, the Pointer uses an LED light, and the Canvas has printed graphics. The findings
show that a preview is a necessary form of feedback upon interaction, which increased the
amount perceived control. “Of course [a preview] is necessary, otherwise you won’t know what
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you are doing.” (p11-A3). However, the preview was used to understand the functionality of
a slider, rather than as a preview of the actual output of the lighting. “I did not use it as main
reference of how the light was supposed to be. I think I usually just changed it and if I didn’t like it,
I changed it again.” (p16-A3). This made accuracy of the representation less important, as
long as adjustments could be made easily. “After using the thing twice, you kind of know what
to expect from it. [The preview] is not super important. It is necessary, but it is not a big deal if it
deviates a bit [from the lighting].” (p11-A3).
In the Floorplan, the preview was often not noticed as such by participants, because it
blended in with the other digital graphics. “Did the button change during interaction with [the
Floorplan]? I didn’t notice that. I guess a preview is useful but it’s very cartoonish [in the Floorplan
interface]. I think the LED preview is better.” (p8-A3). The light-based preview of the Pointer
was generally liked because it is the same medium as the output system. However, the
RGB- LED did not accurately represent the resulting light, which was generally seen as a
downside. Surprisingly, on a scale representing quality of the preview from 1 (low quality)
to 5 (high quality), the digital print of the Canvas scored very high (75% rated 3.9 or
higher, means 4.3), in spite of its low accuracy. This is partly because of the previously
described overview that the mapping of light parameters gives: all possible colours can be
previewed at once. This is also because of its abstraction: accuracy was not expected in the
printed graphics, while it was expected in the light-based representation. “I like [the printed
preview] because it was an analogy. I know it is not giving me this red or this blue, but it is easier to
learn how it would affect it.” (p12-A3).
In general, none of the media (screen-based, light-based, or print) was considered better
than another. It is important to have a representation as feedback on an action to increase
the perceived control, and to make the preview stand out from the rest of the interface.
High accuracy is not always necessary as long as people’s expectations of accuracy for the
chosen medium are met.
4.6.4. Discussion
In this analysis, we aimed at identifying how design decisions for lighting control
interfaces can impact people’s experiences with lighting control. In this section, we discuss
the method that we used to identify these effects, by addressing the living lab approach,
the validity of the study set-up, and the generalisability of the findings.
The findings in this section are based on results of session A only. We foresaw a potential
order effect and generalisability issues since we only studied one group of participants.
We repeated the study with a different participant group and different order of interfaces
to address these concerns. The relations between characteristics and effects were identified
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before the repeated study started. We kept these findings in mind during the interviews
of session B and paid attention to new or contradicting accounts. We did not find any
major deviations from the relations, nor did we identify any contradictions in the data.
We conclude that the order of the interfaces or the participant group did not influence the
relations between interface characteristics and effects.
The test-bed office was occupied daily during the study and each interface was used at least
once every day. While the number of interactions differed per person, there were multiple
interactions per day. We therefore believe that people used the interfaces sufficiently
to evaluate them. Moreover, we can conclude that the variations of the characteristics
were successfully represented in the three interfaces, since participants recognised the
variations, they clearly articulated the differences in the interviews, and mentioned that
the variations affected their interactions with the lighting system.
The variations in the interface characteristics clearly affected people’s experience and use
of the lighting system. We found that the distribution, ownership and purpose can affect
how shared an interface and interactions with that interface feel to people, and to what
extent people include others in their lighting adjustments. Visibility of the interaction is a
requirement for this ‘sharedness’. Distribution and purpose seem to influence the effort that an
interaction takes: having to walk to an interface or having to locate an app raises a threshold
to interact. Moreover, a visible interface can act as a reminder for people of the possibility
to change the lighting in the space. The interaction modality can affect engagement with the
system and the perceived control over the light: the interfaces with more tangibility were
scored higher on both factors. The interaction sequence should fit the context and common
use patterns in that context. During the study, people mainly adjusted the light in the area
they were located themselves. Thus, emphasising the location of a lighting adjustment (as
with the Floorplan and Pointer) was sometimes experienced as superfluous. Lastly, having
a preview, or representation of the light, can increase the perceived control. Nevertheless,
this preview is more helpful for building up an understanding of the interface and light
parameters than for estimating the impact of an action on the context. Surprisingly, the
medium of that representation does not seem to matter much, as long as the accuracy lives
up to the expectations people have of that chosen medium.
The test-bed office was a useful context to investigate lighting control. It resulted in rich
reflections about participants’ experiences with controlling the lighting system with
high ecological validity as they were based on real-life use in their workplace. Of course,
there were some downsides to this approach, as displayed by the “messy” dataset with
interactions with the interfaces data. That data is difficult to interpret due to the many
contextual influences, e.g., it was impossible to identify whether an action was performed
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by a study participant or a visitor. Yet, the situated context that the test-bed office
provided was valuable as we were particularly interested in the effects of interface design
on contextual aspects, such as how people experienced lighting control in their day-to-day
working activities and how a group coordinated using the system.
Limitations
It is likely that the test-bed environment (an informal student workspace) and
participant group (students with a particular interest in lighting interaction) affected the
generalisability of the findings. This probably led to an increased number of interactions
with the interfaces and more conversations about lighting interaction amongst participants
during the study period. We assume that this is the case for all three interfaces. Since we
compare the differences between interfaces characteristics within subjects, we believe
that the effect on the results is limited. Also, we feel that the participants’ background
was beneficial to the quality of the data, as participants had vocabulary to express their
experiences with the lighting interfaces. Another potential effect is that the design
background of the participants led to a predilection for alternatives to smartphone
applications for lighting control, resulting in a lower appraisal for the Floorplan, compared
to the other two.
It is important to note that the interface characteristics that we varied are not the only
characteristics of an interface, and that more variations of the characteristics are possible.
Moreover, the effect on people’s lighting control experience that we identified are the direct
result of the research interests and are therefore likely to be only a selection of potential
effects of the design of the lighting control interface. Nevertheless, we are confident that
the selection gives a complete overview of the characteristics and effects that occurred in
the lab study, especially after repeating the study.
We aimed at designing interfaces that are different, yet still comparable. However, it is
a known struggle to create different designs that result in theoretical conclusions as it
can lead to either a sacrifice of design relevance or lacking theoretical framing (Koskinen
et al., 2011). We prioritised deploying interfaces that make sense and are relevant over
controlling all potential variables in the design. This might have resulted in interface
characteristics that co-vary and influence each other (e.g., the distribution and ownership of
the Floorplan). All in all, this means that the interfaces are quite different and might differ
more than only by the characteristics specified in this chapter.
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We took two measures to identify links between interface aspects and effects. First, we put
much effort into varying the characteristics systematically amongst the three interfaces.
We put special attention into keeping other aspects constant — e.g., the controllable
lighting parameters. Second, the participants evaluated the interface at two different
moments to negate any order effects as much as possible. We asked them to reflect on
their experience with each of three interfaces immediately after they used it, while during
the final interview we asked them to compare their experiences amongst the interfaces.
Moreover, we urged the participants to focus on the differences in characteristics.
Nevertheless, it still remains difficult to isolate one particular interface characteristic
and its effect.
It is likely that the combination of interface characteristics influenced each-other, due to
the unavoidable number of confounding variables in the interface designs. Therefore, it is
important to not use the qualitative relations between interface characteristics and effects
rigorously. The overview merely reflects the relations that we were able to identify from
the observations and interview data from this particular study. More systematic research
is needed to validate the relations, for example by singling out one characteristic and
measuring its effects.
4.6.5. Conclusion
In this section we investigated how people experience lighting control in the office, and how
the design of an interface can affect lighting use. The aim of the analysis was to investigate
the effects of interface characteristics on lighting use. We identified qualitative relations
between five interface characteristics (ownership, distribution, purpose, interaction sequence,
interaction modality, and preview) and five effects on people’s experience with interactive
lighting, expressed by sharedness of actions, the required effort for an interaction, the
engagement with an interface, the perceived control, and through feedforward by being a
reminder that lighting control is possible.
We can conclude that the design of the interface plays an important role in people’s
experience with lighting control, and that the design decisions for interface characteristics
can influence this experience. We therefore want to urge designers to carefully consider
which variations of interface characteristics to implement in their designs. Exactly which
variation is most suitable depends on the context, controllable parameters, and intended
use. We believe that the overview of the relations between characteristics and effects
(presented in Figure 4.15) can help to make informed decisions about the interface design.
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4.7. Effect of interface design on coordination of use
The second analysis focusses on people’s coordination of using a shared lighting system
in the office, and thus relates to the social lens. The aim of this analysis is to identify how
the interaction style that an interface offers (through variations of characteristics) can
influence the coordination of shared use. Next, we describe which data we used in this
analysis and how we performed the analysis. Then, we present the findings. We conclude
this section by connecting the findings from this analysis to the findings from the previous
analysis and by discussing how the study set-up influenced the results.
4.7.1. Data and analysis
The analysis was performed after session B was completed, and thus includes data
from both sessions. This means that we use the transcriptions of the entire dataset of
25h of audio recordings. Similar to the previous analysis, we performed an inductive
thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006). We created an initial coding structure based
on a selection of 10% of the interviews. All further coding was done jointly by the two
performing researchers. This resulted in a total of 755 quotes clustered into Views on
Shared Use (444 quotes) includes people’s reflections about Acceptance of Change, Sharedness,
Affecting Others, and Rules of Use; all quotes were double-labelled with the corresponding
interfaces: The Floorplan (157 quotes), Pointer (211 quotes), and Canvas (227 quotes).
To investigate how the different interaction styles influenced people’s coordination of the
shared lighting system, we looked at the overlap between the Views on Shared Use theme and
the sub-themes of the Interface theme. We identified differences caused by the interaction
style in three aspects of coordination. This resulted in a third theme that included quotes
about specific scenarios of Coordination (311 quotes), including sub-themes about the
amount of Verbal Communication (138 quotes), the perceived Accountability (45 quotes), and
people’s Consideration of others (46 quotes). Table 4.4 shows the resulting themes, subthemes and example quotes.
Quantitative data of session B
In total, the system was used 1557 times, where session B accounts for 498 interactions.
The complete quantitative dataset, including all logged interactions during session A and
B, is available online (van de Werff et al., 2018). Figure 4.16 shows the daily interactions
of session B and indicates that each interface is used at least once every day during the
study period. Figure 4.17 shows the number of interactions with the Floorplan interface
per participant for session B. It shows that every participant used the interface at least
once. The crosses illustrate how often people were present in the test-bed office when
the Floorplan was deployed. Note that this is not a linear scale, but just an indication.
Nevertheless, there seems to be a clear link between the number of interactions and
presence in the space. People indicated during the interviews that they generally interacted
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Table 4.4. Results of the thematic analysis: themes and subthemes with example quotes.
Theme
Views on Shared
Use

Interface

Coordination

Sub-theme
Acceptance of
Change

#
115

Sharedness

79

Affecting Others

170

Rules of Use

80

Floorplan

157

Pointer

211

Canvas

227

Verbal
Communication
Accountability

138

Considering Others

46

45

Example quote
“Of course, it depends on what you are working with and how
concentrated you are. If you are really into something, then you get more
irritated if someone comes and changes your light.” (p16-A3)
“That’s the thing in shared spaces: you have to concede a bit because you
can’t all have your light setting.” (p8-A3)
“I don’t like to change something for another person. Not that I think it
is going to ruin anything, but… I don’t know. I don’t think it’s very polite
in a way.” (p16-A2)
“Whoever wants to get up and change it, gets the biggest say in what it
is going to be. And since we want to make a compromise anyway, it is
going to be within the limits of what is acceptable.” (p12-A3)
“If somebody’s is in the room, I may ask them [to adjust the lighting] but
if we’re not very close, then I change it myself.” (p12-A1)
“Well, with the Pointer I noticed [the light] changing more often. Even
more so with the [Floorplan]. [...] At least with the remote you could see
who was changing the light.” (p24-B)
“With the Canvas I had the idea that I had to pay attention all the time:
‘Oh no, someone is close to the Canvas again. Sigh…’.” (p22-B)
“And then when people left earlier, I looked at [my colleague] and said: ‘I
think it’s a little dark here. Can I turn it up?’.” (p12-A11)
“I know that I adjusted it, but other people don’t. So, then I don’t feel
responsible for it.” (p8-A3)
“[with the Floorplan] in the end, you do it alone. And with [the Pointer
and Canvas] you do it together.” (p17-A3)

Figure 4.16. The count of interactions per day, for each interface during session B.
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Figure 4.17. The number of interactions with the Floorplan for the 14 participants (left,
bars) and their self-reported presence (right, crosses) during session B.

at least once with the interface when they were present in the test-bed office. In 23.7% of
interactions, people adjusted all four areas, mostly when being the first to enter or the last
to leave. In more than half of the interactions (58.5%), people adjusted only their own area.
4.7.2. Findings: Effects of interaction style on coordination
In this section we describe how the difference in interaction style of the interfaces
influenced coordination in three ways: (1) the amount of Verbal Communication, (2) people’s
perceived Accountability, and (3) the extent to which people take others into Consideration
while interacting. We discuss each difference separately and reflect on what aspects of the
interaction style played a role in this. All findings are illustrated by participant quotes.
Verbal Communication
The first aspect in which the interfaces differ is the extent to which people talked about
while interacting with the system: people communicated more when using the Pointer and
Canvas, than when using the Floorplan: “I don’t remember any conversation I had with the digital
interface...” (p6-A2). In general, people found verbal communication important. They often
did not want to make an adjustment to a shared light setting without consulting others and
expected other people to consult them in return: “And maybe you like it, but others might like it
less at that moment. So, I don’t know, it’s just more sociable to ask.” (p22-B). However, starting up
this conversation was not always easy and could discourage interaction with the system: “If
someone is working really focused on his computer – and especially if it is a third-year student that I
don’t know personally – then I wouldn’t touch [the system]. Neither would I ask, ‘Would you mind if I
change the light?’.” (p20-B). We found two roles of the interface in verbal communication: it
can show who to address and can externalise and visualise discussion.
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Knowing who to address — The difference in distribution and modality between the
Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas resulted in a difference in visibility of actions. Seeing that
someone is interacting aided verbal communication, both for the impacted person and for
the person interacting. For the person being impacted, knowing who is interacting made it
possible to respond and start a negotiation. This was easier with the Pointer and Canvas –
where pointing to an area or walking up to the interface is visible to others – than with the
Floorplan – where actions are hidden in people’s smartphone or laptop. “[With the Floorplan]
you don’t really know who changed the light. So, you cannot really talk to him and say: ‘maybe we
can do like this, maybe we can choose a brightness and colour together’. My experience [with the
Floorplan] was that people change light, I change it back, they change it back, I change it again.”
(p28-B). For the person interacting, being visible to other people made it easier to consult
them during interaction: “I was at the central interface and [person X] was sitting by the window
and I changed it and he looked up. And the fact that he looked up and noticed me, made me enter into
a negotiation with him and we talked about how it should be.” (p12-A1). With the Pointer and
especially with the Canvas, the intention to start an interaction was visible even before the
lighting was affected. This made it possible to intervene and was especially appreciated by
the person interacting as it prepared others for a potential conversation: “If you pick up the
Pointer, other people at the table notice that right away, which makes it easier to start a conversation.
With the Floorplan app, other people do not see that you are interacting with the light, which makes
it awkward to start a conversation about the light.” (p11-A3).
Externalising and visualising discussion — The three interfaces differ in their
expressiveness – i.e., their ability to communicate the effect of an interaction (Gutwin &
Greenberg, 2002). The Floorplan displays the colour of the area on the map and the small
sliders disappear after selection, and Canvas clearly expresses information about the
parameters in the setting. This made it easier to ask for consent: “[With the Floorplan] you
didn’t show your phone and asked: ‘Is this good or not?’ It didn’t really send a message about how the
light would be. You couldn’t really show it. And [with the Pointer] you can, not only with the preview
light but also by showing the sliders.” (p16-A2). Moreover, the tangible tokens of the Canvas
served as an externalisation of the discussion (Hornecker & Buur, 2006): they facilitated
conversation and provided a record of the outcome of the negotiation: “[With the Canvas] it
is nice that you’re able to see how everything is set. To me that seems to make it easier to talk about it
with someone: ‘you have [your token] over here, I want it here, let’s put it in the middle’. Without the
interface, it becomes way more difficult to have that conversation.” (p27-B). When the interface is
used as a tool during a discussion, its size and position determine who can be included: “You
can discuss from a distance with the people sitting there. [...] with a small tablet on the wall that you
stand in front of talking about ‘put it a little bit more up or down’ is much more difficult.” (p25-B).
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Accountability
Even when people considered each other in their interactions, this did not always lead to
a satisfying result for everyone, which in some cases led to conflict. “[Somebody] took all
the tokens and moved them to orange, just like that. [...] And we completely flipped at her: ‘WHAT
ARE YOU DOING?!’.” (p3-A3). The extent to which people held each other accountable for
undesired actions and the extent to which they felt accountable for their own actions,
differed between the interfaces. People felt least accountable with the Floorplan, and most
accountable with the Canvas: “What I’m going to say now is a bit exaggerated, but it is almost a
walk of shame when you have to walk back [from the Canvas] to your table while nobody likes your
setting.” (p19-B). These differences can be explained by the level of exposure and vigilance
due to the visibility of an interaction and shared ownership; and by the ease of retrieving a
previous setting in case of conflict.
Exposure and vigilance — The visibility of actions seems to be a prerequisite for
accountability. People felt less accountable for their action when their identity was unknown
to others: “I know that I adjusted it, but other people don’t. So, then I don’t feel responsible for it.”
(p8-A3), “I could screw up the lights and no one will know.” (p3-A3). With visible interactions,
the increased accountability resulted in more cautious consideration and raised a threshold
to interact: “Everybody is looking: ‘Is he taking off a token? What is he doing with my light?”. It’s like
being in front of a classroom. [...] You’re not going to do anything stupid.” (p24-B). The indicator
lights of the Pointer showed which controller was used for an adjustment. The lack of
visibility of who exactly made the setting, resulted in a feeling of shared accountability
for all people at the table: “For the Pointer interface, I felt like every time we made changes, we
did it is as a group. So, I felt like the group is accountable for it.” (p16-A3). Others recognised this
and held a group as a whole accountable for undesired actions: “And with the Pointer, you
could easily say: ‘Hey, you guys at that table, cut it out!’. You just address the whole table.” (p22-B).
The ability to hold others accountable made that people paid more attention to actions of
others, which sometimes felt like a burden: “With the Canvas I was constantly thinking [...] oh
no, someone is standing at the Canvas again. – sigh –” (p22-B). On the other hand, not knowing
who to hold accountable made people refrain from responding to an action, since it made
conflict resolution impossible: “One time somebody changed my light because he wanted to try it
out [...], but I didn’t know who. Of course, I could’ve changed it back but for all I know it gets adjusted
again in one minute.” (p19-B). Generally, people appreciated some feeling of accountability,
despite the fact that the exposure sometimes raised a threshold to interact, and vigilance
could feel like a burden: “A social threshold to changing someone else’s light seems like a good thing
to me. [...] It’s some sort of lighting etiquette.” (p29-B).
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Readjusting or retrieving settings — In the case of an undesired adjustment or conflict,
a common resolution strategy was to restore the original setting. Retrieving the original
setting was easiest with the Canvas: “[Placing back a token] was easier since you remember its
visual location without having to think about it. This was more difficult with the [Pointer], like ‘umm,
what was it like again?’.” (p27-B). Knowing that a setting can be retrieved easily felt reassuring
and resulted in more explorative behaviour: “Just assume that I [adjust the light] and someone
disagrees. Then it is easy to undo my change [with the Canvas] which makes me feel less guilty than
if someone else’s perfect light setting is irretrievably lost.” (p27-B). The person interacting often
restored the previous setting directly after noticing a conflict. When the person interacting
failed to notice the conflict, the impacted people had to respond themselves. In some cases,
the actor was asked to undo the changes. However, most people avoided confrontation
and re-adjusted the setting themselves instead. The ease with which this could be done
depended on the accessibility of the interface: “You have to open the application, select an area,
adjust [the settings], and choose an activity... And with the [Pointer] you just do like that, and the
[previous setting] is back.” (p31-B). Knowing that a setting can be restored without much
effort eased the previously-mentioned burden of vigilance: “With [the Pointer] I wasn’t afraid
that people would touch it. I could just change it back if I wanted to.” (p24-B).
Considering Others
In general, people took others into account in most actions: “Of course if I was with my
group we would decide together, and it would be more blue and white light. [...] if I would be by
myself, I would choose a more relaxed [light setting].” (p28-B). But the extent to which this was
facilitated differed per interface.
Individual and shared interactions — Although the lighting system is shared, the
ownership over the interfaces differs: The Floorplan runs on a personally owned device, the
Pointers are shared with people at the same table, and the Canvas is shared with everybody
in the space. This influenced the extent to which an interaction was perceived as personal
or shared: “... the fact that you need to share [the Pointer] makes it that you don’t just go with your
own vote, but that you need to negotiate: ‘Is it OK like this?’ But if it would be yours, you would want
your preferred light.” (p3-A2). Shared interfaces resulted in more cooperative interactions –
“With the Canvas, you can go there together and discuss ‘How are we going to solve this?’. And with
[the Pointer] it is more like ‘I want it like this’, ‘No, I want it like that’.” (p27-B) – while individual
interfaces provoked individual interactions: “[with the Floorplan] in the end, you do it alone.
And with [the Pointer and Canvas] you do it together.” (p17-A3). With the Pointer interface,
people consciously played with this by keeping the interface close to inhibit other people
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from adjusting the lighting: “... [with the] Pointer, placing it close to me would make me feel like
the owner of the area. So, someone reaching out and taking it to control the light would feel like an
intrusion in my area.” (p12-A3).
Considering size and location of an adjustment — In general, people preferred to make
small adjustments to the current setting to minimise the impact on others: “[I took into
account] how the other areas were set to make sure I wouldn’t disturb others too much.” (p3-A3).
Seeing the position of the tokens on the Canvas allowed people to adjust the lighting
relative to the current setting. This was more difficult with the Pointer since the sliders
could have changed after the setting was applied: “[With the Canvas] it is very easy to think:
‘OK, it is on that intensity, let’s change it from there’. And with the Pointer, you would start all
over with setting the light. You don’t really have a reference.” (p20-B). The Canvas is the only
interface that shows the current light parameters for all areas at once, which made it easier
to take people in adjacent areas into account: “Suppose the table next to you has a completely
different setting, you will notice that anyway. [...] So then it is nice to see how [all areas] are set.”
(p27-B). With the Pointer, people were most inclined to adjust only one area (69.7% of
the interactions), compared to the Floorplan and Canvas (46.8% and 53.5% respectively).
People were most inclined to adjust all four areas at once with the Floorplan (35.4% against
9.3% with the Pointer). These differences can be explained by the sequence of interaction
and the focus of attention: The Floorplan allows people to select multiple areas at once,
which invited for making bigger adjustments: “With the [Floorplan] I was more inclined to
adjust the whole space, [...] it is tempting to just select everything since it’s the same action anyway.”
(p24-B). In contrast, people were more considerate when adjusting other areas with the
Pointer, because the interaction made them focus on the location that they were about
to adjust: “[With the Pointer] it is almost as if you are shooting at people, you’re pointing at them.
Yeah, you’re not going to do that.” (p26-B). Compared to the Canvas and Floorplan, the Pointer
made people more aware of the presence of others, which reduced the chance of affecting
other people by mistake: “With [the Pointer] you were clearly aiming at somebody else’s table.
You are very consciously changing the light of someone else instead of your own. Whereas [with the
Canvas] you are not looking at the table you’re adjusting. So, it is easy to move everything around
without paying attention to which table you are actually affecting.” (p29-B).
4.7.3. Discussion
In this second analysis, we aimed to identify effects of the interaction style on the
coordination of use of a lighting system in a shared office. In this section, we first discuss
how the findings from this analysis can be linked to the original interface characteristics,
as a first step to design considerations. Next, we discuss whether conflict should be avoided
in coordination and the limitations of the findings.
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Linking the findings with interface characteristics
The findings demonstrate that the interfaces influenced the way people coordinated shared
lighting control. We especially found differences in the amount of Verbal Communication,
the level of Considering Others, and the feeling of Accountability. Ultimately, our goal is to
formulate considerations for designing interactive lighting, and we believe it is therefore
worthwhile to envision how the interface characteristics contribute to these three effects
on coordination. However, it is difficult to directly link one characteristic to one effect since
the three interfaces in the study combine variations of several different characteristics.
The findings were described according to the three effects on coordination. From these
effects, we can derive implications of the interact style that affected coordination. In Verbal
Communication, we identified effects of the visibility of actions and the retrievability of settings;
for Accountability, we found effects of the visibility of actions and the expressiveness of an
interface; and finally for Considering Others we identified effects of the sharedness of actions,
the expressiveness, whether the interaction style puts the actors attention to the context, and
retrievability of settings. Figure 4.18 shows a visual overview of these relations.
As a next step, we speculate about how the variations of interface characteristics
instantiated these implications of the interaction style. Designers can use these
speculations as considerations when defining the interaction style that their interface
offers. Next, we address the six implications and speculate how they relate to the interface
characteristics.

Figure 4.18. Visual overview of the relations between implications of the interaction style
and their effects on coordination of shared lighting control.
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Sharedness – There seems to be a direct link between the ownership over an interface
and to what extent people consider involving others in their actions. With a personally
owned interface, people tend to make individual adjustments, while a shared interface can
encourage people to involve others in the interaction, for example by asking others for their
opinion. A device that is dedicated to lighting control further supports this sharedness as
it shows the actor to others, making it easier to involve them, while a multi-purpose device
does not convey this information inherently. The findings demonstrate how Sharedness can
influence people’s Considering Others during their actions.
Verification – The option to verify an action is the direct result of the interaction sequence.
A two-step sequence allows for exploration before making an adjustment, so people can
consider the size of their adjustment and potential impact on others. When an action
does not require confirmation before applying, it is more likely that mistakes happen.
A representation of the envisioned setting in the interface can further support this. In this
way, it supports coordination through Considering Others.
Attention to Context – If people look at the location of the planned adjustment, they
tend to consider the impact on others (Considering Others) more. This shows how the
interaction modality can play an important role in coordination of use— e.g., interactions on
a screen-based interface pull the attention of the user to the screen, while gestural actions
direct attention to the context.
Expressiveness – Interfaces that permanently show the current parameter values
of the current lighting can support negotiation as it allows people to make relative
adjustments, influencing coordination by supporting Verbal Communication. Furthermore,
the interaction modality can contribute to the expressiveness as shown by the tangible and
gestural interaction styles. This can useful for making compromises between preferences of
different people, thus supporting the Considering Others during actions.
Visibility of Actions –Exposing the actor as they are making a lighting adjustment can
inform the author of the setting that is to be changed which lowers the threshold for
starting a conversation with that person, thus influencing coordination through Verbal
Communication. This seems a requirement for holding others accountable (Accountability)
for undesired actions. The distribution, purpose, and interaction modality can be designed to
increase or decrease the visibility of actions.
Retrievability of Settings – If previous settings are easily retrievable, people tend to be
more explorative. When the light parameters are permeable, people are more confident of
their ability to undo any mistakes. Especially if the interface always represents the current
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light settings, it is easier for people to retrieve a previous setting. It seems to be easier for
people to retrieve settings with a physical action than with a digital action, suggesting that
the interaction modality plays a role. Overall, the possibility to retrieve actions can influence
the Accountability for actions as it is easy to recover from mistakes.
The speculated relations between interface characteristics, implications and effects on
coordination can be visualised in a relational overview. Figure 4.19 links the figure 4.18
to the five characteristics. It shows the interface characteristics (left), the implications of
the interaction style (middle), and their effect on the three aspects of coordination that
result from the findings (right). We emphasise that the relations are not validated effects
of interface characteristics on coordination; they are speculated relations, illustrating that
design choices for interface characteristics can have implications, and that they can affect
how people coordinate shared lighting use. These relations can be valuable for considering
which interface characteristics can be changed or varied to realise one or more of these
implications and to influence the coordination of shared lighting control.
Conflict
It is important to note that supporting coordination of shared use does not mean that
conflict should be avoided. Conflict can be beneficial in establishing social norms and
gaining an understanding of each other’s needs and wishes (Deutsch, 1973), and we
also found that playful teasing (e.g., with the Pointer) can be an icebreaker to discuss
preferences and lighting use. Still, it is impossible to state in general which coordination
style would be most desired: even the study participants did not agree on whether more
or less verbal communication, more or less consideration, or more or less accountability

Figure 4.19. Visual overview of the implications of the interface characteristics, and their
effects on coordination of using a shared lighting system.
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would be better. Instead, we recommend designers to consider coordination strategies that
could be desirable in the context they are designing for, and to make decisions accordingly.
The relations between interface characteristics and coordination that we identified can
help designers with considering which aspects of coordination are important in their
context and can inform the decisions regarding the interface design.
Limitations
Similar to the previous section, we foresee limitations to the generalisability of the
results due to the test-bed environment. There are different ways in which the study
context (a student workspace), the participant group (students involved in a lighting
interaction project), and the type of shared system (lighting) affected the findings and
the generalisability of the design implications. The student workspace is comparable to a
general open-plan office in terms of diversity of tasks, flex-desk usage, and in how familiar
participants are with one another. The atmosphere could possibly be more informal than
a general open-plan office, which probably led to more playful behaviour, possibly more
verbal communication and a higher acceptance of changes made by other people. The fact
that participants were involved in an educational project helped to sensitise them and
resulted in rich conversations during the interviews. However, their increased interest
in the system and interaction in general might have resulted in an increased number
of interactions. In conclusion, the participants reported that there was a rather high
threshold to impact others with a change, and to start a conversion. It is likely that this
threshold can be even higher in other contexts apart from the educational workplace
that we investigated.
4.7.4. Conclusion
In this section, we have presented a second analysis on the study data with the aim
of investigating how the interaction style that an interface offers can influence the
coordination of shared use of a lighting system. The analysis yielded in-depth insights into
how the interaction style of an interface (a smartphone application, a tangible-gestural
interface on every table, and a tangible interface central in the space) can influence
coordination of use by stimulating verbal communication and negotiation, by supporting
people with considering others and adjust their interactions accordingly, and by affecting the
feeling of accountability of actions. Additionally, we speculated how the original interface
characteristics can have implications that affect these three aspects of coordination.
The insights suggest that it makes sense to design interfaces for lighting control in a shared
workplace by taking a social perspective and considering how the shared use of the system
occurs in the workplace. If interfaces for shared lighting control are designed from an
individual perspective, there is a risk that they complicate coordination of use. We therefore
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want to emphasise the importance of considering shared use when designing interfaces
for lighting control the workplace. The relational overview of interface characteristics and
effects (Figure 4.19) can inform choices for the design of a lighting control interface, by
suggest the potential effects of a particular characteristic on coordination.

4.8. Conclusion
The goal of the study presented in this chapter was two-fold: First, we aimed to identify how
variations of the characteristics of the lighting control interface can affect use; Second, we
aimed to learn how the interaction style that an interface offers can affect the coordination
of shared use. To address these aims, we set up a qualitative study in a semi-controlled
test-bed office. We equipped an open-plan workplace with an interactive lighting system
and deployed three custom lighting control interfaces (the Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas)
that differ in their interface characteristics — ownership, distribution, and purpose, interaction
modality, interaction sequence and representation of light. We introduced these interfaces
sequentially to a group of 31 people working in the test-bed office. The study participants
reflected on their longitudinal use of the interfaces through semi-structured interviews.
We analysed the data in two separate analyses that address the two aims separately.
The first analysis (section 4.6) focussed on how variations of interface characteristics
affected lighting use. The results disclose effects on the sharedness of actions, the effort of
making a lighting adjustment, the engagement people have with lighting interaction, their
perceived control, and on being a reminder to interact with the lighting system. The second
analysis (section 4.7) focussed on the influence of the interaction style that the lighting
interface offers on people’s coordination of shared use of the office lighting. The results
disclose qualitative relations between the interaction style and the amount of verbal
communication, by informing people who to address and externalising and visualising
the discussion; the feeling of accountability, by exposing the actor and allowing for
readjustments and retrievability of settings; and the extent to which people consider others,
through facilitation of individual or shared actions and inducing consideration of size and
location of an adjustment.
The insights from the study demonstrate that approaching interactive lighting with
the interface and social lenses makes sense, as the lighting control interface and social
dynamics play an important role in interactive lighting, and that designers can direct
people’s experiences with interactive lighting through the design of the lighting control
interface. Next, we address the overarching research questions for this second part of the
thesis and formulate answers based on the insights from the study in this chapter.
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4.8.1. How do people experience interactive lighting?
We have gathered several insights into how people experience interactive lighting in their
workplace. First, and foremost, it is important to note that the possibility to control the
lighting in the office is new to people, even for the participant group — interaction design
students with a particular interest in lighting interaction. They forget that control is
possible, they do not see the benefits at first, and have difficulties with selecting the light
intensity and colour they want. Although people seem unfamiliar with lighting control,
they do appreciate it. The lighting system in the test-bed office was used extensively: The
interfaces were used to adjust lighting intensity and colour temperature multiple times a
day. How people use lighting control is highly personal, some change the lighting every
time they change their activity or location, others set the lighting only once when they
entered. Overall, the people in the study were positive about lighting control, apart from
minor issues with the interfaces and unwanted actions from others.
Not surprisingly, the interface seems to play an important part in how people experience
lighting control. Moreover, we learned that the design of an interface can influence how
people use interactive lighting. People are able to recognise and articulate differences
in interaction style and characteristics, and they use lighting differently with different
interface designs. The quality and extension of the insights regarding the relations
between interface characteristics and lighting use underline that the design choices
for the lighting control interface can significantly shape people’s experiences with
interactive office lighting.
Next to a role for the interface, we learned that social aspects play an important role in
lighting control in a shared office environment. In general, people tend to refrain from any
interaction with a lighting system if there is only a small change of conflict with others.
This can result in people adjusting the light only when they were alone in the office, and
when others are present, they adjust their “own light” only. Changing the lighting in
another location is exceptional and generally only happens when no one was around or
as a practical joke. In contrast, people are generally not bothered by lighting adjustments
by others, unless their carefully made light setting is overridden. The insights from the
lab study demonstrate the important role of coordination of shared use, suggesting that
designing for social aspects of lighting can be valuable.
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4.8.2. What are the design considerations for interactive lighting systems in the
workplace?
This chapter demonstrates that investigating interactive office lighting with the interface
and social lenses can bring valuable insights. The focus that these lenses provided,
supported identification of relations between the design of a lighting control interface and
how people use and experience interactive lighting in an open-plan office. We found that
the interface characteristics influences how people interacted with the lighting system,
and that the interaction style of the interface can affect how people coordinate shared
use of the system. This suggests that it is possible to make informed design decisions for
the interface characteristics. Which variations of a characteristic or interaction style are
most suitable is highly dependent on the context, the controllable lighting parameters, and
the intended use. We therefore encourage designers to start with envisioning the lighting
control experience that they want to realise in the context they are designing for, including
the effort it requires to adjust the lighting; affecting whether people know and remember
control is possible; the hedonistic aspects of control; and the extent to which people feel
in control. Moreover, we encourage designers to consider the social dynamics carefully,
including to what extent people regard a lighting adjustment as a shared action and shared
responsibility; to what extent the interface elicits verbal communication, consideration of
other people in the environment, and a feeling of accountability. The qualitative relations
between interface characteristics and their effects on lighting use in general (Figure 4.15)
and effects on coordination of shared use (Figure 4.19) can fuel these considerations.
To conclude, the findings from the study in this chapter confirm that the interface and social
lenses are valuable to designing for interactive office lighting. They emphasise important
aspects for the design of the interface, how the design decisions can impact people’s use of
the lighting system, and how the decisions can influence how people coordinate lighting
control in a shared office. The findings are a reflection of what we observed in the lab: a
student workspace of which we could control certain contextual factors. Therefore, as a
next step, we investigate the generalisability of the insights by trying to recognise the
relations between interface characteristics, lighting use, and coordination with a field
study in a real-life office. Moreover, we include the system lens and investigate the role of
autonomous system behaviour in interactive lighting.
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office lighting in the field
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5.1. Introduction
In this second part of the thesis, we investigate how people experience lighting control in
the workplace. We aim to derive design-relevant knowledge that can inform designing for
interactive office lighting. In the previous chapter, we performed a lab study, in which we
approached interactive lighting with the interface and social lenses. The study demonstrated
the potential influence of the design of the lighting control interface on lighting use
and the importance of designing interfaces that support coordination of shared lighting
control.
In this chapter, we extend the findings from the lab by performing a study in the field. We
investigate how people experience interactive lighting in a real-life office, and this time,
we include all three of the lenses: the interface, the social, and the system lens. We pursue
two goals. First, we aim to recognise and enrich the prior findings from the lab with
insights from real-life, including the role of system behaviour in people’s lighting control
experience. Second, we aim to operationalise the findings from both studies by formulating
design considerations for interactive office lighting.
Goal 1: Recognise the lab findings & address the system lens
The first goal relates to research question 2a: How do people experience interactive lighting in
the workplace? We aim to evaluate whether the insights from the lab – regarding people’s
experiences with lighting control – are representative for a wider population. We therefore
conduct a study with people with no experience with lighting control in the workplace and
less of an affinity for technology compared to the participants of the lab study. The interface
lens focusses on the effects of the inherent characteristics of using a smartphone for
lighting control, mainly because lighting control through a smartphone application is
common practice in commercial office lighting systems (e.g., Philips PCA1, OSRAM Lightify
Pro Control2, e-Sense Tune3). With the social lens, we investigate whether the shared
aspects of lighting control in a real-life open-plan office are as prominent as we observed
in the lab study. Additionally, we address the system lens. We investigate how automatic
system behaviour is experienced and how it can affect lighting control.

1
Philips PCA app. Retrieved August 2019 from https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.philips.lighting.
mobility.pca
2
Osram Lightify app. Retrieved August 2019 from https://www.osram.com/cb/lightify/lightify-pro/lightify-pro-product-pages/lightify_pro_control_app.jsp
3
E-Sense tune. Retrieved August 2019 from https://www.fagerhult.com/Lighting-control-2/e-sense/e-sense-tune
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To address this aim, we have several requirements for the study set-up. First, the test-bed
environment should be a real-life office with people that work there regularly. This allows
us to observe and evaluate interactive lighting in people’s everyday lives. Second, the testbed office needs to be accessible for a longer period so we can observe longitudinal use,
minimise a potential novelty effect, and decrease the prominence of incidental experiences.
Third, we need a fully operational interactive lighting system that employs automatic
system behaviour, and that allows for the integration of custom lighting interfaces. Finally,
we need high-quality lighting interfaces (beyond the one-off prototypes of the lab study)
that can be used for a longer period by many people anywhere in the office, with as little
maintenance and interventions as possible.
Goal 2: Operationalise the findings
The second goal relates research question 2b: What are design considerations for interactive
lighting systems in the workplace? We aim to construct design-relevant knowledge that can
contribute to the design of interactive office lighting systems. We therefore abstract the
findings from both studies so they can be applied in the design process. More specifically,
they should highlight important aspects of interactive lighting and inform decisionmaking when designing lighting control interfaces, automated lighting behaviour, and the
integration of controls in autonomous lighting systems.
In the next section, we describe the test-bed office, the people that work there, and the
lighting system. Section 5.3 describes the design of two lighting interfaces that were
deployed in the test-bed office. Next, in section 5.4, we present the study set-up, including
the study planning, a description of the participants, data collection, and data analysis.
Section 5.5 presents the findings. We first describe the participants’ general experience
with lighting control in their office, followed by their experiences with lighting control
with a smartphone, the role of social aspects around controlling the light in a shared
environment, and their experience with the automatic system behaviour. In section 5.7,
we conclude the study and address the first goal of this chapter. Then in section 5.8,
we address the second goal of the chapter: we formulate design considerations for the
interface, the social, and the system. In section 5.9, we conclude part II by answering the
two research questions.
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5.2. Test-bed office
The OpenAIS project realised a pilot installation in a real-life office. The field study
was performed in that office. In this section, we first describe the office in more detail,
including the office layout, the original lighting system, and how people used the office and
the original system. Second, we provide detailed information about the OpenAIS lighting
system, the automatic system behaviour, and the integration of lighting control interfaces.
The White Lady office
The test-bed office is a 500m2 renovated factory floor on the fifth floor of the “White Lady”
building. It has high ceilings and an industrial look. Originally, the lighting system in the
office comprised suspended tube-based fluorescent lights providing 350 lx at 2700 K on
each desk and loosely aligned with the office layout.
The office is occupied daily by employees of a municipal health service with a variety of
work occupations (e.g., doctors, administrative workers, team managers). Daily occupancy
varies between half full and completely full. People’s most common activities in the
building include computer- and reading tasks, phone calls, brief consultations between
colleagues, and staff meetings. The office provides 24 individual offices (Figure 5.1 green
areas), ten meeting rooms (Figure 5.1 purple areas), and 120 desks in two open-plan office
areas (orange areas).

Figure 5.1. Floor plan of the test-bed office with 26 individual offices (green), 10 meeting
rooms (purple), and an open-plan office with 120 desks (orange).
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The open-plan office
The office has two open-plan areas, one in the west wing (see Figure 5.2) and one in the
east wing (see Figure 5.3). Both open-plan areas apply a flex-desk policy. Nevertheless,
most people have a strong preference for a specific desk, and teams tend to sit together at
a fixed group of desks. All desks are equipped with a PC, computer screen, keyboard, and
mouse. Employees rarely bring a laptop to the office. Generally, people work individually
at their desk and have an occasional chat with their neighbours. They occasionally consult
each other briefly, sitting at one desk together, but they usually go to a more isolated place
to not disturb others. Before the new lighting system was installed, people used groups of
lighting switches on pillars distributed over the office floor to control groups of about 20
luminaires. People usually switched the lighting on when being the first to enter that area,
or off when being the last to leave. This brought some occasional issues, for example, when
someone entered an unlit area while someone else was sitting in the dark. It was unclear
whether that person left the lights out on purpose.

Figure 5.2. The open-plan office in the west wing of the test-bed office.

Figure 5.3. The open-plan office in the east wing of the test-bed office.
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Cockpits (individual offices)
The individual offices (or ‘cockpits’ as people call them) are small, closed-off cubicles with
a glass door (see Figure 5.4). All cockpits are positioned in the west wing of the office.
The cockpits have a relatively low ceiling and one or two recessed lighting fixtures. They are
high in demand and apply a first-come-first-serve principle. People go there to be isolated
from the sometimes-noisy open-plan office, for example, to finish a report or for a phone
call. Many prefer to work in a cockpit for a full day and in the same cockpit every day.
Cockpits with a glass door directed at the windows are generally preferred over the darker
cockpits with no natural lighting. Before the new system, the lighting for an entire block
of cockpits was controlled with a nearby switch in the open-plan office. Sometimes people
left and switched off the lights, not knowing that someone was still working in one of the
cockpits.

Figure 5.4. Three of the 24 cockpits in the west wing of the office.
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Meeting rooms
The office contains ten meeting rooms of different sizes, offering various facilities.
The rooms are high in demand and need to be booked in advance. Generally, they are fully
booked throughout the day for meetings and presentations, especially on busy days. All but
one room are situated at the sides of the office with plenty of natural lighting. The biggest
meeting room, the ‘library’, is centred in the east-wing and therefore has no direct daylight
(see Figure 5.5). It is commonly used for receiving guests and giving formal presentations.
Apart from the library, all meeting rooms lack see-through windows or doors, making it
sometimes difficult to assess the occupancy. With the old lighting system, each room was
equipped with a cord next to the entrance to switch the lighting on and off, which people
usually did when entering or leaving the room. People sometimes switched off the lights
when passing an empty room.

Figure 5.5. The library is the largest of ten meeting rooms in the east wing of the office.
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The OpenAIS system
The OpenAIS pilot installation was a collaborative effort of all partners in the consortium.
The OpenAIS architecture was defined mainly by the lighting companies in the consortium,
while the requirements for the final implementation of the lighting system was mainly
defined by the owner of the test-bed office and the lighting companies in the consortium.
The TU/e department of Industrial Design (ID) was responsible for the development and
integration of custom lighting control interfaces and evaluating the OpenAIS system with
its users. The design of the interfaces was the individual effort of ID, and it therefore had
the lead in the integration of the user applications in the OpenAIS pilot system.
The original system was replaced with the final implementation of the OpenAIS solution.
This system was built according to the OpenAIS reference architecture (OpenAIS, 2017).
For more detailed information about the OpenAIS system, we refer to the final report of the
project (OpenAIS, 2018). The original lighting layout was kept as the tube-based fixtures
(350 lx at 2700 K) were replaced with modern LED luminaires, providing approximately
500 lx at 4000 K on each desk. Figure 5.6 gives an impression of the transition from the
old to the new lighting system. All 393 luminaires were connected over Ethernet, providing
each luminaire with a unique IP address. The original light switches in the office were
disabled (see Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.6. The original tube-based lighting (left) and the new LED-based OpenAIS
lighting (right).
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Figure 5.8. All light switches in the office were disabled. Translation: “Do not operate the
switch. Light switches on/off automatically”.

System overview
Figure 5.8 shows a schematic overview of the implementation of the OpenAIS system in
the pilot test-bed office. The entire system comprises OpenAIS enabled control objects
and devices, a Lightweight machine-to-machine (LWM2M) server that manages all
OpenAIS objects, a commissioning tool that is used to commission the lighting system,
and a webserver that takes up all communication between third-party applications and the
lighting system. Next, we address each of these components separately.

Figure 5.7. System overview of the OpenAIS pilot installation components and
connections.
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OpenAIS architecture – The OpenAIS architecture uses LWM2M as its basis and
entirely relies on standard internet technology with IPv6-based communication, UDP as
its transport layer, and the CoAP protocol. The Group Communication protocol (OGC)
was developed to allow for high speed, low-latency, secure and reliable communication
between large sets of devices. More details can be found in the reference architecture
report (OpenAIS, 2017).
Webserver – The webserver is a central server that manages all communication between
user applications and the OpenAIS system. It applies a custom user control API as a
communication protocol for the apps4. Its primary function was to translate incoming
lighting adjustment messages from user apps to RESTful requests for the LWM2M server.
Additionally, the webserver managed authentication and stored all communication with
the user apps in the message database. The server ran locally in the building as a virtual
machine. It was accessible only over the local IPv4 network.
LWM2M server – The LWM2M server is a central server within the lighting network that
manages the system. It receives RESTful requests from the webserver and translates these
to CoAP messages that are directly usable by the control objects.
Commissioning tool – The commissioning tool was used to commission the lighting
system (i.e., grouping the luminaires and pairing of the sensors to the defined groups).
It also hosts a QR-database which contains all luminaire groups and their controllable
devices, which are linked to a unique ID. A user app can use these IDs to request the
controllable devices at its location.
User apps – The user apps are third-party applications that can control the lighting
system. The apps communicate with the App service in the webserver using the defined API
over a WebSocket connection. This WebSocket connection allows two-way communication,
making it possible for the webserver to send message to the apps without them needing to
be active. A separate IPv6 network was set-up for the lighting system, next to the regular
IPv4 network that was already in place. Control over the lighting was made available over
the regular Wi-Fi network. In this way, people could use the lighting control apps over
the existing corporate and public Wi-Fi SSID that was set-up in their devices already.
This maximised the availability of the apps to the office workers.

4

The OpenAIS API reference guide can be found online at https://www.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.25681.28004
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System behaviour
One of the goals of the OpenAIS project was to demonstrate that the lighting system can
behave autonomously through presence-based dimming. This behaviour was managed
by a group control object that was assigned to every luminaire group. Figure 5.9 shows a
schematic overview of the system behaviour. This object aggregated incoming data from all
PIR sensors in the group (Philips ActiLume G2 and Net4more Sensor 5DPI 14 un:c, both
stand-alone and embedded in the luminaires). In case of a presence event, the controller
switches all luminaires to an on-state (± 500 lx) and starts a timer. The timer is reset every
time the object receives a presence event. When the timer hits 15 minutes, all luminaires
are switched to a background state (±200 lx). After an additional 15 minutes, all luminaires
are switched off. This adaptive behaviour is disabled when the group controller receives a
message from a user interface, and only resumes after the object receives absence events
from all sensors in the group. Luminaires close to windows also applied closed-loop
daylight adaptation (Pandharipande & Newsham, 2018) when user control was not active.
user message

user override = 1

aggregated
sensor message

presence?

no

state = user

user override = 0

yes
state ==
background?

no

timer < 15 mins?

no

state = background

yes

yes

update timer
timer < 30 mins?

timer = 0

no

state = off

yes

user override = 1?

no

update timer
state = on

yes
end

Figure 5.9. The logic of the adaptive system behaviour, including a user override for the
smartphone application.
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Localisation
We wanted to control interfaces to work anywhere in the office. Thus, we needed a strategy
to allow the interface to determine its location in the office to know which luminaires
to control. We used the unique IDs for the luminaire groups that were stored in the QRdatabase in the commissioning tool. We created stickers with QR-codes that corresponded
to the IDs in QR-database and positioned them on all the desks in the open-plan office
and the cockpits (Figure 5.10). The interface decodes the QR-code and sends the ID to the
webserver, which in turn forwards it to the commissioning tool. The commissioning tool
then returns the addresses of the group controller and the individual luminaires in the
group, which is relayed to the interface by the webserver.

5.3. Design
In this section, we explain the design of the interfaces used for this study. First, we
elaborate on the design rationale. We then present the two lighting control interfaces:
a smartphone application for local lighting control anywhere in the office, and a tablet
application for lighting control in the meeting rooms.
Design rationale
From the previous study, we learned that the design of the interface plays an important
part in lighting control and should therefore be fitting to people’s activities and the
office environment. We foresaw different needs for lighting control in the meeting rooms
compared to the open-plan office and cockpits. We therefore decided to develop different
interfaces for the open-office, the cockpits, and the meeting rooms, respectively.

Figure 5.10. A QR-code sticker on one of the desks in the test-bed office.
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The meeting rooms are generally used for activities in a group – e.g., meetings,
presentations, workshops. These meeting rooms are meant for relatively short use, so many
different groups make use of one room every day. It would therefore make sense to develop
an interface that is dedicated to controlling the lighting in that room only. By making the
ownership over the interface shared, we could also encourage shared lighting control.
Moreover, making the interface easily accessible and visible in the space would make it
available to anyone in the room.
The open office is often crowded, and most people did not have a fixed desk. People are
usually engaged in individual activities (mainly computer work) at their desks. This is
also the case for the cockpits. At the same time, the lighting in the open office is likely to
influence multiple people, while a cockpit completely shields an individual from the rest.
A portable, personally owned interface would make sense to allow people to create their
desired light settings anywhere in the office. Moreover, by creating a personally owned
interface, we can evaluate the effect of ownership. Nevertheless, we expect that personal
control is not really possible as the lighting and office layout do not match entirely.
It should therefore be possible to control groups of luminaires, or other luminaires close
to a desk as well.
We need the interfaces to be robust and beyond a one-off prototype to ensure that they
work properly for a longer period and that they can be used by many people. The interface
should make lighting control always available by providing a good working interface and a
stable connection to the OpenAIS system. Moreover, the system was developed by a group
of stakeholders with different goals. Their implementation choices brought constraints for
the design of the interface, the controllable parameters, and the integration of controls
in the system. The brightness of each luminaire was controllable, the standard lighting
output was set close to the maximum possible output (±95%), and the project required a
phone application for lighting control. We decided to develop applications for smartphones
and tablets. This made the interfaces easy to distribute, update and maintain. Moreover,
by deploying a smartphone application for lighting control, we can evaluate the original
findings that concern the effect of using a smartphone for lighting control. As smartphone
apps are not visible in the space, it is possible that people do not know, or forget, that
lighting control is possible. We therefore want a visible cue in the office to remind people.
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A.

B.

Figure 5.11. The OpenAIS smartphone application. When the user scans a QR-code on the
desk (A), the app shows sliders for intensity control, and the current intensity levels (B).

Figure 5.12. The OpenAIS room control interface on a tablet in a meeting room with
scenes (e.g., ‘on’, ‘presentation’, ‘energise’, and ‘off’) that can be dimmed with the slider.
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Smartphone application
The smartphone app allowed for manual lighting control in the open office, meeting rooms
and cockpits. It was available in the regular smartphone app stores. After opening the app
and scanning a QR-code (Figure 5.11A), the app shows a control screen with continuous
sliders to adjust the intensity of the luminaire(s) above the desk between 0% and 100%
of the light output, with 1% intervals (Figure 5.11B). The number of sliders shown in the
control screen depended on the number of lamps present at the user’s location. In case
of multiple lamps (usually four above a group of desks in the open office), the first slider
controls the intensity of all lamps at that location. The second slider controls the one
closest to the user’s desk. In case of a single lamp (in most cockpits) it shows only one slider.
The yellow sliders can be used to control the other luminaires in the group individually.
When opened for the first time, the app displays a tutorial explaining the interface, its
features, and how to adjust the lighting. The server kept all applications in sync: After a
lighting adjustment, the server informs all apps at that location to update their control
screen and reflect the current lighting conditions. The server and apps communicated with
the lighting system over the available corporate and public Wi-Fi to make lighting control
available for as many people as possible.
The smartphone application is developed using React Native5 and compiled to both
Android and iOS compatible software. The app is made available freely in the Android Play
store6 and the Apple App Store7. All text in the application is in Dutch as all people working
in the office are native Dutch.
Room control tablets
Tablets with a dedicated lighting control application were deployed in the meeting rooms
(see Figure 5.12). The exact positions of the tablets are indicated with an “X” in Figure
5.1. The tablets allowed for adjusting the lighting in the meeting rooms only. The control
screen shows the name of the meeting room on the top. The light setting that is currently
active in the room can be dimmed with the continuous slider central on the interface.
Below the slider, the interface shows several scene buttons to apply predefined lighting
scenes that were customised to the meeting room, since meeting rooms had different sizes
and facilities (e.g., the presentation screens were in different positions, and the number of
luminaires differed per meeting room). Next to a textual reference (e.g., ‘on’, ‘discussion’,
‘presentation’, ‘off’), it also shows a gradient background with a preview of the lighting
distribution of the scene. A QR-code at the bottom of the screen can be scanned with the
smartphone application, allowing for more precise control over the individual luminaires.
5
6
7

Facebook React Native. Retrieved August 2019 from https://facebook.github.io/react-native/
OpenAIS (Beta) Android application, https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.openais
OpenAIS iOS application, https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/openais/id1337739794
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Deployment
We introduced people to the lighting control interfaces in several ways. At first, the apps
were announced on the internal news page and in an email sent internally. This email
included a link to download the smartphone application and an explanation video on how
to use the app8. Flyers were distributed in the office, and a projector was installed near the
entrance of the office, displaying information about the lighting control interfaces and the
pilot study in general.

5.4. Study set-up
Figure 5.13 shows the study timeline. Before the interfaces were introduced, we
allowed participants to accustom to the new lighting system and the default automatic
dimming behaviour without the control interfaces. During this period, we collected
baseline information to cancel out any effects unrelated to lighting control. We deployed
the interfaces five weeks later, making them available to everyone in the office.
Participants received weekly data sampling surveys and participated in an evaluation
interview in week 5 and 6. After the interviews, the system with lighting control interfaces
ran for another four weeks, resulting in a total study duration of ten weeks. The interfaces
were not changed during the study, apart from minor updates to alleviate connection
and stability issues.
Participants
We invited everyone who worked at least two days a week in the test-bed office to
participate in the study. Recruitment was done by giving two presentations, by posting an
open invitation on the internal news page and through email and on the projected bulletin
next to the entrance of the office. We also distributed flyers on which people could fill in
their contact information, and we collected these in a box next to the entrance. A total
of 26 people signed up to participate in the study with an informed consent form (see
Appendix D), which corresponds to about 15% of all people working in the test-bed office.
Among them were 19 women and 7 men with a mean age of 47 (std. 11.58) (age collected
at baseline data collection). All participants are native Dutch. On average, participants

Figure 5.13. Design and timeline of the study.
Instructional video of the Android version of the OpenAIS smartphone application: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=g_OUqOkqnR4. Video demonstration of the iPhone version of the OpenAIS smartphone application:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1L-qZvGqAI

8
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spent 3.69 (std. 1.07) days of the week in the office. Participants had a variety of job types
(e.g., doctor, secretary, team manager, facility manager), and did not have a fixed desk as
they worked on their day-to-day jobs. The usual workplaces of the participants were spread
out over the whole office. More detailed information about the participants can be found
in Appendix D.
Data collection
Similar to the previous study, our main interest is to collect people’s experiences with
the interfaces and the lighting system. Therefore, we focus on gathering qualitative data
through semi-structured interviews, guided by a questionnaire. To be able to make a fair
comparison between the lighting system without and with the interfaces, we collected
information before the interfaces were deployed, and while they were used. We also logged
all interactions with the interfaces to provide quantitative data to enrich the qualitative
insights. Next, we describe what data was collected during the study and how we collected it.
Semi-structured interviews
We used semi-structured interviews to collect most of the qualitative data. We interviewed
every participant twice. The first interview was used for baseline collection and was
conducted before the user interfaces were deployed. We collected data about people’s
everyday experiences in the office (e.g., age, flexible/fixed workplace, lighting appraisal),
people were encouraged to reflect on their experiences with the new lighting system
unrelated to the study topic, and we demonstrated the interfaces. The second interview
was conducted when the interfaces were deployed for five weeks. We asked participants
to reflect on their experiences with the lighting control interfaces and the lighting system.
The interviews were done inside the office and were typically conducted by two interviewers
and took 20-40 minutes. One of the interviewers took the lead in asking the questions,
while the second interviewer took notes, wrote down questions that could be asked, and
made sure that the interview was audio recorded in order to make transcriptions of the
interview later. All audio was recorded with explicit permission from the participants.
The interviews started with exploring the participant’s general experiences with the
workplace and the lighting system. Next, the accompanying questionnaire was filled in, and
participants were asked to think aloud, allowing the interviewer to ask for clarification and
more elaborate explanations. We continued the interview with reflective questions about
the topics from the questionnaire in detail, and with questions specific to the three lenses,
and, if needed, referred back to the participant’s responses to the experience sampling
surveys. The interview was concluded by addressing any additional questions from the
participant. A detailed interview protocol can be found in Appendix D.
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A total of 25 participants completed the baseline interview. Participant p5 was not able
to join the baseline interview, so we did a baseline collection during the second interview.
A total of 23 participants completed the final interview. Participant p23 did not complete
the second interview, and two participants withdrew from participation in week 5.
This resulted in a total of 48 completed interviews.
Questionnaires
Both interviews were guided by the same questionnaire to capture people’s experiences
with control quantitatively. This questionnaire helped to guide the interview and was
mainly used to stimulate reflections during the interview. The complete questionnaire can
be found in Appendix D.
The questionnaires contained 12 items with 7-point Likert scales about their experiences
with lighting control in their office, including items as “I feel in control of the lighting at my
workplace”, “I find that I can vary sufficiently in the lighting settings”, “the lighting control allows me
to adjust the lighting so that it suits my tasks”, and “the lighting control allows me to set the lighting
I desire”. Furthermore, both questionnaires contained one item measuring the lighting
rating on a scale of 1 to 10, two items with 7-point Likert scales about the perceived
importance of good lighting and lighting control in the workplace, and one item with a
7-point Likert scale about the satisfaction with the degree of control. The order of the
questionnaire items was fixed intentionally because earlier items sensitised participants to
consecutive items.
The baseline questionnaire had two additional items regarding the participants’ presence
in the office and their usual workplace(s). The evaluation questionnaire contained one
additional item: a forced-choice item asking in which situation participants felt most in
control over their workspace-lighting (with traditional lighting control, with the lighting
control app or an equal amount of control in both situations). Furthermore, we indicated
the participant’s light rating from the previous interview on the scale that they used to
give a new rating for the lighting system. This was done to allow participants to give a
rating relative to their rating before the apps were deployed.
Experience sampling surveys
Participants received a weekly experience sampling survey (Csikszentmihalyi & Larson,
2014) throughout the study period (see Appendix D). Participants were asked to describe
an interaction with the interface during the previous week and to evaluate the interaction
on the effort it took to set the lighting, satisfaction with the resulting light, and feeling of
control. If participants did not use the app in the previous week, they were asked why this
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was the case. The surveys were used exclusively to sensitise participants for the interview,
making them aware of their use of the interfaces; and to notice and tackle any technical
issues that prevented people from using the interfaces.
A total of 74 surveys were filled in, resulting in a response rate of 73%. The data from
the surveys is not included in further analysis, as they are only meant to remind people
of participation, to fuel reflection during the interviews, and to collect potential issues
with the interfaces.
Log data
Every action with the user apps was logged by the logging services within the OpenAIS
webserver. Data collection ran from March 14 until May 14, 2018. The use of the interfaces
(both the smartphone apps and room control tablets) was recorded for 60 days in total,
of which 38 days were working days with people present in the building. For each action,
the system recorded a timestamp, anonymous user ID, the method, and the parameters
for the method (luminaire address, function, and payload). Unfortunately, we were unable
to collect data during the first week of the study due to technical issues. The log data will
mainly be used to get an impression of the general use of the interfaces during the study.
Data and analysis
The findings presented in this work are based on the qualitative data from the second
set of interviews only. The accompanying quantitative results (see appendix D) are used
only to support the qualitative findings by demonstrating that the interfaces were used
enough throughout the study period. For a more detailed analysis of the data from the
questionnaires, we refer to a separate report (Lotringen, 2018).
The data preparation and analysis were performed by the two performing researchers.
A total of 17.73 hours of audio recordings were transcribed verbatim. The performing
researchers are both native Dutch, so the quotes were kept in their original language and
only translated for presentation in this chapter.
The data was subject to an inductive thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). We selected
±10% of the transcriptions (ranging in age, part-time/full-time employment, flex or
fixed desk behaviour) to jointly develop an initial coding structure. Initial codes included
lighting needs & motivation, lighting appraisal, contextual influence, feeling of control,
and coordination. Rich quotes were selected from the remaining transcripts by the first
two authors individually, resulting in a total of 486 quotes (between 6 and 22 quotes per
interview). They were collaboratively grouped according to the preliminary structure. In a
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Table 5.1. Results of the thematic analysis, with the number of quotes and an example
quote for each sub-theme.
Theme
General use

Lighting control
interface

Lighting system

Social aspects

Sub-theme
Preferences (49), Motivations
(16), Competence (2),
Expectations (37)
Visibility (27), Detail of control
(14), Availability (28), Usability
(16), Switches vs. app (12), App
efficiency (8), Benefit of effort
(9)
Granularity (32), Effect on
lighting (9), Does it work? (10),
Unexpected system behaviour
(35), Lighting environment (47)
Shared decision making (33),
Affecting others (45), Other
people (10), Role in a group (18),
Mischief (16)

#
104

127

133

122

Example quote
“Now I feel even more in control, there are more options.
And if I think it is too dark or anything, I can just influence
it. So it is much better.” (p7)
“I think the lighting control in the meeting rooms is more
convenient than having to grab your phone, look up the
app, and so on. […] There is simply a tablet that is already
unlocked, and you can just press [the screen]. The button is
just there” (p1)
“I feel in control in the old situation [before personal
dimming control] but not as much as with the app of course.
Nevertheless, I can’t tell the lights to stay off anymore;
those crazy things are turning on automatically” (p16)
“When I have a day full of meetings, and I have an hour
to sit [in the open office], then I don’t touch the lighting
[controls] because I’m only there for an hour, and there are
people that I don’t know that well, so I think ‘well, never
mind’.” (p17)

successive analysis, all quotes were clustered collaboratively into themes using MaxQDA9.
This resulted in four themes (as displayed in Table 5.15.1). The first theme considers
people’s general ideas and experiences with lighting control: General use (104 quotes).
The three remaining themes correspond to the lenses for interactive lighting: Lighting
control interface (127 quotes), Lighting system (133 quotes), and Social aspects (122 quotes).
We use the General use theme to describe how people experienced lighting control in
general. This includes people’s opinions about the lighting quality, their routines and
preferences, the ability to control the lighting in general, and the workplace itself. The three
remaining themes are used to get a better idea of how people experience the design of the
interfaces, the behaviour of the lighting system, and social aspects around lighting control.
In the next section, we present the findings according to the four themes, accompanied by
participant quotes.

5.5. Findings
We start this section by describing how people experienced lighting control in general.
Next, we address the aim of recognising the previous findings by describing how people
experience using a smartphone for lighting control and how they regarded control as
shared in the office. Finally, we address the second aim and present how people experienced
controlling an autonomous lighting system.

9

Max QDA 12 Qualitative Data Analysis Software. Retrieved August 2019 from http://www.maxqda.com/
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General use
A total of 43 smartphone apps were used to make 2712 lighting adjustments during the
ten-week study period (1579 in the open office, 307 in meeting rooms, 826 in cockpits).
A lighting adjustment is defined as one action to adjust an x number of luminaires on one
location. Counting only the workplaces where the app was used, this results in 23.6 lighting
adjustment per desk in the open-office (±0.6 per desk per day) and 37.4 for each cockpit
(±1.0 per cockpit per day). The tablets accounted for 1225 adjustments in the meeting
rooms. The number of lighting adjustments demonstrates substantial use of the interfaces,
convincing us of the validity of the qualitative data. Figure 5.14 shows a heat map of
the lighting adjustments that were made. The relatively high number of adjustments at
the desks in the south of the east wing (location A in Figure 5.14) can be explained by a
relatively high amount of sunlight: people tended to close the blinds and thus required
more artificial lighting. The high number of lighting adjustments in the north of the west
wing (location B in Figure 5.14, 120 adjustments) are made by the IT workers in the office.
They were a go-to point for people if the lighting control application did not work, and
therefore regularly tested whether lighting control worked.
The lighting appraisal median (collected with the questionnaires) was 8.0 (ranging
from 6-10) at baseline, and 8.6 (ranging from 8-10) at the moment of the evaluation
interviews. Wilcoxon signed-rank test: T = 0, z = -2.754, p = .002, r = -.62, indicating a large
effect (Cohen, 2013).

Figure 5.14. Heat map displaying the number of lighting adjustments made with the
smartphone application (orange) and room control interface (purple).
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People expressed several reasons for making a lighting adjustment. Motivations relating to
the results of a lighting adjustment included improving the lighting to fit people’s activities
and the natural lighting, and to save energy: “If I was sitting alone, especially then I don’t have
to turn all the lights up, because that costs more energy” (p3). Motivations relating to the control
experience itself included exploring the interface, playing around with it – especially since
it was new –, and helping others if they struggled or had no access to control: “Last week
we had a training day in the library and [lighting control] did not work for the meeting chair [...] He
looked at me like: ‘Would you please help me?’, and of course, I did.” (p17), or to have fun with
colleagues as an occasional office joke: “[My colleague] did it as a joke. She [...] walked on to the
coffee machine. And from there, in the distance, she could still turn it on and off.” (p12).
The possibility of lighting control allowed people to use locations with unpleasant lighting
(i.e., without natural lighting) as they were able to adjust the artificial lighting to their
needs: “It’s a very dark space: it has two glass doors on the side, but there is no sunlight. It has a
dark atmosphere, and that’s why I like that you can at least make the lights a bit brighter when you
have to meet there.” (p17). Moreover, people used the app to recreate the lighting of popular
meeting rooms in other, less popular, meeting rooms: “It is quite handy, because sometimes
[the library] is occupied, and now I can recreate it somewhere else. So, [...] I can mimic the room
anywhere else by adjusting the light.” (p13).
Interestingly, many participants expected to use lighting controls at least once a day, while
during the study they noticed they used it less often: “Although I thought so in the beginning:
I thought that it might be handy for a consultation to make it cosier. But in retrospect, I think I
wouldn’t.” (p10). The most expressed reason for this was that the lighting had improved
significantly already, which made personal control less urgent: “[The lighting] has improved
a lot already, so you never really think about the light in your daily work.” (p11). Overall, the
possibility of lighting control was appreciated, especially at ‘exceptional moments’ (e.g.,
when there was little natural lighting or a special occasion) and in locations with multiple
luminaires: “I think the [individual offices] with two luminaires are more convenient, because you
can set those two lights differently to create an atmosphere somehow.” (p26). Moreover, as some
people did not like to use the control tablets in the meeting rooms, the app was a nice
alternative: “Well, with that column [tablet], I couldn’t really get it to work. So, I always used my
iPhone.” (p17).
Amongst the many reasons for not interacting, the participant most often did not think
about interacting. Seeing the QR-code stickers on the desks reminded people of the
possibility of lighting control with the app. At the same time, the stickers were easily
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hidden by desk clutter, and some people interpreted the absence of a QR-code as no
lighting control is possible here: “I overlooked that I can use [the app] in the open office. [...] I
didn’t see the QR-codes there, so I thought ‘ah well’. Maybe they were hidden?” (p24).
Lighting control with a smartphone application
All participants owned a smartphone, either personally or supplied by the employer.
Overall, they were quite happy with using their smartphone for lighting control: “I am a
smartphone user, and I don’t use [the app] because I need to but because I like it. Which means it’s a
great app. It’s simple and straightforward, just like an app should be. It has only a few options, well,
then it’s clear” (p4). None of the participants was surprised to use their phone for lighting
control, and some were even used to it as they controlled the lighting at home with an app
as well: “I have [connected lighting] at home. So of course, I’m used to it, I think it’s very nice to [have
an app in the office]” (p17). Nevertheless, we observed an effect of the use of a smartphone
on the availability of lighting control, and on the effort required for adjusting the lighting.
Some participants had difficulties with setting up the app correctly and needed help: “[IT]
installed the app on my phone and said it was not working well, something needed to be done. So, I
did not look at [the app] anymore.” (p14). After the app was installed correctly, some people
experienced problems with the Wi-Fi connection (e.g., due to wrong or outdated login
credentials), making it impossible to access lighting control: “Yes, I had that in the beginning
when installing that app that was pretty difficult, because sometimes I had no Wi-Fi connection and
no connection [to the lighting system], so I asked [someone] to help” (p7). People experienced
these issues as highly discouraging for future use of the interface. Next to connectivity
issues, the availability was also negatively influenced by the smartphone being unavailable
– e.g., when people forgot to bring their phone with them, when the battery was down, or
when it was broken: “At a certain moment my phone didn’t work for a week. And then you notice
immediately that such an app is not usable.” (p15). With that in mind, people also envisioned
how it would be if they had lighting controls ready at hand. A control interface that is
always there and visible might lead to more interactions as it could remind people of the
possibility to adjust the lighting: “If it just there, then I might think ‘oh well, you know, I might as
well [interact]’, I would be more aware of it. Now [the app] is obviously in the phone. Just now I had
to search for it, where is it again?” (p1).
The effort to make a lighting adjustment was also affected by implementing lighting control
in smartphones. Many expressed that they would weigh the effort needed for a lighting
adjustment with the lighting requirement, or the need for an alternative light setting: “...I
would use that app if I had a stronger need. I do so with other apps that I find useful. This effort
is balanced with the need to change [the lighting].” (p1). This lighting need related mainly to
the appraisal of the current lighting conditions. It was often too much effort to take one’s
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phone, to locate the app, to open it, and scan a QR-code, especially since people were used
to pushing a button or pulling a cord to change the lighting: “I have to take my smartphone,
enter my pin code, and I have to open the app. That is little effort, but ~ gestures pulling a cord and
pressing a button ~ is faster. So, [...] yes, it costs effort.” (p7). In exceptional cases it was worth
the effort, for example, to adjust the lighting in a meeting room with a bit more detail than
was possible with the room control tablet: “~About the phone~ Because you can easily set [the
light] yourself. Especially in the library, it’s nice that you just [use your phone to control] the lamps
above your desk.” (p17).
Shared lighting control in the open-plan office
People were divided about lighting control in the open-plan office. As the lighting grid did
not completely line up with the office layout, it was unavoidable to influence colleagues.
Participants compared lighting control to their experiences with controlling the blinds:
they foresaw a need for coordination use as colleagues would be affected by an adjustment.
In general, nobody wanted to disturb others with their lighting adjustments, and people
often refrained from interacting if there was only a small chance that someone else was
disturbed: “I never considered [changing the lighting when others are in the office]. I just thought
‘Gosh, as long as I won’t bother anyone’. And anyone could install that app on their phone, so if
someone else would like to adjust the light then [they could do so themselves].” (p15). This quote
illustrates how people considered their lighting needs less important than the needs of
others. Despite these concerns, most participants had no problem with others adjusting
the lighting: “I never heard that it is experienced as annoying and, vice versa, I don’t experience it
that way myself. I think I wouldn’t mind if a colleague would adjust the lighting.” (p3).
Next to considering whether anybody would be affected, people considered other aspects
as well: “No, I wouldn’t [adjust the lighting] if [my setting] would be very different [from the current
setting]. And if there’s someone I don’t know; I wasn’t going to disturb them. That’s like opening a
window in the winter. You just ask permission, yes or no, a kind of consultation. Moreover, they were
working very hard.” (p7). This quote illustrates how people consider their relationship with
others, what work they are doing, and how they might be impacted. Also, planning to be at
the desk for a short period only was enough reason to refrain from adjusting the lighting:
“...then I won’t touch the light, because I was sitting there for only one hour, and there were some
people around me whom I didn’t know so well, and then I think ‘Well, then just leave it…’.” (p17).
Additionally, people considered the other’s lighting preferences and mentioned to weigh
their planned adjustment with what others might want. Finally, knowing whether other
people had access to lighting control also informed actions: “Some colleagues are sitting with
me more often. They know [that I can adjust the lighting]. They also set the lighting for themselves, so
then it is all fine too.” (p17).
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Generally, people adjusted the lighting in the open-plan office when alone, as only then
they could make the light setting exactly as they wanted: “It is nice if you work alone. That is
usually on Friday afternoon, then I dim those lamps around me slightly and make the lamp above
me I a bit brighter.” (p17). More people present made coordination needed, and people felt
obliged to consider the others in their actions. This meant that they potentially needed
to deviate from their preferred setting: “And now you must always [reach] consensus. Not that
it causes big problems, but you’re looking for an average that everyone can work with, and I can
imagine situations where one person wants a lot more light than the other.” (p11). In this way,
lighting adjustments were made together, with all people in that area – i.e., lighting control
was shared. Another common strategy was to make a lighting adjustment and wait for a
reaction of others: “You come in and think ‘It could be a bit brighter or less’. Then you adjust [the
lighting] and wait for the others react. However, sometimes you come in first and then you just decide.
Then you await whether it is pleasant for others who come in later.” (p9).
The shared nature of control did not only have negative effects. People had fun with an
occasional office prank: “[My colleague] did it as a joke. She walked past the desk, scanned [the
QR-code] quickly, and walked to the coffee machine. And from there, in the distance, she could still
turn [my light] on and off. I saw it happen, but the rest didn’t. They looked around thinking ‘Huh?
What’s happening?’. That is a practical joke at work.” (p12). This was only possible because the
actor was able to change the lighting without being seen by the affected people, which is
a direct result of using a smartphone for lighting control. Participants also mentioned
helping others when they were struggling with lighting control, or when they were in ‘bad
lighting’: “Sometimes, the lights in cockpits don’t seem to work properly, and people sit in really
pathetic light. Then I can correct it for them.” (p16).
Lighting control in the meeting rooms was also considered shared, which influenced
lighting control considerably. People would generally only make a lighting adjustment
when they were the first to enter: “And yes, often the person who enters the first one who is going
to look at it must be more or less or something. Hey, so but that does take care of itself in that group”
(p9), and they generally wouldn’t consider it when entering later: “I actually rarely use [the
tablet], because when I enter a meeting room [the lighting] is already adjusted, and you are with
multiple people, so I never really notice [the lighting].” (p22). Moreover, one’s role in a group
influenced this as well. For example, a meeting chair was allowed to set the lighting as they
liked: “Yes, when I come in as chairman I think ‘This is nice and bright’. [...] It just depends on which
role you have.” (p24).
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User control and autonomous system behaviour
Next to user control, the system was also controlled automatically through daylight and
presence sensing. In general, people were charmed by the energy-saving approach to switch
the lights off if nobody was there. This presented useful information to estimate whether a
meeting room was occupied, as the lighting was observable from outside.
However, people also experienced problems with automatic behaviour. Especially for the
facility manager, the user control was useful to correct the system when it was misbehaving,
or not providing the light that it should: “And also in those cockpits with two [lamps] are, it
sometimes happens that one lamp is on and the other lamp is not. You can correct that nicely with
that app.” (p16). Many participants reported that the system started dimming automatically
while people were still present: “I’ve experienced it in a conference room. We couldn’t get [the
lighting] to switch on anymore. No matter how much we waved. So, we went looking for a different
room.” (p13). Some even mentioned to experience less control with the new system
as seemed to live a life of its own: “It happens still too often that [the lighting] is switching
off while we didn’t order it to at all. So, fair is fair; we were more in control in the old situation.”
(p13). This was particularly frustrating when someone had just put the effort of making
a personal setting, and it discouraged using the apps in the future: “It’s is a pity that [an
adjustment] is not permanent. [...] I adjust the lighting. And after 10 minutes they switch to full
brightness again. So, yeah, why did I do this?” (p4).
If the lighting changed suddenly, it was difficult for people to estimate why this happened:
“It strikes me that [the light] sometimes suddenly becomes very bright. [...] Is that because someone
is waving? [...] We were working and moving quite a lot, so I do not know if it has to do with that.
For my phone was just [on my desk], we didn’t use it.” (p22). Moreover, especially in the open
office, an unexpected change might have been initiated by a colleague, but it was difficult
to identify the actor. This was not always a bad experience as it could trigger conversations
as well: “When I played around with the lighting, everyone was looking up thinking ‘Who is playing
with the light this time?!’. This led to some nice conversations.” (p11).

5.6. Discussion
In this section, we first discuss how the insights from the previous lab study contributed
to the insights from the field study. Second, we discuss the limitations and benefits of
conducting a study within a multi-stakeholder project. Finally, we address the increased
lighting quality of the new LED-based system and how the appreciation for this increase
quality potentially affected people’s experience with lighting control.
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From the lab to the field
The original goal for the field study was to recognise and enrich the previous findings
from the lab with insights from real-life. The study deepened the insights about how the
inherent characteristics of a smartphone influence how people experience lighting control
and the significance of the social aspects around lighting control in an open-plan office.
Additionally, it brought new insights into availability issues that smartphone applications
can cause and the interplay between automatic system behaviour and perceived control.
Since we compared different interfaces in the previous lab study, we feel confident that
we can now fully focus on smartphone characteristics investigate the effects caused by
deploying smartphone for lighting control. In this view, the approach to explore in the
lab and to recognise in the field was valuable and was instrumental for extracting insights
from the field study about how people experience lighting control with a smartphone.
Research in a multi-stakeholder project
The field study was part of a multi-stakeholder project. The main goal of that project was
to demonstrate a fully-working IoT lighting system that shows energy-saving behaviour.
Therefore, many of the choices regarding the system implementation prioritised feasibility
over the user experience. Parts of the system were designed by different stakeholders with
goals different from the research goals – e.g., luminaire placement was designed as costeffective as possible, and the automatic dimming behaviour was favoured as it resulted in
a decrease of energy consumption. This setting brought the following two constraints to
the research set-up.
First, the project put constraints on the design of the lighting control interface.
A smartphone application for lighting control was not the preferred choice as the
results from the lab study suggested that smartphones are not ideal for lighting control
in a shared open-plan office, although it also had benefits: smartphone applications are
robust, need little maintenance, and people are familiar with them. Participants valued
the interface being easy to understand. Moreover, one of the aims of this study was to
recognise findings from the lab in the field. Evaluation of an interface comparable to what
we deployed in the lab allowed us to do so. We recognised that inherent characteristics of
smartphones influence how people experience control, and how they coordinate control in
shared spaces. This would have been more difficult with a completely new interface that is
less comparable to the interfaces from the lab.
Second, it brought limitations to the integration of the lighting interfaces in the automated
system behaviour. The consortium favoured the automated energy-saving behaviour over
user controls. The integration of user controls in the system logic was never a priority.
It could be argued that the resulting integration of the lighting control applications is
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therefore not comparable to the state-of-the-art. Therefore, the issues with inappropriate
system behaviour might be over-exposed. Nevertheless, the issues provided interesting
insights into how the control experience can be negatively impacted by the system’s
behaviour and how these issues might be resolved.
The real-life setting brought limitations but also opportunities. It would not have been
possible to conduct a field study of this size with a state-of-the-art lighting system
without the effort and expertise of all stakeholders involved. The test-bed office allowed
us to evaluate real-life situations, which are difficult to capture in the lab. Overall, we
believe that the complexity of the multi-stakeholder project benefitted the study rather
than being a hindrance. It increased the ecological validity of the study set-up, as lighting
systems in the real world are also deployed by multiple stakeholders with a variety of goals
for the lighting system.
Changing lighting conditions
Not only the lighting control changed in the test-bed office: the original tube-based lighting
was replaced with an LED-based system just before the start of the study. The default
settings of the new system provided considerably more lighting than the original tubebased system (500 lx at 4000 K compared to the original 250 lx at 2700 K), which was
appreciated by the people in the office. This potentially influenced the study results.
We planned as much time as possible between the installation of the new system and the
start of the user study (15 weeks) to minimise the effect of the increased lighting quality
on the results. Additionally, we conducted baseline interviews to allow participants to
comment on the increased lighting without controls, so that they could fully focus on their
experiences with lighting control during the evaluation interviews. Despite these efforts,
we expect an effect on the study result. To illustrate, several participants mentioned
having little need for manual control because of the improved lighting compared to
the original lighting.

5.7. Conclusions from the field study
In this section, we conclude the field study and address the first goal of this chapter.
We have investigated people’s experiences with interactive lighting control in a real-life
office and aimed to recognise the findings from the lab study in the field. We put extra
focus on investigating how people experience the automatic behaviour of a lighting system.
A test-bed office in Eindhoven was equipped with a state-of-the-art IoT lighting system.
We designed and deployed a smartphone application for lighting control in the open-plan
office and individual cubicles, and an application on tablets for shared lighting control
in meeting rooms. We observed and evaluated the longitudinal use of these interfaces
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by interviewing 26 people. The results disclose consequences of deploying a smartphone
for lighting control, how people experience lighting control in a shared context, and
experiences with autonomous system behaviour.
Next, we reflect on the contribution of these results to the first research question: How do
people experience interactive lighting in the workplace? We address this question by describing
the participants’ expectations as they anticipate lighting control before it being available,
how they experienced lighting control in their office during use, and how they afterwards
reflect on their experiences.
How people anticipate lighting control
The possibility to control the lighting in the workplace is generally new to people. It takes
time for people to build up an understanding of lighting control, to construct preferences
for lighting conditions, and to include this routine in their daily work activities and habits.
Overall, people look forward to the possibility to control the lighting and are enthusiastic
about the possibility to adjust the lighting to their preferences. In our case, many
participants expected to use lighting controls almost every day they would be working in
the office. However, people also have concerns about changing lighting conditions in the
office. These are mainly related to the shared workplace and that they foresaw issues with
disturbing others when adjusting the lighting.
How people experience lighting control
The participants became increasingly aware of the lit environment as they were being
exposed to lighting control. They started to reflect on their appraisal for the lighting and
constructed preferences for the lighting in their workplace. People were often concerned
about the energy consumption of their light setting, even though they knew that the new
LED lighting consumed significantly less energy than the original tube-based lighting.
Several participants expressed that they regularly forgot that lighting control was possible.
This might be because lighting control is new to people, which can make it difficult to
assess the added benefit of controlling the lighting. We expect that an increased awareness
of the lighting in the office can result in more interactions, although we cannot prove this
with the results of this particular study. The lighting appraisal scores demonstrate that
offering lighting control can increase appraisal of lighting, which suggests an increased
appraisal for the workplace overall, as it allows people to adjust the lighting in places where
the lighting is typically unpleasant.
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How people experience the interface
We recognised two effects of using a smartphone for lighting control that we already found
in the lab study: At first, people experienced locating and using an app as effortful in two
ways. (1) Putting the lighting controls inside a smartphone hides the controls. This makes
that people need to remember by themselves that lighting control is possible, rather than
being reminded by the interface that is physically present in the space (such as the room
control tablets). (2) Reaching the control interface in a smartphone is effortful and prone to
issues such as connectivity problems. Second, we learned that displaying a lighting output
as a percentage next to sliders can be helpful for people to construct preferences and
communicate about light settings. However, it is important that the resolution should fit
the experienced precision of control – e.g. indicating settings with a percentage can give
the illusion of a high detail of control with a 1% interval while this might not be noticeable
in the lighting output.
How people experience shared control
The social aspects of shared lighting control that we observed in the lab were clearly
noticeable in the field study as well. People are hesitant of disturbing others with a lighting
adjustment. Generally, people do not even consider adjusting the lighting if there is only
the slightest chance that someone would be bothered by their action, especially if people
work individually in an open-plan office. People use an array of social information in
coordination – e.g., their relationship with others present, their activities, and their opinion
towards the current light setting. Additionally, the participants expressed a need for social
information that they could not infer from the context easily, i.e. information about others
and the current light settings. A smartphone provides little of this information inherently
as actions are not visible to others, and it is impossible to locate the author of a light
setting. Similar to what we found in the lab, such a lack of information can lead to playful
behaviour, e.g., it allows for the occasional office prank.
How people experience system behaviour
People generally accept adaptive behaviour as it can decrease energy consumption.
This acceptance disappears, however, when the system overrides user settings
inappropriately. Similar to what Meerbeek et al. (2016) found, the study demonstrates
that people need information about why the lighting system is acting the way it does.
When people cannot trace the source of a lighting adjustment, they are unsure whether
to blame a colleague or the system for inappropriate behaviour. We expect that such
information can contribute to an increased feeling of control and increased satisfaction
with automatic lighting. Interestingly, people sometimes see personal control as a way to
help the system with saving energy or correcting system misbehaviour.
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How people reflect on lighting control
When reflecting on their lighting use, people tend to express that they did not interact
with the lighting controls as much as they initially expected. They express they do not
adjust the light every day (as they expected), but mainly in exceptional situations – e.g.,
when people do not like the light setting, with little natural lighting, or when the system
misbehaves. However, the quantitative data demonstrates that people exercise control
regularly. Moreover, people were reluctant to give up lighting control at the end of the
study. Although they do not use it that often, they like the possibility to exercise control,
even if it is only for the incidents as mentioned before. This suggests that people find
lighting control more important after they have experienced it once.

5.8. Considerations for designing interactive office lighting
In this section, we aim to operationalise the findings of both the lab and field studies to
support future design of interactive office lighting. We focus on formulating designrelevant knowledge that is more abstract than the particular insights from the lab
and the field studies – we aim to formulate generative intermediate-level knowledge
(Höök & Löwgren, 2012). More specifically, we construct considerations for design that
support informed decision-making for interactive office lighting. By doing so, we directly
address the second research question for the interaction design challenge: What are design
considerations for interactive lighting systems in the workplace?
In order to derive design considerations, we collect the design choices that we made while
setting up the lab study – i.e., the interface characteristics, implications of interaction
style, and effects on coordination – and the field study – i.e., the characteristics of the
smartphone application and room control tablets, shared nature of the open-plan office,
and aspects of the automated system behaviour that affected people’s control experience.
We group the design choices according to the three lenses: the interface lens, the social lens,
and the system lens. We then reflect on how these choices affected people’s experience
with lighting control and derive design considerations from these sets of design choices.
The considerations are formulated as questions to trigger reflection. We group related
considerations in topics within each lens. To provide more structure, we describe these
topics according to themes within the lenses. First, with the interface lens, we address
considerations for the interface characteristics in two themes that concern the control
availability and the control definition. With the social lens, we address considerations for
shared lighting control in two themes that describe informing people’s actions and supporting
coordination. Finally, with the system lens, we address considerations about the automatic
system behaviour within a single theme.
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The considerations are meant to support the design process and to inform design decisions
by addressing aspects that play a role in people’s experience with lighting control in the
workplace. We want to stress that the considerations are not meant as a complete and
definitive set of relevant topics and questions for designing interactive office lighting.
In fact, designers can take the considerations as a starting point and to enrich them with
questions that are relevant to the context for which they are designing. The main point
that we make is that designing for interactive lighting can and should be approached
from multiple perspectives.
Design considerations for interface characteristics
First, we construct considerations for the interface lens. The results from the lab
demonstrate how the interface characteristics can affect people’s experience of lighting
control in the work environment. It shows that the interface can play a prominent
role in coordinating the use of the lighting system together. We define considerations
for the interface characteristics according to two themes. First, we describe interface
characteristics that contribute to the control availability. Second, we grouped characteristics
that conduce the control definition.
Control availability
Control availability concerns the accessibility of the lighting control to the user. It is the
result of a combination of the interface characteristics, people, and the context. The control
availability can influence people’s willingness to interact (Offermans, van Essen, & Eggen,
2014). A high availability might not always be wanted – e.g., when someone is giving a
presentation, it makes sense to provide lighting control to the presenter only. One should
therefore carefully consider the fit of the control availability to the context. In the lab
and field studies, we identified considerations for the following topics: the interface’s
distribution (position and portability), its ownership, and its purpose. These characteristics
can contribute to the visibility of controls. Next, we address the considerations for each
topic separately, illustrated with examples from the interfaces in the lab and field studies.
Distribution – The lab study, in particular, demonstrated that the control availability is
greatly affected by the interfaces’ distribution in the space. This distribution comprises
the location, portability, and the granularity of controls over the space. To illustrate, the
Floorplan in the lab study and the OpenAIS application on portable devices offered a high
availability as each person had one available in their pocket, making it ubiquitous in the
office. The Canvas and meeting room tablets in the field study had a fixed position in the
space, making control less available to people. It can be interesting to consider whether
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people can manipulate the availability of control to others, e.g., by repositioning the
interface or hiding it from sight. To illustrate, the Pointer was sometimes deliberately held
close after an adjustment was made, creating a threshold for others to adjust the lighting.
Ownership – Ownership concerns the origins of an artefact and designation of physical
space (Gruning & Lindley, 2016). Offering control on people’s personal devices (i.e.,
smartphones) makes people increasingly responsible for the control availability: Controls
become unavailable if their personal device is unavailable, or if they do not meet the
required credentials (e.g., visitors might not be able to use their personal devices). This was
a particularly relevant aspect during the field study where control became unavailable
quickly, e.g., because of an empty phone battery, people forgetting to bring their phone, or
problems with the Wi-Fi connection (see Figure 5.15).
Purpose – Purpose indicates whether or not a device is dedicated to a single functionality.
A dedicated device (e.g., the Pointer) can make lighting control readily available to people,
while a multi-purpose device (e.g., a smartphone) requires additional effort from the user
to access the lighting control (Aliakseyeu, Meerbeek, Mason, Magielse, & Seitinger, 2016;
Offermans et al., 2014). Moreover, the purpose of a device influences the visibility of
controls and actions, as a smartphone application is hidden, and others cannot perceive
the actions that are performed with a multi-purpose device.
Visibility – The visibility of controls seems to be a mediator for availability. If controls
are not visible (e.g., a smartphone application) people tend to forget that lighting control
is possible, especially since lighting control is new. Interfaces that are easily visible (e.g.,
Pointer on the table, Canvas centrally, and the tablets in the meeting rooms) trigger people
to consider making a lighting adjustment. Interface characteristics that play a role in this
include the location, the size, and purpose – i.e., a dedicated device is associated with

Figure 5.15. The availability of lighting controls in the field study was often influenced
due to Wi-Fi issues caused by settings in the smartphone.
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Table 5.2. Considerations for control availability.
Topic
Distribution

Ownership
Purpose
Visibility

Considerations
Where is the interface located in the space?
Is the interface in a fixed position or portable?
Can people influence the availability of controls? (e.g., relocating or hiding the interface)
Is the interface owned personally or shared?
Is the interface dedicated to lighting control or a multi-purpose device?
How visible is the lighting control interface in the space?
Can the visibility of controls be augmented?

lighting control, a multi-purpose device not per se. If the interface is not visible, it can be
considered to add augmented cues in the context to remind people of the possibility to
interact (e.g., the QR-code stickers in the field study).
To summarise, a high availability of controls (i.e., single-purpose, close to the user, low
effort, visible, and fitting to their activities) can contribute to an increased willingness
to interact with the lighting system. This observation does not necessarily mean that a
high availability of controls is always better. The availability should fit the context of use
and the activities that people do in that context and decide what level of availability is
desirable. Table 5.2 provides an overview of the considerations for the control availability:
the interface’s distribution (position and portability), its ownership, and its purpose, the
resulting required effort to reach the controls, and how the visibility of the interface can be
a reminder to interact.
Control definition
The control definition concerns the way that the control interface presents lighting
parameters to the user. It concerns the parameter definition and involves the detail of control
that is available, the definition of the controllable parameters, and the interaction sequence
that influences the effort needed to realise the desired setting.
Parameter definition – People are generally new to lighting control. It is therefore
important to consider how the controllable parameters are defined in the interface.
People might be unfamiliar to technical lighting parameters such as correlated colour
temperature or lux-levels. We recommend translating detailed lamp and lighting
parameters to contextual parameters, that can be meaningful in people’s interaction
with the interface and with each other. A good starting point can be the Layered Lighting
Interaction Model (Offermans, 2016, p. 134). The studies in this thesis demonstrate two
effects of the parameter’s definition. First, the definition of parameters can support people
in building up an understanding of lighting interaction and with envisioning lighting
adjustment. To illustrate, the tablet application showed presets with labels as “energise”,
and “presentation”. These labels were considered fitting to the respective light settings
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and helped people to envision the planned lighting adjustment (see Figure 5.16 right).
Second, the presentation of the parameter value can support preference construction and
communication. To illustrate, the OpenAIS app showed the brightness as a percentage,
which supported people in remembering what light levels they preferred and to
communicate about lighting (see Figure 5.16 left). The position of the tokens in the Canvas
played a similar role in discussions because of its expressive nature, while the positions of
the sliders of the Pointer and Floorplan were more difficult to remember (see Figure 5.17).
Detail of control – The detail of control that an interface offers can be regarded as a
combination of the number of adjustable parameters and the range and resolution that each
parameter offers. Offering the finest detail over the lighting parameters might not make
sense as there seems to be a trade-off when high detail requires high effort. To illustrate,
participants in the field study indicated that the 1% intervals for controlling brightness
with the OpenAIS app provided too high of a resolution as such a small adjustment was
not noticeable. Such disembodied control and low noticeability can benefit from augmented
feedback (Wensveen, Djajadiningrat, & Overbeeke, 2004) to reassure users of a successful

Figure 5.16. The control definition of the OpenAIS interfaces: continuous sliders for
intensity. The smartphone app (left) presents a percentage of light intensity as feedback.
The meeting room tablet (right) displays presets related to an activity.

Figure 5.17. The control definition of the three interfaces in the lab: continuous sliders
for intensity and colour temperature with various sizes.
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action, similar to the brief flickering of the indicator light with the Pointer interface in the
lab study. The physical size of the control can also influence perceived control detail, as
demonstrated by the three interfaces in the lab study: the sliders on the Floorplan (±4cm
depending on the phone size) offered less detail than the ±60cm scales in the Canvas, while
both interfaces offered the same 254-step resolution (see Figure 5.17). Additionally, one
can consider offering continuous controls, i.e., lighting adjustments relative to the current
setting, or absolute controls. Absolute controls need to actively update their controls based
on the current light setting and actions made with other interfaces, to always display the
correct parameter values.
Interaction sequence – People experienced differences in the effort needed to make a
lighting adjustment due to a difference in interaction sequence for the three interfaces
used in the lab study. The one-step interaction with the Canvas (moving a token) costs
little effort, while the multiple-step sequence of the Floorplan (selecting the location,
adjusting the sliders on the small screen, and applying the setting) was considered a
high effort. When aiming for low effort, it might make sense to have as little steps in the
interaction sequence as possible. Additionally, not all steps might be necessary to make a
lighting adjustment (e.g., the Floorplan allowed users to add their intentions optionally).
To summarise, the definition of the controls that are presented in an interface can
contribute to a feeling of control. There seems to be a trade-off between detail and
effort: increasing the detail of control can increase the required effort to make a lighting
adjustment. Table 5.3 shows an overview of the considerations that were especially
relevant in the two studies. The considerations can help interaction designers to decide the
definition of parameters in the interface, how much detail of control the interface offers, and
how the interaction sequence influences the required effort.

Table 5.3. Considerations for the control definition.
Topic
Parameter definition
Detail of control

Interaction sequence
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Considerations
How are parameters presented to the user?
How understandable are the parameters?
What parameters can be controlled?
What resolution and range are available for each parameter?
What precision does the physical size of the control offer?
Does the interface allow absolute or relative control?
How noticeable is an adjustment in the lighting output?
Does feedback need to be augmented to show confirmation of action?
How many steps does the interaction sequence have?
Are all steps necessary in the interaction?
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Design considerations for shared lighting control
Second, we formulate considerations for the social lens. The lab study demonstrated the
significant role of social aspects in lighting control in an open-plan office. We recognised
the same in the field study. Similar to what Lashina et al. found (2019), people take other
people’s presence very seriously and easily refrain from adjusting the lighting if there is
only the slightest possibility that they disturb others with their actions. This confirms
that people experience lighting control in an open-plan office as shared, making design for
shared control a valid approach for office lighting.
We define considerations for designing shared lighting control according to two themes.
First, we address how designers can make interfaces that inform actions by considering
information needs that people might have and how to embody missing information in the
interface and interaction. Second, we present considerations for designing interfaces that
can support people’s coordination of shared use. We address how the interface can stimulate
people to involve others in their actions, how the interface’s expressiveness can facilitate
conversations, and the importance of allowing for the exploration of light settings.
Informing actions
This theme discusses considerations for supporting people with social information to
inform their planned lighting adjustments. Participants in both studies expressed explicit
information needs in order to act appropriately to the social context. A lack of information
can cause conflict, and the slightest change of conflict can result in people refraining from
making lighting adjustments. Interestingly, the studies show that people themselves
generally are not bothered by lighting adjustments by others. In this theme, we address
how designers can consider information needs in the context they are designing for, and how
to embody missing information in the interface and interactions.
Information needs – Information needs can differ per person, they seem to be
situation- and moment-specific (e.g., before, during, or after a lighting adjustment).
Participants expressed the information they have or infer from the context, e.g., whether
others are present, who they are, their relationship with them, what they are doing, and how
people react to a lighting adjustment. However, there is also relevant social information
that is less easy to infer, such as other people’s activities (type, formality), their mood and
lighting preferences, how important lighting is for them, their level of acceptance to a
change, how long they would keep working at their desk, and who created the current light
setting and why. We therefore recommend designers to collect information needs in the
context they are designing for and to consider whether this information is available in the
context and at the right moment. The above-mentioned types of social information can be
a starting point.
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Embody information – Designers can consider embodying relevant social information
if it cannot be inferred from the context at the moment it is needed. The interaction
modality and interface purpose can inform the interface transparency, i.e., to what extent
the interface displays its use: “being able to see another’s physical actions can enhance
awareness, which in turn can support fluid interaction and coordination.” (Hornecker,
Marshall, Dalton, & Rogers, 2008, p. 167). To illustrate, the multi-purpose screen-based
Floorplan application hid the actor’s actions for others. The Pointer remote forced people
to make gestures to adjust the lighting. The gestures were visible to others and directed the
attention of the actor to the impacted area. In this way, the interaction modality facilitated
additional social cues for the actor and others. Another option is to consider embedding
missing information in a combination of the interface and the context itself, through the
distribution of the interface (Crabtree & Rodden, 2004; Taylor et al., 2007). To illustrate,
the physical nearness of the Pointer to a person, informed others about the author of the
current settings and whether that person was open to changes to the current setting.
This thesis focusses the considerations on the information that the interface can inherently
provide through its characteristics and interaction style. This is not the only solution,
however. Information can also be included explicitly in the interface– e.g., by allowing
people to add an intended activity with a light setting. This can be especially useful to make
temporal information (such as the identity of the actor) permanently available. For more
details about this explicit social information, we refer to the work of Niemantsverdriet
which extends this research by means of a formalised framework for designing for
awareness in shared systems (Niemantsverdriet, 2018, p. 172).
To summarise, people require information to build up an awareness of the social context
and to inform their actions. Designers can consider whether the design of the lighting
control interface can support people in this. Table 5.4 provides an overview of the
considerations for informing actions that were particularly relevant in the studies in this
thesis. Designers can first gather the information needs in the context they are designing for

Table 5.4. Considerations for informing the users’ actions.
Topic
Considerations
Information needs What information do people need about other people in the office?
At what moment do people need this information (e.g., before, during, or after an interaction)
What required information is not available, or available at the wrong moment?
How can missing information be embodied in the interface and/or context?
Embody
Are interactions visible to others?
information
Can the interaction style guide elicitation of relevant information?
Can the interface’s physical location be used to communicate information?
Can missing information be explicitly included in the interaction?
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and whether people can infer information from the context at the right moment. In the
case of missing information, it is possible to embody information in the characteristics of the
lighting control interface or the interactions.
Supporting Coordination
The shared nature of the open-plan office makes coordination of lighting control needed,
since a lighting adjustment affects others in the office. The studies, particularly the
lab study, provided design considerations for the following topics: the extent to which
the interface supports sharedness of actions, whether the interface is expressive and thus
supports communication and discussion, and the extent to which the interface allows for
exploration of settings without disturbing others.
Sharedness – Sharedness is a recurring theme in the two studies. It concerns the extent
to which the interface supports the user to involve others in their actions. The lab study,
in particular, demonstrated how people consider this sharedness of actions important,
and how it is influenced by ownership of interface and visibility of actions. Interfaces that
are personally owned seem to evoke individual actions, while shared interfaces evoke
shared actions. Visible actions inform potentially affected people that an adjustment is to
be made, which helps actors to involve others and allows others to get involved actively.
The actor knows they are visible, which eases actively involving others, and others can
actively engage with the actor before an adjustment is made. Smartphone applications
(e.g., Floorplan or OpenAIS app) do not support the involvement of others inherently.
Expressiveness – The interface’s ability to communicate the effect of an action is
considered the interface’s expressiveness (Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002). The lab study
demonstrated how the expressiveness could support communication about lighting
control. The control definition can help people with building up a lighting vocabulary
that allows them to discuss light settings and preferences with others. In the field study,
people mentioned using the percentage of light intensity and scene labels to communicate
their preferences to co-workers. Additionally, an expressive interface can externalise a
discussion (Hornecker & Buur, 2006): The tokens on the Canvas provided a record of the
outcome of a negotiation, as their tokens were persistent and visible from anywhere in the
office. This allowed people to discuss potential adjustments at their tables already, before
heading to the interface.
Exploration – In this third topic, we address the extent to which the interface allows
users to explore settings without the need to apply them and thus disturb others.
Mistakes happen, as illustrated scenarios from both studies (e.g., people accidentally
applied a setting or changed the lighting in the wrong location), especially when the
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Table 5.5. Considerations for supporting coordination of shared lighting control.
Topic
Sharedness

Expressiveness

Exploration

Considerations
Does the interface support people in involving others in their action?
Is the interface owned personally or shared?
Can people that are potentially affected anticipate an adjustment?
What role does the interface play in communication between users?
How does the interface support users with a lighting vocabulary?
How visible are lighting parameters in the context?
How does the interface allow users to explore light settings?
How likely is it that people make a mistake with setting the light?
How can mistakes be undone? Are earlier settings retrievable?
Does the interface provide a preview of a setting before applying it?

interaction sequence did not include a verification step before the lighting was adjusted.
We therefore recommend including a way to easily retrieve previous settings to allow
people to recover from mistakes. This does not necessarily have to be a separate function;
it can be embedded in the control definition: the position of the tokens on the Canvas
was easy to remember, so people could easily put a token back. Additionally, a preview of
the setting helps people to evaluate whether the created setting matches their envisioned
setting before applying it, providing more precision and control.
To summarise, people require social information to build up an awareness of the social
context so they can act accordingly. The design of the lighting control interface can support
coordination of shared lighting control. Table 5.5 summarises the considerations for how
the interface can support coordination that we propose. We recommend considering how
the interface can induce sharedness of actions by supporting people in including others in
their actions, to design expressive interfaces to support communication, and to allow people
to explore light settings without disturbing others.
Design considerations for automated system behaviour
Third, we focus with the system lens. The field study demonstrated the prominent role of
automatic system behaviour in people’s experience with lighting control. Participants of the
field study experienced quite some problems with the automatic behaviour as it sometimes
behaved inappropriately according to them. The considerations for the system lens are
based on insights from the field study. Compared to the interface and social lenses, we had
less control over the design of the automatic system behaviour. The considerations for this
third lens are therefore of more speculative nature.
There are only a few evaluations of human-in-the-loop controls available in the literature,
and they rarely offer true control to the users (e.g., Kandasamy, Karunagaran, Spanos,
Tseng, & Soong, 2018; Tan, Caicedo, Pandharipande, & Zuniga, 2018). Offermans et al.
(2014) show that people accept system initiative in limited conditions, for example, when
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actions are always the same or when manual control is difficult. Dey et al. (2001) present an
applicable framework for supporting context-aware systems, but they seem to portrait the
system as a “nonproblematic and faithful mediator of that context” (Bellotti & Edwards,
2001), while conflicts between an intelligent system and its users are not unusual. A system
needs awareness to act appropriately in the social context, similar to people. It therefore
needs sufficient contextual information before actively changing lighting conditions.
Van Essen et al. (2012) approach this challenge by supporting a dialogue between system
and user. They applied this principle in a variety of lighting interfaces (Offermans, van
Essen, & Eggen, 2013) and suggest that users should always be able to exercise control
over the system – e.g., by vetoing system actions (Bellotti & Edwards, 2001; van Essen et
al., 2012). The field study demonstrated how inappropriate system behaviour can have a
negative effect on people’s perceived control. We highlight the following topics that stood
out in the field study: First, we consider the actions that the system can take. Second, we
address how the system constructs an idea of the appropriateness of its actions. Third, we
discuss design considerations for potential conflicts between the system and its users. Finally,
we argue that the system should be accountable for its actions.
System actions – Whether the system is able to act on its own and whether people can be
disturbed by system-initiated actions is grouped into this topic. This can inform the design
of system behaviour. Ideally, people would not be bothered, but it will happen. Potentially,
the dimming speed can be adjusted to make the change less obtrusive – e.g., a transition of
5 seconds is rarely noticed (Chraibi et al., 2018).
Appropriateness – Appropriateness describes the system’s ability to understand the
social context, i.e., the system’s awareness (Kortuem, Kawsar, Sundramoorthy, & Fitton,
2010), and the information that the system gathers to build up a contextual awareness.
Contemporary lighting systems mainly use presence sensing to decide whether to switch
the lighting on or off. However, such sensors might no longer suffice as system behaviour
gets more complex and lighting controls become more fine-grained (with more controllable
parameters). Potentially, the system starts involving people to build up a contextual
understanding, for example by using the lighting control interface as a communication
channel (e.g., Offermans et al., 2014; van Essen et al., 2012). Moreover, as lighting
potentially becomes part of a building-wide ecosystem, the system might use additional
information from other building systems. When the system has a sense of appropriateness
of its actions, it can decide whether to act. An interesting approach for this might be
linking lighting parameters to this appropriateness. For example, the system might use
a long transition time to dim the lights if it is uncertain about the presence of people,
allowing people to intervene if needed.
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User-system conflict – Even if the system has a good sense of appropriateness, it is
possible that a conflict between the system and its users occurs. People generally appreciate
automated system behaviour, however, they prefer to be able to manually override the
system, especially if the system performs unwanted actions (e.g., Galasiu & Veitch, 2006;
Meerbeek et al., 2014). Similarly, the field study showed how people ‘corrected’ the
system when it was behaving incorrectly. The possibility of detailed manual control makes
retrievability of settings a requirement if the system can override user settings. An ‘undo’
should be almost effortless, especially when the user wants to retrieve their carefully
created setting after an unwanted adjustment (by the system or someone else). Finally, we
see value in machine learning for automated system behaviour. A conflict between the user
and the system can be an opportunity for the system to learn and adapt its behaviour.
System accountability – The lighting system must be accountable for its actions,
similar to its users (Dourish, 1997). Socially responsible behaviour and embodiment are
inseparably linked (Dourish, 2001): the disembodiment of controls allows different actors
(human or not) to change the system state without a guarantee that they can be detected
by others (Heath & Luff, 1991). A lighting adjustment can originate from different actors,
both human and non-human – e.g., an office worker, somebody performing maintenance,
an automated energy-saving agent in the system, or emergency lighting. The field study
uncovered three types of information that can alleviate some of the issues with disembodied
controls and can increase the accountability of the system: Information about the source
of an adjustment (1) can help people to address an actor in case of a potential conflict.
Moreover, these actors can have different motivations for an adjustment, (2) which can
have a certain level of priority (3) depending on the current situation. For example, it
makes sense to prioritise emergency lighting over user controls in case of an emergency.
Figure 5.18. Considerations for automated system behaviour.
Topic
System actions

Appropriateness

User-system conflict

System Accountability
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Considerations
Does the system actively change the lighting?
How resolute are system actions? (e.g., transition times)
Can people be affected by the system’s action?
Does the system actively involve the user in actions?
What information does the system use to build up a contextual understanding?
How can the system acquire the needed information? (e.g., sensors, users, other systems)
How does the system know its actions are appropriate to the context?
Can the system communicate its sense of appropriateness?
Can the user override system behaviour?
Are user settings retrievable after a system action?
Can the system adapt its behaviour by learning from conflicts?
Which actors can actively change the lighting through the system? (e.g., energy saving
behaviour, building manager, smart grid?)
Which actors and motivations have priority in a given situation?
Do users have access to information about the source of an adjustment, the motivation, and
the prioritisation in a given situation?

Concluding part II
The system could actively provide this information to its users, for example, through the
control interface. Similar to Meerbeek and colleagues (2016; 2014), we expect that people
will have a higher acceptance to system-initiated actions if they are informed about the
source of an adjustment, the motivation, and why that action had priority at that moment.
Table 5.6 summarises the considerations that were highlighted in the field study. We advise
designers to consider the system actions that can be performed autonomously, how a system
decides whether an envisioned action is appropriate or not, to support users when a conflict
with automated system behaviour occurs, and to force system accountability by explicitly
informing people about the source of a lighting adjustment, the motivation for an action
and the prioritisation.

5.9. Concluding part II
This section concludes this chapter and part II of the thesis. We address the two research
questions for the interaction design challenge.
How do people experience interactive lighting in the office?
We have investigated how people experience lighting control in two different test locations.
In the first study, we observed a controlled test-bed office with a custom lighting system
and three lighting control interfaces. In the second study, we build upon insights from the
lab as we deployed two custom lighting control interfaces in a real-life office with a state-ofthe-art lighting system, realised as part of the OpenAIS project. The results from the two
studies complement each other and increase the generalisability of the insights. Overall,
we have learned how people anticipate being able to interact with the lighting system, how
they experience it, and how they reflect on it.
How people anticipate lighting control
People are generally new to lighting control in the workplace. Nevertheless, they look
forward to the possibility of creating a better light environment and they can imagine the
potential benefits. Overall, people expect to adjust the lighting at least once every day, but
they foresee complications with personal lighting control in a shared workplace.
How people experience lighting control
First, we have shown that the design of the lighting control interface plays a significant
role in the lighting control experience. We identified qualitative links between interface
characteristics (ownership, distribution and purpose, interaction sequence, interaction modality,
and representation of the light) and effects on use (sharedness, effort, reminder to interact,
engagement, and feeling of control). In the field study, we recognised several links for
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providing lighting control with a smartphone application: The smartphone’s inherent
availability (distribution, purpose, and ownership) influences the effort of interaction and does
not support people with involving others in their lighting adjustments (sharedness).
Second, we have demonstrated the equally essential role of social aspects of lighting
control in a shared office. Generally, people do not want to disturb others with their
actions. However, the lighting control interface can support the coordination of shared use
by influencing amount of verbal communication, the perceived accountability, and consideration
of others. We speculated qualitative relations between the aforementioned interface
characteristics and their effects on coordination through six implications of the interaction
style: allowing users to involve others in their actions, asking for verification of actions,
forcing the actors attention to the context, providing an expressive interface, making
actions visible, and allowing for retrievability of settings.
Third, we learned that the system behaviour plays a pivotal role in how people experience
lighting control. The results from the field study demonstrate how the system’s automatic
behaviour can have a direct influence on the amount of control that people experience,
especially when it behaves inappropriately.
How people reflect on lighting control
People are generally positive about the possibility to control the lighting in their office
when looking back on their experiences. Nevertheless, the amount of lighting adjustments
decreased during both studies. This seems to be caused by a novelty effect of the possibility
to control the lighting and a new lighting control interface. People express that they
interact with the lighting less than expected, and only adjust the lighting if the expected
benefit of the envisioned light setting is proportionate to the effort that is needed to
create that setting. Overall, people find lighting control more important after they have
experienced it once.
What are design considerations for interactive lighting systems in the workplace?
The insights from the lab study informed an initial set of considerations for interface
characteristics that can affect lighting use and coordination of shared lighting control.
We were able to recognise many of these findings in the field study. We formalised the
insights from the studies as a new set of design considerations for interactive lighting
according to three lenses: the interface, the social, and the system lens, respectively.
The considerations can help designers to make informed decisions for the design of the
lighting control interface, how shared lighting control can be supported, and for the
automatic behaviour of the lighting system.
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First, we stimulate designers to carefully consider how the availability of controls and the
control definition is offered by the interface. Insights from the studies in the lab and the field
can inform the definition of the control availability by means of the interface’s distribution,
ownership, purpose, and visibility. The parameter definition, detail of control, and the interaction
sequence contribute to the definition of controls.
Second, we stimulate designers to create interfaces that can support coordination of shared
use of a lighting system. The studies have demonstrated that people experience lighting
control in an open-plan office as a shared activity and responsibility and that the interface
plays an important role in the coordination of use. We presented considerations for
identifying information needs and embodying missing information in the design of the interface
so that the information becomes available through inherent qualities of the interface’s
interaction style. Furthermore, we presented considerations for the design of the interface
to support people’s coordination of shared lighting control by stimulating sharedness, being
expressive, and allowing for exploration.
Third, we urge designers to take the autonomous behaviour of the lighting system into
account. The field study shows that system behaviour can influence the user control
experience, as inappropriate automatic behaviour can discourage people from adjusting
the light settings, especially if the system cannot be held accountable for its actions due
to a lack of information. Designers should consider how the system takes actions, how it
constructs an idea of the appropriateness of its actions, and how to account for potential
user-system conflicts. Moreover, we promote system accountability: the system should
be as accountable for its actions as other users, by clearly informing people about its
identity and motivation.
Overall, we emphasise that the lighting system and its interfaces should fit the context
in which they will be deployed. Some of the addressed considerations could be considered
outside the scope of the interaction designer – e.g., the lighting conditions (the luminaire
distribution, default light setting, and natural lighting); alignment of the lighting system
with the office layout (constituting the appropriateness of personal control); energy-usage
regulations (affecting the maximum light intensity and system behaviour). These aspects
all contribute to the end user’s experience and should therefore be taken into account
when designing for interactive office lighting in the office.
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Concluding the thesis
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Part III presents one chapter that concludes this thesis. The goal for this
part is to reflect on our experiences as design practitioners in the OpenAIS
project and to answer our overarching research question: How can a designperspective contribute to the Internet of Lighting? We first discuss decisionmoments that affected the end user experience of the lighting system.
Additionally, we present four ethical considerations that were especially
relevant in our project. We then conclude the thesis by presenting the key
findings according to the research questions, discussing opportunities
for future work to extend upon this work, and offer an outlook on the
Internet of Lighting.
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Chapter 6. Reflections &
conclusions
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6.1. The design practitioner in a multi-stakeholder project
In this section, we reflect with a design perspective on decision-moments in the OpenAIS
project regarding the development, design, and deployment of the OpenAIS lighting
system. We focus on defining moments for the end user experience, i.e., decisions that were
made throughout the project that had a significant direct or indirect impact on the end user
experience of the pilot installation. Overall, we want to show how the development of an
interactive office lighting system can benefit from a designer’s perspective, and that it can
be beneficial to design a lighting system for the people working in the office, in addition to
delivering cost-effective systems that meet minimum requirements for the customer.

Figure 6.1. Overview of the four decision-moments that we reflect on: defining
requirements, creating a light plan, commissioning the system,
and integrating user controls.
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The insights from the reflections are mainly directed at design practitioners involved in the
development of an interactive lighting system. The practice-based insights in this section
can inform designers about their role in decision-making moments that can affect the end
user experience in two ways. First, the insights can be used to decide to be or to become
actively involved in the decision-making process to have a stake in the outcome. Second,
the reflections can be used to envision the potential effect of a decision that is already
made and to take this into account for further design decisions. Additionally, we hope that
the designer’s perspective and the accompanying human-centred approach to the decisionmaking can help other stakeholders to envision value for all users of building systems, and
to go beyond value creation for the building owner.
We reflect on the following decision-moments: the definition of design requirements,
the creation of a light plan, the commissioning of the system, and the integration of user
controls (see Figure 6.1). The results of these decisions are all documented in detail in the
OpenAIS pilot specification report (OpenAIS, 2017). For each decision we describe the
decision-making process: the stakeholders that were involved, their motivations, in which
phase of the project the decision was made (Design, Bid, Build, and Use phase, see section
2.5), and how the result affected end users.
6.1.1. Requirements: office layout & use cases
The OpenAIS consortium put considerable effort into envisioning the workplace of 2020
and the future of lighting systems before specifying the system architecture. The results
were written down as three scenarios. These scenarios were used as starting points for
defining the requirements for the OpenAIS architecture and pilot installation. The Easy Life
scenario specified requirements about zero-effort interaction with the lighting system, it
should be doing what you need it to do. The Increased Building Value scenario showed how
the system can contribute to new value creation that goes beyond illuminating the office.
The Building-Wide Ecosystem scenario brought requirements regarding interoperability of
systems and sharing of data. Setting up the requirements was a collaborative effort of the
consortium partners, but mainly conducted by the sales representatives and designers
in the project.
The next step was the implementation of the requirements in the design of the system
architecture. This was executed by the system architect and software developers that
worked in-house with the luminaire suppliers. The scenarios were generally considered
highly innovative and futuristic by this team of people. Therefore, the translation of the
scenarios to practical system requirements prioritised feasibility and other practicalities.
This was especially the case when it was time to implement a complete lighting system in the
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test-bed office. The OpenAIS project mainly focussed on creating value for the organisation
layer, i.e., the building owner that pays for the system and facility management that
maintains the building and the lighting system. This is logical, since these stakeholders
pay for the lighting system. The added value is therefore mainly focussed around realising
a favourable return on investment. This, in combination with limited time and resources,
resulted in prioritisation of cost-efficiency over creating a system that enables other
stakeholders to later on add value, thus making it inherently less future-proof.
As designers, we are very much interested in bringing value for users of the system, the
people that will work in the office every day. However, most stakeholders focus on value for
their customer: the building owner. In this way, the emphasis is on creating a cost-effective
solution with services for facility management, rather than services for the people working
in the office. Thus, the decision-moments regarding the requirements and implementation
of the requirements are pivotal moments for how the experience of the users is shaped.
We recommend designers to be closely involved in the process, and wherever possible, play
an active role in governing how the requirements are implemented in the final design.
6.1.2. Light plan: lighting layout, luminaire types & sensor layout
The second group of decision-moments includes all activities regarding the specification of
the system to the office building. Central in the process was the light plan that was drafted
during the Design phase. This is a complete plan for the lighting in the building, including
the layout of the luminaires in the office, the lighting output, and the luminaire types (e.g.,
recessed/suspended luminaire, direct/indirect lighting). The plan also included placement
of light switches and sensors. The client, in our case the building occupier, wanted a modern
lighting system of good quality that is cost-effective. The building owner required that the
system on the office floor would match the lighting on the other floors, and the monumental
building was not to be damaged by the installation. The light plan was created by the
lighting designers that work in-house at the two luminaire suppliers. Their motivations
were mainly to make a plan fitting the clients wishes and according to lighting regulations.
This section focusses on the following decisions-moments: the definition of the luminaire
layout, the chosen luminaire types, and the layout of the sensors.
The luminaire layout was defined by the client and the lighting designer. The client
wanted a modern lighting system that was cost-effective. The lighting designer created a
luminaire layout based on a floor plan of the office and according to lighting regulations.
The luminaire placement was restricted by the building owner as the building was not to be
damaged with the new installation. The optimal luminaire layout for user controls would
have at least one luminaire per desk. However, a luminaire per desk exceeds regulated
light levels, making it cost ineffective. The resulting luminaire layout did not completely
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match the office layout. Also, the office layout in the floor plan did fully match the actual
office layout. This resulted in office workers sometimes controlling a luminaire that was
behind them rather than above their desk, decreasing the benefit of lighting control. Thus,
luminaire layout affects control definition and availability and whether ‘personal’ lighting
control makes sense.
The types of luminaires were chosen as part of the light plan. For the client, again a modern
design and cost-effectiveness were the main requirements for selecting the luminaires and
light quality. The luminaire supplier selected luminaires that fit the regulated light levels
(500 lx on a desk), and not more. The luminaires were dimmable, but the colour temperature
was fixed at 4000 K. As a result, the interface for lighting control only allowed user to
decrease the light level. Thus, the luminaire type can directly affect the control definition by
determining the controllable parameters and the available range and resolution. Arguably,
each controllable parameter should offer a similar range for all available directions, e.g.,
brighter or less bright and higher or lower colour temperature.
The sensor layout was also included in the light plan. The client wanted energy-saving
behaviour, so the lighting designer created a sensor layout on the map to cover the entire
office floor. This placement affected the system behaviour, as the sensors sometimes
reported false data, resulting in the system overriding user-created scenes inappropriately.
Hence, the sensor layout can indirectly affect the system’s contextual understanding, and
it therefore makes sense to include the sensor layout when developing a release strategy.
6.1.3. Commissioning: light grouping & automatic behaviour
The third group of decision-moments includes activities that relate to the commissioning
of the system during the Build phase. During this activity, the luminaires and sensors got
the correct firmware, they were grouped, the light output was fine-tuned, and the groups
were configured for automatic behaviour. In the OpenAIS project, the grouping was
documented in an extensive list with luminaires and sensors, their type, location in the
office, addressable IDs, assigned group controller, the area type, and a set of predefined
scenes. The requirements were specified in the design of the lighting system already.
The commissioning agent was responsible for proper operation of the system according to
these requirements. The client was involved in the process as they wanted energy-saving
behaviour of the system, which was included in the system architecture by the system
architect and in-house software developers of one of the lighting suppliers. One of the
main project goals was to demonstrate synchronous dimming without a noticeable delay
between luminaires in a group. We focus on the following decisions: the definition of
the standard lighting settings, the definition of the luminaire groups and corresponding
automatic behaviour, and the synchronicity of luminaires within groups.
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The standard light output of the luminaires was configured according to specifications in
the light plan and commissioning documentation. All luminaires provided 4000 K lighting
at 500 lx on a desk and 300 lx in the corridors. People experienced this lighting as an
improvement on the lighting before, which was ±350 lx at 2700 K. This made adjusting
the lighting less of a necessity. Thus, the standard light level can affect people’s need for
exercising control. Arguably, it is best if the standard light settings are sufficient so that
user control is not needed anymore. However, the insights from the field study (chapter
5) demonstrate how people value the possibility of control, as it gives them a feeling of
control over their environment, especially in exceptional situations.
The light designer defined the luminaire groups, so they fitted the office layout on the
map. The client wanted energy-saving behaviour, so automatic dimming was configured
by the commissioning agent. Groups in meeting rooms and the office area were set-up
to switch based on presence data, the groups next to the window applied closed-loop
daylight adaptation (Pandharipande & Newsham, 2018), and user control was disabled in
the corridors. Since the user control interface used the luminaire groups, people’s control
area was confined to the luminaire group above their desk. Since the office layout did not
completely match the groups, this sometimes meant that people were not able to adjust the
lighting on their desk. This was especially problematic with desks close to a corridor, since
those luminaires switched based on sensors in the corridor and could not be controlled by
the user. Thus, the definition of the luminaire groups and automatic behaviour affected the
control availability and definition. To avoid such issues, it would be best to create a light plan
and to define luminaire groups based on the actual context rather than a map.
The synchronicity is the timeliness of a lighting adjustment and variance of time to light
within a group of luminaires (Mathews, Guclu, Liu, Ozcelebi, & Lukkien, 2017). This is
a performance result from design choices for the OpenAIS architecture, and application
choices regarding the physical layer for communication in the pilot. The specifications for
the architecture and physical layer were created by the system architect to realise a highperformance system. Then, the installer made an installation plan based on available costeffective components. The result was a high synchronicity (luminaires in group reacted
within 10ms). This short time to light, made a tight coupling between the interface
(input) and the lighting (output). Overall, we recommend a high synchronicity, if this is
not available the designer can consider augmenting feedback in the interface (Wensveen,
Djajadiningrat, & Overbeeke, 2004) to communicate that a message was successfully
received by the lighting system (e.g., the Pointer indicator light in section 4.4.3).
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6.1.4. Integration of user controls: human-in-the-loop, API, hierarchy &
localisation
The fourth group of decision-moments includes all decisions regarding the integration of
user interfaces in the lighting system. These decisions were mainly led by the interaction
designers in the project. They followed a human-centred design approach, informed by our
experiences with the lab study (chapter 4). The development was done in collaboration
with the system architect and software developers that worked in-house at one of the
luminaire manufacturers. Their motivations were mainly to deliver high-performance and
secure systems. The client was involved during the build phase to govern privacy concerns
for the people working in the office. We focus on decisions made during the design phase
— development of human-in-the-loop controls, defining the application programming
interface (API) including the available methods and communication protocol, definition
of hierarchy for user controls — and during the build phase — the choice for the physical
carrier of the communication, and the localisation strategy.
The human-in-the-loop control strategy was developed in discussions between interaction
designer and system architect. The interaction designer wanted to override automatic
behaviour altogether. The system architect governed automatic control behaviour. The use
cases from the beginning of the project informed the definition of this behaviour: Based
on aggregated presence data and predefined fixed timeouts, the control object decided how
to act. This brought issues in practice. For example, if someone turned off the lights in an
individual office as they left and someone else entered soon after, they would be sitting
in the dark; or when people returned from a break, they needed to create their setting
again. Thus, the definition of strategy for releasing user controls can affect how people
experience system initiative and thus how they experienced lighting control. So, we see an
open challenge for developing human-in-the-loop lighting controls. We recommend doing
observations in the context (if possible), and to define human-in-the-loop strategies that
are specific to requirements of different areas in the office. However, we expect that issues
regarding system behaviour will never fully disappear, which contributes to the value of
user controls. Arguably, user-system conflicts can become less of a problem when lighting
control becomes part of people’s routines.
An API is a communication protocol that allows third-party applications to interface with
the lighting system. The OpenAIS API1 was developed by the interaction designer and
an in-house software engineer at a luminaire supplier. On the one hand, the interaction
designer opted for offering as many controllable parameters as possible to not constrain
the design of the control interface, but on the other, the software engineer’s main concerns
were about performance. The API defined which parameters were available for control,
1

The OpenAIS API reference guide can be found online at https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.25681.28004
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which data was available, and who was authorised to exercise control, and thus determined
the interface’s control availability (e.g., whether guests can adjust the lighting) and the
control definition (e.g., whether it is possible to adjust individual luminaires, or whether
the interface can show the current light levels). We therefore recommend designers to be
actively involved in the decision-making process regarding the API.
The protocol for communication between the user interfaces and the system was defined
as part of the API. For the interaction designer it was important that the control interfaces
received updates from the system to always represent the current light settings correctly.
For the software engineer it was important to have a high-performance protocol that was
fast, reliable, and scalable. In the end, the OpenAIS system implemented a WebSocket
connection. This allowed the system to inform interfaces of current lighting conditions so
that the interface always displayed the correct values. However, it brought synchronisation
issues with the application developers as it was difficult to trace whether the sent message
was successfully received. Thus, the communication protocol influences the control definition
in the interfaces, and also the control availability by being robust and always working. So, we
recommend designers to be actively involved in selecting the communication protocol as
this will affect the synchronisation of the interfaces.
We want to stress that decisions about priority of different system behaviour are not up to
the interaction designer only since more stakeholders have a say in this. In our project, the
office worker wanted to adjust the lighting, the client wanted to reduce energy usage, the
facility manager wanted to test the system, and the facility manager wanted to demonstrate
emergency lighting. This affects people’s experience with lighting control as user control
might be restricted in certain situations — e.g., in case of a demand-response from a smart
grid. Thus, the definition of the hierarchy can influence the availability of control. So, it is
important to define the priority of user control in different situations.
The user requirements dictated that lighting control needed to be available on smartphones,
so design choices were restricted to capabilities of a smartphone. This meant we needed to
implement a localisation strategy: a way for the interface to determine its location and
thus which luminaires could be controlled. OpenAIS used QR-codes for this as these are
highly scalable and easy to implement. Stickers with QR-codes were fixed to the desks
and were linked to the controllable luminaires in a corresponding group. Other, more
advanced solutions for localisations include visible light communication (e.g., Philips PCA)
and Bluetooth low energy (e.g., e-Sense Tune). Deploying QR-codes had both benefits and
downsides. On the one hand, the stickers acted as a visible cue to remind people of the
possibility to control the lighting, but on the other, people experienced scanning a code
as unnecessarily effortful, especially since the smartphones were not always able to do
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this properly. In this way, the localisation strategy influenced the control availability. So,
we recommend designers to carefully consider the consequences of a certain localisation
strategy before applying it.

6.2. Ethical considerations
IoL brings opportunities as well as ethical considerations. We can extract four
considerations from the research presented in this thesis. First, ethical considerations
concerning data collection become of increased importance. Second, offering users detailed
manual control over their work environment brings new responsibilities. Third, opening
up building systems to third-parties can bring security risks. Finally, autonomous system
behaviour informed by multiple actors requires careful consideration as it will inevitably
affect the people in the building.
6.2.1. Personal data and privacy in the office
Data plays an important role in intelligent buildings. Systems need data to understand
the context in order to act. From a system’s perspective, more data means more material
to construct a contextual understanding, which can contribute to appropriate system
behaviour and a positive experience for the users. The collection of data is also valuable
for facility management and suppliers to optimise services and performance. However,
collecting data comes at a cost: people might have to give up part of their privacy and
might need to invest extra effort and time to inform the system. Moreover, data that is
not stored securely can have considerable consequences for people’s privacy. This sparks
questions concerning new regulations and laws, for example about data ownership, the
value of data, accessibility, and how data is used.
The OpenAIS pilot installation collected and used data to inform its actions and to report
about its performance during its deployment. Security of the data and privacy concerns
were of the highest priority throughout the project. The consortium applied guidelines
from the EU General Data Protection Regulation2 for data collection. The project made clear
agreements about data collection, storage, and ownership with the building occupier and
the works council (which represents the people working in the office). The data collection
implemented privacy by design (Langheinrich, 2001): data that was generated by end
nodes and user interfaces was anonymised locally, before being collected. The collected
data was stored locally, in the test-bed office. All this was done after explicit informed
consent from the works council and the building occupier.

2018 reform of EU data protection rules. Retreived August 2019 from https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/
justice-and-fundamental-rights/data-protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en

2
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Overall, stakeholders should take privacy and data security seriously. They have a moral
obligation to aspire privacy by design and to anonymise data as soon and as much
as possible, and to store it no longer than needed. Designers and Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) researchers can potentially fill emerging roles that concern privacy issues
and opportunities (Wong & Mulligan, 2019). Designers and other stakeholders involved
with intelligent building systems should consider what data will be collected, how it will
be collected, if and how it is relevant, who will be able to access the data, and what say
the users will have in their data being collected. Transparency and informed consent are
of utmost importance.
6.2.2. Detailed manual lighting control
One can question whether people benefit from having detailed manual control over
the systems in the workplace. On the one hand, people want to experience control over
their environment (Skinner, 1995) and control can have many benefits (e.g., Rossi,
Pandharipande, Caicedo, Schenato, & Cenedese, 2015; Veitch, 2011; Veitch & Newsham,
2000). On the other hand, perceived control can create uncomfortable concern with
self-presentation (Burger, 1989), can lead to undesired effects when it requires choices
one does not wish to make (Wineman, 1982), can increase responsibility and workload
(Spector, 1986), and it can add to job demands, increasing the number of stressors
(Wineman, 1982). Moreover, there is a risk that offering complete freedom of control over
systems negates established health and safety regulations. The responsibility for a healthy
work environment potentially shifts from building owners and regulations towards
the users themselves.
The interaction design research revolved around providing people with manual control
over the lighting in their workplace. We aimed at developing control interfaces that people
can benefit from, which are understandable and pleasant to use, and which can positively
contribute to the overall experience of the workplace. To do so, we have informed our
design activities with existing work on HCI, Computer-Supported and Collaborative Work,
and lighting research . The participants in the user studies were encouraged to go beyond
the benefits of lighting control and to reflect on the negative aspects as well. This resulted
in balanced findings that both cover the added value of manual control, as well as the
potential negative sides that can come with it.
The design of an interface for controlling intelligent environments plays an important part
in exposing the benefits and downsides of perceived control. Interaction designers are thus
responsible for creating interfaces that negate negative effects as much as possible, while
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providing the benefits to people. This includes considerations about the effort required
for an interaction, whether people are exempt from exercising control, and the freedom of
control that the interface offers.
6.2.3. Risks of opening up controls to third-parties
Opening up controls over building systems can be a serious risk if it is not done securely.
When all building systems are connected, the entire ecosystem is only as secure as its
weakest link. An unsecure connection between a smartphone and a lighting system can be
a gateway to a complete building. This brings additional responsibilities to IT management.
Moreover, IoT building systems can disembody controls from the affected area.
This disembodiment allows people to control areas in a building while not being physically
present in that area. This might not make sense, as it seems more logical to restrict remote
control and limit control to the area a user is in as much as possible.
Communication between end-nodes and systems is central to IoL. The OpenAIS
project took security of its internal communication protocol as the utmost priority
(OpenAIS, 2015a, 2016, 2018). However, new security risks emerge when opening up
the control of one system to other building systems and external systems and services.
This was especially relevant during the implementation of user controls for the pilot study.
The OpenAIS project deployed a webserver as a single point of entry for the user interfaces,
which performed basic authentication by exchanging unique, randomly generated keys.
Further communication was not encrypted. The interfaces on people’s smartphones in
the office connected to the webserver over the corporate and public Wi-Fi access points,
secured by the building occupier.
System security should be guaranteed. It becomes partly the responsibility of designers to
have a secure connection between the interfaces and the controlled systems. Next to that,
designers should use common sense to restrict access to control where possible.
6.2.4. Autonomous systems
Intelligent buildings systems will become a part of the everyday work and they will
start to act on their own. As more and more stakeholders get involved with intelligent
building systems, it can be expected that the automatic behaviour of building systems
will embody different models that benefit different stakeholders (e.g., energy-saving
behaviour, load-shedding to avoid a load imbalance, and emergency lighting to provide
safety during an emergency). This will inevitably impact the people working in the office.
New considerations become relevant, including the consideration of priority of automated
actions, when the benefit of automatic dimming outweighs the potential discomfort that it
can bring to office workers; and who is responsible for the system’s actions.
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The OpenAIS lighting system displayed automatic energy-saving behaviour by dimming the
lighting luminaires based on presence and incoming daylight. PIR sensors reported presence
events to trigger the presence behaviour, while light sensors embedded in the luminaires
close to the windows regulated closed-loop daylight adaption. The implementation was
done by the involved luminaires suppliers and according to existing regulations.
Overall, it becomes partly the responsibility of designers of the algorithms that govern
the system’s behaviour to consider the consequences of their implementation and that
it functions correctly. This can be a difficult case, as the automatic behaviour potentially
depends on the quality of actuators from different vendors and on the quality of the data
that external sensors provide. Therefore, it makes sense to not give a dominant role to the
automatic system behaviour, and to always include user input.

6.3. Conclusions
In this thesis, we have investigated how a design perspective can contribute to the
realisation of IoL. We regarded IoL as both a systemic and an interaction design challenge
and presented the research in two parts that address these two challenges, respectively.
6.3.1. Concluding part I: the Internet of Lighting as a systemic challenge
In part I, we addressed IoL as a systemic challenge. We investigated how a design
perspective can contribute to adapting the lighting value chain to realise IoL. We have
formulated two research questions.
Research question 1a:
How are existing lighting value chains changing due to the inclusion of the Internet of Things?
The study described in chapter 2 presents insights into the changing European lighting
value chain. The main findings disclose an increased importance of creating value for
the Use phase of the system and an expected convergence of building systems into one
single network. We presented a model of the existing European lighting value chain as
a stakeholder network (section 2.5) and an in-depth analysis of potential IoL impact on
the European lighting value chain (section 2.6; OpenAIS, 2015b). We have identified new
opportunities for value creation, new roles (opportunities for new and existing stakeholders
to fulfil a need), changing roles for existing stakeholders, and changing methods of design
and integration of lighting systems. The insights are informed by opinions of professional
practitioners in the European lighting and IoT value chains with little experience with IoT
at the time. The results therefore reflect expectations that are not validated. Moreover, the
expected impact originates from European businesses and might be less generalisable to
lighting value chains in other cultures.
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The reassessment study described in chapter 3 supports the expected convergence of
lighting and other building systems to a single building-wide ecosystem that share endnodes and the collected data. This entails a network of stakeholders that exceeds the
lighting value chain and opens up new opportunities for value creation. The original set
of expected impacts are considered to remain valid and were enriched with potential
building-wide impact (section 3.3). The reassessment is informed by the results of the
OpenAIS project and advancement of IoT building systems during the three years of
the project. Therefore, the results mainly cover impact on European value chains which
might not be representative of lighting business in other parts of the world. Moreover, the
resulting building-wide IoT impact is reassessed from the perspective of stakeholders in
the lighting value chain only and should therefore be interpreted as potentially relevant
points of attention for identifying impact in other building-related domains.
Research question 1b:
How can a design-perspective facilitate the transition towards the Internet of Lighting?
The study in chapter 2 describes a study in which we analysed the potential impact of
IoL on the existing lighting value chain. It demonstrates how design can contribute to
understanding and realising stakeholder networks that realise IoL by constructing models
to systematically collect and analyse potential IoT impact. We constructed the layered value
network model, a model that visualises stakeholder networks and value flows between actors
in four project phases – Design, Bid, Build, and Use – and four levels of value – value for Users,
Organisations, Ecosystems, and Society (section 2.5). Four perspectives on IoL impact
provide a high-level perspective on impact from a Technology, Economy, Information,
and End user standpoint (section 2.4). The model and perspectives demonstrated their
usefulness in an impact analysis for the OpenAIS project (OpenAIS, 2015b). The approach
to analysing potential impact brought valuable insights for professional practitioners and
we therefore believe that others can benefit from such a method.
In chapter 3 we propose the Layered Value Method (section 3.4): a method that
operationalises the layered value network model and the four perspectives on impact. The four
perspectives on impact are generalised to reflect IoT impact on building systems, and are
accompanied by questions that facilitate the identification of potential IoT impact on
stakeholder networks involved with building systems, by triggering reflection and
discussion (section 3.4.4). The proposed method allows for systematic collection of impact,
invites stakeholders to think beyond technological advancements, and provides a common
vocabulary for stakeholders with different backgrounds. The method is developed for
designers, as we foresee them to have a facilitating role in the transition towards intelligent
building systems. The Layered Value Method is mainly informed by our own experiences with
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the development of an IoT lighting system in the OpenAIS project. It is not externally
validated. It should therefore be used as a starting point for analysing systemic impact of
IoT and should be appropriated to the domain that it is applied to.
6.3.2. Concluding part II: the Internet of Lighting as an interaction design challenge
In part II, we addressed IoL as an interaction design challenge. We investigated how
to design interactions with IoT lighting systems according to three lenses that focus on
the design of the lighting control interface, the social aspects around shared control, and
automatic system behaviour. We formulated two research questions.
Research question 2a:
How do people experience interactive lighting in the office?
The lab study described in chapter 4 showed that people generally appreciate having control
over the lighting in their office. Yet, they are new to lighting control and need support
with exploring settings and remembering that control is possible. Lighting preferences
and how often lighting is adjusted are highly personal. The interface lens revealed that
people are able to recognise and articulate differences in characteristics of lighting control
interfaces and report different experiences of lighting control with interfaces that differ in
their design (section 4.6). The social lens yielded insights into how other people’s presence
plays an important role in lighting control (section 4.7). Generally, people avoid disturbing
others with their actions. In contrast, people express that they are generally not bothered
by lighting adjustments initiated by others. Nevertheless, in most of the situations people
avoid even the smallest chance of conflict and refrain from making a lighting adjustment.
The insights reflect the experiences of a specific age group with an affinity for technology
and an interest in interaction design. Next to that, the interfaces forced people to adjust
groups of luminaires to make coordination necessary. The insights should therefore be
interpreted with these limitations in mind.
The field study in chapter 5 provided insights into how people anticipate, experience,
and reflect on lighting control in their office (section 5.7). People generally look forward
to the possibility to control the lighting and expect to interact with the system often.
However, in practice the benefit of lighting control was mainly experienced in exceptional
moments, e.g., when lighting conditions are poor. With regard to the interface design,
the study demonstrated that the inherent characteristics of smartphones influence
people’s interactions with the system (section 5.5.2). Moreover, the study reinforced
the pivotal role of social aspects of shared control in open-plan offices (section 5.5.3).
Finally, the automatic system behaviour can directly influence how people experience
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control, especially if it is inappropriate (section 5.5.4). The insights are informed by people
working in their everyday office with a state-of-the-art IoT lighting system that allows for
controlling light levels of individual luminaires.
Research question 2b:
What are design considerations for interactive lighting systems in the workplace?
The results from the studies presented in chapter 4 and 5 reinforced the usefulness of the
interface, the social, and the system lenses when investigating interactive office lighting.
We therefore use these lenses to answer this research question. Overall, we emphasise the
importance of making design decisions based on a thorough understanding of the context
that is designed for, including the people, their activities, wishes, and needs.
Considerations for the design for the lighting control interface
The study in chapter 4 demonstrated that the design of a lighting control interface
affects how people interact with the lighting system. We identified qualitative relations
between interface characteristics (ownership, distribution and purpose, interaction sequence,
interaction modality, and the representation of light) and the sharedness of actions, the effort of
interacting, whether people are reminded to interact, the engagement with lighting control,
and the perceived control (section 4.6.3). Thus, choices regarding the interface design can
have significant effects on how lighting is used. The relations are the result of evaluating
longitudinal use of three lighting control interfaces. The varying characteristics in these
interfaces revealed a wide range of design choices. This makes it difficult to segregate
variations of characteristics and their specific effects on lighting use. The relations should
therefore be interpreted as hypotheses and validated effects.
The results of the study presented in chapter 5 strengthen the relations between
characteristics and effects, for lighting control with a smartphone in an open-plan office
in particular. Such a multi-purpose, highly distributed, and personally owned device offers
an inherent availability of controls that affects the required effort for an interaction, does
not support sharedness of actions, and hides lighting control without a reminder to interact
(section 5.5.2). To conclude the results with regard to the interface lens, we have formulated
design considerations for the control availability and the control definition of a lighting
interface (section 5.8.1).
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Considerations for shared lighting control
In chapter 4, we demonstrated that the interaction style of a lighting control interface can
influence people’s coordination of shared lighting control (section 4.7). More specifically,
we disclosed relations between implications of the interaction style (allowing people to
involve others in their actions (sharedness), asking for verification of actions, forcing the
actors attention to the context, providing an expressive interface, increasing the visibility of
actions, and allowing for retrievability of settings) and the amount of verbal communication, the
perceived accountability, and the consideration of others in people’s actions. These relations
should be interpreted with care as the implications of the interaction style are the result
of a combination of varying interface characteristics, making it hard to single out a direct
effect of one characteristic on coordination.
The results from the field study in chapter 5 suggest that the inherent characteristics
of a smartphone do not support people in coordinating shared lighting control (section
5.5.3). The results furthermore disclose social information needs for lighting control in an
open-plan office, including other people’s preferences and knowing whether others have
access to lighting control. Designers can consider embodying missing information in the
interface or the context. To conclude the results for the social lens, we have formulated
considerations for designing interfaces that support the coordination of shared lighting
control by informing actions through expressive interfaces that allow for involving others
and exploration of light settings (section 5.8.2).
Considerations for automated system behaviour
The study in chapter 5 showed that the automatic behaviour of a lighting system can
affect people’s experience with lighting control considerably (section 5.5.4). The results
disclose that people need information about intended actions, the identity of the system
actor, the motivation and priority in the current situation. This can help them to hold
the system accountable for its actions, and potentially to increase their acceptance
of system-initiated actions. We urge designers to take an active role in defining the
automatic behaviour for the system they are designing for. To address this challenge, we
have presented design considerations for defining automatic system behaviour (section
5.8.3). These considerations are mainly fuelled by people’s experiences with the OpenAIS
pilot system which did not fine-tune system behaviour based on people’s experiences.
The negative experiences with the system behaviour might therefore be overexposed.
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6.3.3. General conclusion
At the beginning of this chapter we addressed the overarching research question. We aimed
to combine the insights from part I and II, and we reflected on our experiences as designers
in a multi-stakeholder project delivering an IoT lighting system.
Overarching research question:
How can a design-perspective contribute to the Internet of Lighting?
The thesis investigated the role of design in realising IoL. We approached IoL as both a
systemic challenge and an interaction design challenge. This split originated from our
background in interaction design, and the impact analysis activities within the OpenAIS
project. The results from the stakeholder research in chapter 2 and 3 and the interaction
design research in chapter 4 and 5 have shown the added value of approaching IoL
from the two perspectives. At first, a designer’s perspective can contribute a holistic and
qualitative view to analysing the potential impact on the stakeholder network, in the form
of tools, methods, and facilitation. Second, we have shown that the design of lighting
control interfaces is a good example of the potential added value for end users of systems.
However, we do not claim that these two are the only challenges for IoL, nor that designers
are the only actors that contribute to these challenges. As a next step for this work, we
foresee a challenge in bridging the two challenges and realising services that add value
across the entire stakeholder network.
The reflections in section 6.1 described that designing interactions with office lighting goes
beyond traditional human-centred expertise of interaction design, as several decisions
made by other stakeholders throughout a project informed the design activity and
affected the user experience. First, the prioritisation and implementation of the system
requirements can give direction to the envisioned user experience. Second, the light
plan can affect the control definition and control availability of the interface by defining the
luminaire layout and luminaire types. Third, the commissioning of the system can influence
the control freedom, as it dictates where control is possible and defines the luminaire groups
and automatic system behaviour. Finally, the definition of how user controls integrate in
the system impacts the controllable parameters, the system initiative, and the control availability
by defining the connection between system and interface. These four decision-moments
were particularly relevant in the OpenAIS project and demonstrate that there are decisionmoments outside of the scope of the designer that can affect interaction design for
intelligent building systems. We do not claim that these are the only decision moments
that affect the end user experience. There might be other and more relevant decisionsmoments .
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The OpenAIS project’s value proposition (OpenAIS, 2017, p. 27) focusses on the added
value of IoL at an organisational level (e.g., efficient operation, informed maintenance,
optimal space usage) while enabling other new stakeholders to create value for other levels
(e.g., application developers to create value for users). This is the result of a technology
push, of an engineering-driven project. However, we foresee that the paradigm shift that
the adoption of IoT can bring, results in a broadening of the scope of value creation, from
economic value for building owners to value for users and society as a whole. The work
in this thesis demonstrates how value creation in this new paradigm can benefit from a
design perspective. In chapter 3, we showed how a design perspective can facilitate
stakeholders with rethinking their added value, by focussing on value creation for end
users and society as a whole. The reflections in section 6.1 show how the delivery of an
IoT lighting system can benefit from a holistic and human-centred view that a design
perspective can contribute.
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6.4. Recommendations for future research
Based on the results of the work in this thesis, we formulate several recommendations
for future work.
The work in this thesis focusses on the future of office lighting systems. It is expected
that other building systems will undergo a similar transition as lighting, due to adoption
of the IoT. The insights presented in this thesis can therefore be useful for the design of
other building systems as well. However, we expect that they are not directly applicable
to other systems, so additional research for the specific systems is necessary. We expect
that people’s need for control and the insights concerning the experience of the control
interface(s) to be specific to lighting systems, while the social aspects of shared control
and the considerations for automatic system behaviour are useful for the design
of other systems.
The OpenAIS project successfully defined a reference system architecture for IoT lighting,
which can be extended to other building systems. However, this architecture misses an
API to allow third-party applications to interfaces with the building systems. It can
be of high value to work towards an API that allows for controlling multiple building
systems: a building-wide interaction protocol, or building-wide interactive infrastructure
(Bongers, Eggen, & Oosterhuis, 2014; Kortuem, Segall, & Bauer, 1998). The availability of
standardised methods for user controls in the built environment can truly open up the
systems for third-party development, as it allows designers from anywhere to innovate
upon the existing system and develop new services and applications that are system
agnostic – i.e., it works with various systems without requiring any special adaptations.
In a future scenario, this might empower users even more through end user programming ,
allowing them to create applications themselves that cater to their own needs.
We approached IoL as a systemic challenge in part I by extending tools and methods
from Innovation Design (den Ouden, 2012). We envision that the existing value chains
transform in stakeholder networks and therefore see value in value creation for Users,
Organisations, Ecosystems, and Society. The approach provided a holistic view on IoL
impact. We could have started with a different approach, such as Porter’s value chain
analysis (1985), which might have led to more insights about impact on intra-firm
organisations. We recommend professionals within domains that are potentially impacted
by IoT to also investigate impact holistically, before defining business plans and strategies.
Moreover, this thesis mainly focussed on value creation for the users of systems. The work
in this thesis can be extended with additional research on potential value for organisations,
ecosystems, and society.
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Reflections & conclusions
The user studies of part II are all conducted in applied settings. These settings increased
the ecological validity of the findings, which we believe is of high value when researching
interactive systems that are experienced by people in their everyday life. It is however
difficult to get a high internal and external validity: The complexity of the real world
inevitably brought many uncontrollable contextual factors that impacted the results.
Especially in the lab study (chapter 4) it was difficult to separate the effects of individual
interface characteristics on lighting use and coordination of shared lighting control.
Further research can perform studies in a more controlled lab setting to increase the internal
and external validity of the qualitative relations by isolating interface characteristics.
Throughout the interaction design research in part II, we constructed three lenses for
IoL (the interface, social, and system lens). On the one hand, we think that the system
lens deserves more attention. The insights from focussing with the system lens are more
speculative compared to those of the interface and social lenses, which were the main
focus of this thesis. We foresee an increasing role of system intelligence in the workplace
and therefore recommend future work to emphasise the system lens when investigating
interactive office lighting (and building systems in general). On the other hand, we can
question the specific lenses that we applied. While all three lenses yielded interesting
insights, we could have applied different lenses. For example, Erickson (2006) presents a
set of five different lenses for interaction design: mind, proxemics, artefacts, the social,
and the ecological. Similar to Erickson, we stress that the increasing complexity of design
challenges require designers to approach and perceive them from different angles and
not to get too fixated on one single aspect. Therefore, we recommend future research to
select and define lenses that fit their challenge best, and to constantly shift their focus
by applying these lenses throughout the project. The three lenses in this thesis can be a
starting point to do so.
The user studies that are presented in this thesis were all conducted in the Netherlands.
While people with different cultural backgrounds and nationalities participated in
the studies, the results are biased toward Western Europeans. There might be cultural
differences with respect to how people experience the design of control interfaces,
how they value shared control, and how they experience automated system behaviour.
Similarly, the stakeholder studies mainly involved professionals from Western Europe,
with one exception from the United. Thus, the insights and tools are biased in favour of
the European lighting business and might therefore not be generalisable to other cultures.
Whether and how cultural differences affect people’s experiences with interactive lighting
can be an interesting research topic, to gain new insights for interaction design and into
how organisations can create value for IoL.
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Outlook on the Internet of Lighting

6.5. Outlook on the Internet of Lighting
We started this thesis by stating that the way of working is changing. The past decades
we have witnessed how technology introduced increasingly intelligent building systems
in the office, of which lighting is a prominent example. Lighting systems become
increasingly connected, forming the Internet of Lighting (IoL). We are entering an era
where IoL contributes to a productive and healthy work environment in office buildings.
We envision that IoL will permeate the entire built environment, allowing people to
work from anywhere.
IoL can enable large scale data collection, exchange, and analysis. Moreover, the artefacts
in the workplace are increasingly high-tech, offer increased functionality, and they start
to sense, collect data, and share data with cloud-based services (e.g., 3D fabrication,
smart surfaces). We are moving to an increasingly intelligent and connected workplace;
however, we are not there yet. We believe that the real benefit of IoL becomes apparent
when it is part of a bigger building-wide ecosystem of intelligent services and systems.
The combination of systems can provide new, meaningful services of which the value
exceeds the sum of the separate systems. This opens up new research questions about how
to design for intelligent lighting systems as part of a building-wide ecosystem, and how
people experience and interact with such an ecosystem of building systems. Additionally,
it opens up new opportunities for stakeholders to jointly realise building-wide services.
While this thesis provides some answers and directions, it raised many new questions that
can be addressed in future research.
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Informed consent form, interview protocol, and privacy statement for the study presented
in chapter 2.
Informed consent form
On behalf of our research consortium, thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. We value
your time today and wish to make secure, temporary records. More details about the OpenAIS
project can be found at www.openais.eu.
ѦWith
Ѧ
your permission the interviewer(s) hand written notes may be scanned, password
protected and stored as a temporary local copy (until September 2015 latest) in case the
paper is lost.
ѦWith
Ѧ
your permission the interview will be voice recorded, password protected and stored
as a temporary local copy on the interviewer’s device (until September 2015 latest).
After the interview, the interviewer will write a sanitised, formatted set of notes for electronic
storage in the research data repository. This resides in an access controlled Sharepoint Database
hosted by Philips Lighting in Eindhoven. It is subject to strict, consortium led data privacy
and access rules and Safe Harbour policies.
You will be sent a preview copy of the results of your interview for you to check for quality,
anonymity and business ethical purposes. For example, we will sanitise any unnecessary or
defamatory references to people, companies and products/protocols where not absolutely
vital and true to the point being made. The notes written by the interviewer will not be
shared with the consortium partners before your approval.
The published results of the interview will NOT be associated in any way with you or your company.
Hand-written and electronically stored notes from the interviews will be kept out of the
public domain and will be destroyed from local devices as soon as not required for reference,
latest by September 2015.
You are allowed to participate or withdraw from this study at any point.
ѦIѦ have read, understood and accept the terms and conditions of this interview process and
reserve the right to accept, edit or withdraw the results when offered for my review.
………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

Date			Candidate		Interviewer
Interview protocol
This document is created to help the interviewer with the interviews of the study described
in chapter 2. It starts with a short introduction to the goal and approach of the interview,
followed by materials that help to prepare and close the interview.
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Interview protocol
Goal and approach
The goal for the interviews that we are going to conduct is to gather rich quotes and experiences
from the involved stakeholders in the European lighting value chain. The results of the
interviews will be transcribed to scenarios that will be used as input for the study.
We want to capture the experience of people with lighting system; thus, we aim for an initial,
emotional response. Therefore, no documents will be sent upfront to the stakeholder that is
going to be interviewed. To make sure the conversation is as fluent as possible, it is preferred
to do the interview face-to-face. But if necessary, the interview can be done through a video
conference (or phone). The interview will be in the native language of the interviewee, or (if
preferred by the stakeholder) in English. To allow you as interviewer to fully focus on the
conversation, we recommend recording the interview with audio. If possible, it is best to
conduct the interview with 2 people, where one takes the role as main interviewer and the
other takes care of the recordings and notes.
In total, one interview will take about 90 minutes, depending on the stakeholder and the
conversation. When contacting the stakeholder, ask for a 2 hour timeslot. If this is not
possible or if you think the conversation should continue longer, it is always possible to
contact the stakeholder by phone for a follow up interview. After the interview the results
will be documented, which will take about 2 hours.
In short
Preparation
1. Main questions
2. Prompt themes
3. Recording

Interview
1. Introduction
2. Interview
3. Wrap-up

After the interview
1. Gather all materials
2. Transcribe and categorize
3. Upload
4. Delete from personal devices

Preparation
Interview
To make sure that we not only capture superficial statements, the interview is divided in two
perspectives towards stakeholder’s experiences. We will cover both the current situation of
the stakeholder, with regards to the lighting system, as well as a projected situation of a future
lighting system. This way, we can capture more latent needs that are related to the WHY.
The following questions and prompt themes are to help you to prepare questions for interview,
tailored to the stakeholder type that is going to be interviewed. The themes are shortly
described; try to get familiar with these. If wanted, you can write your own definitions,
keeping the stakeholder in mind. The descriptions can be used to clarify the theme to the
stakeholder if necessary.
There are two main questions for the interview to capture experiences with lighting systems
in the present (current situation) and in the future (projected situation):
Do you believe that the lighting systems of today are keeping pace with your needs?
What are your motivations for using lighting systems (in the future)?
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Prompt themes
Overall
Overall experience with the lighting system, the intentions
of actions, location and needs
User experience
The interaction with the system through interfaces &
controllers
Effort/investment in the interaction and the result from
the system
Serviceability / maintainability
The ability of technical support to provide maintenance
The ability to solve a problem and restoring a product into
service
Efficiency of product maintenance and reduction of
operational costs
Security updates
Availability
Probability that a system is operational at a given time (the
amount of time a device is actually operating)
Remote availability of data from the system
Remote availability of control over the system
Control/location of the system
Upgradability
Capability of being improved in functionality by the
addition or replacement of components
The amount of effort it takes to upgrade a lighting system
with new features / controls / sensors / fixtures
Downloadable functionality

Installation & configuration
Flexibility of the light system o changing usage of space
Expertise to install and exploit features of the system
Amount of effort and training to (re)configure the
system
Ability to integrate
The ability to integrate with current building
management systems
Retrofitting light sources and controls
Security
Control of access to systems resources (and ownership),
specially its data and operating system files
Privacy of office workers and users of the light system
Energy reduction
(Lowering) power consumption of lights & system
Standby features of the system
Social context
Involved stakeholders in related tasks
Who influence actions and decisions?
Secure and reliability of technology in everyday life
Whole building eco-system
Other building functionalities that can be connected to
lighting

The prompt themes together with the two main questions can be mapped to a framework.
This framework is not shared with the stakeholder, but only for the interviewer. The framework
can help by:
• Presenting an overview of the scope of the interview
• Providing an overview of the covered areas during the interview
• And therefore minimising repetition
• Providing inspiration for new questions if the conversation dries up
If it is convenient to you, you can print an A3 template or A4 template of the framework.
This includes the questions and short descriptions of the themes. You can use the template
to make quick handwritten notes if you are able to map a statement directly. Or you can just
tick the areas that you covered during the interview.
To prepare the interview you can use a selection of scenarios and use-cases that are gathered
at the SharePoint. Such a scenario can help you to introduce a certain prompt theme and it
helps you to evocate a particular activity with the interviewed stakeholder. To capture the
experience, it is important to go deeper than superficial answers. Please try to use open
questions and elaborate on answers by asking for explanation (even when you think you
understand the answer).
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Recording
Make sure that you are able to record the interview. You can use a voice recorder, your phone
or laptop with your own application for this, or one of the following:
• Android: Smart Voice Recorder
• iPhone: Voice Recorder
• Windows Sound Recorder
• Mac: Quicktime Player (file > New Audio Recording)
! The information that will be captured will be confidential, so make sure that nothing is
uploaded to Dropbox / Google drive or a similar service.
After the interview
1. Gather materials
Make sure you have digitized your handwritten notes. Scan them or make photographs.
Make sure that you have your audio/video recording.
2. Transcribe
Transcribe your handwritten notes with help of the audio recording. If the interview was
not in English, please translate. Try to write down everything that is told. Make sure you
remove any names or references to make sure that the transcription is completely anonymous.
It could be possible that a (almost) complete scenario / anecdote can be quoted as scenario.
Please do so.
3. Feedback
4. Categorize
To make it easier for us to analyse the results, we ask you to categorize your notes according
to the 3 perspectives (current, near and far future) and the prompt themes. Add the top 3
of important themes.
5. Upload
Upload everything to the SharePoint (! Make sure that the names of the files are coded!):
• Recordings (password protect)
• Scanned notes (password protect)
• Transcribed & categorized notes
• Transcribed & categorized scenarios
6. Delete
! Before continuing with this step, make sure that you have uploaded everything to the
SharePoint®! Delete all audio and/or video recordings from your device.
We refer to a separate report for the data privacy statement for this study (OpenAIS,
2016, pp. 14–17).
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A description of the diary, and the workshop protocol of the study described in chapter 3.
Diary exercises
All diaries were identical. The exercises are described below.
Introduction
Thank you very much for being involved in this study. Together we will investigate the impact
that OpenAIS had, and we will try to envision the future of connected office lighting. This booklet
is yours. Do with it what you like. Draw and write anywhere. The booklet contains several
exercises that you can do over the course of 5 days. This does not mean you have to fill in
the booklet every day. Do it in your own time, it is no problem to skip one day and continue
the booklet a few days later. If you don’t have enough room when answering a question, feel
free to add post-its or use the notes in the back of this booklet as additional space to write
and draw! Looking forward to your input!
Day 1: Your workplace
The first exercises in this booklet are about how you feel about your workplace, your office.
Feel free to answer the questions in any way you feel like.
1.1 Tell us about your workplace
Describe, draw, take a picture and add it, write a poem, do it your way. Are you at a desk?
Are you in an open office, or in a cubicle? Any other people around you? What do you like
about it, what don’t you like about it? Draw what you can’t write, write what you can’t draw.
1.2 How is the lighting in your workplace?
Again, describe, draw, take a picture and add it, anything… Where are the lights places? Do you
have enough light? Do you have any natural lighting? Can you control the lighting in any way?
1.3 How do you feel about the lighting in your workspace?
Are you happy with the lighting? What makes it so good / bad? Would you like to have
it different? How?
Future of lighting
Imagine that a smart connected IoT lighting system will be installed in your office tomorrow,
and the designers are at your desk, asking you for your wishes for the lighting…
1.4 What does IoT office lighting mean to you?
Imagine what the lighting system should do for your, and what you can do with the system.
Would you like to have this in your office? Why? Be creative! You can draw it, describe it,
document it the way you think is best
1.5 What do you expect from IoT office lighting?
Name at least two opportunities and two threads of IoT lighting that are relevant for you
as an office worker. What is positive or negative about this opportunity / thread for you?
Day 2: The value chain
Today is about you as a stakeholder, as an actor in the office lighting value chain. Depending on
how much of an exception the OpenAIS project was to you work, answer the following
questions with your regular day-to-day work in mind
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2.1 Tell us about your job
In what kind of company are your working? What are your day-to-day activities? What are
you working on?
2.2 Name the top 3 goals that you have for IoT lighting
The lighting value chain is often a part of a larger construction project. Such a project can be
divided in four phases. (1) The DESIGN phase (pre-sales), where the is building designed. (2)
The BID phase, where a tender is written and chosen. (3) The BUILD phase, where the system
is installed and commissioned. (4) The USE phase, where the system is used and maintained.
2.3 Tell us about your involvement
What phase(s) are you involved in? How are you involved? What activities do you do?
2.4 Tell us about your customer
Who is your customer normally? Do you have different customers? Do they different throughout
the phases? How do you provide value for them? In the form of money, information, goods,
or intangible value?
2.5 Which of the following actor roles fits you best?
Or do you feel you play a different role? Add it. Do you have different roles throughout the phases?
2.6 Overall, how would you describe your role in the office lighting value chain?
2.7 Tell us about other stakeholders that you are in contact with throughout lighting projects.
Try to name at least 5 other stakeholders. For each stakeholder, choose one of the actor icons,
describe their role in the value chain and describe your relationship with them. What kind
of activities or decisions do you make together?
Day 3: Interest and impact
Every stakeholder can be interested in different outcomes of the project. Below I have listed
topics of interest that I heard during my interviews with the customer and GGD employees.
Please answer the following questions from your point of view as an actor in the value chain,
not from a future perspective.
3.1 How interested are you in the following topics?
And, how much influence do your decisions have by means of contributing to realising the
topic? Rate the topics as following: 1-none, 2–very low, 3–low, 4–high, 5–very high interest/
influence. If you have space, please also add some motivation.
• Allow 3rd party lighting interfaces
• Bring tuneable white lighting to the office
• Allow user control of individual luminaires
• Increase energy savings and optimal space usage
• Increase comfort and wellbeing of office workers
3.2 Add your interests that you defined earlier
Look back at exercises 1.5 and 2.2. What are your main opportunities and threads for IoT
lighting? What are your goals for IoT lighting as a stakeholder? Write them down as topics
and score your interest and influence.
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3.3 Write down decision moments that impacted your topics of interest mentioned in 3.1 and 3.2.
Choose one topic. What activities and decision moments influence this topic? What happens
during these moments? What is your position? How do you influence those moments? Who
else is involved? What is their position? Did they convince you, or did you convince them?
Day 4: OpenAIS impact
Today is about the OpenAIS project. Below I have listed a few expected impacts from the
project proposal and the impact analysis in year 1.
4.1 How close did OpenAIS get into realising this impact?
From you point of view, did the OpenAIS project realise the following impacts? Give them score:
• OpenAIS is not able to show it is a potential impact
• OpenAIS suggests it is a potential impact
• OpenAIS supports it is a potential impact
• OpenAIS demonstrates it is a potential impact
• OpenAIS validates it is a future impact
• OpenAIS proves it impacts the value chain
The OpenAIS solution…
• allows office lighting to become a platform for indoor IoT in office throughout Europe
• strengthens European leadership in delivering high value intelligent lighting systems
• brings comfort and wellbeing to people working in the office
• provides zero-effort installation and commissioning
• brings secure data collection that is useful to multiple stakeholders in the value chain
4.2 What impacts did you expect from OpenAIS?
Try to think back at when you started in the project. Did you expect any impacts from the
project on you as an actor in the value chain? Were there other ways that you thought OpenAIS
would change the value chain? Try to add at least 2 impacts that are important to you.
4.3 What needs to happen in the (near) future to realise these impacts?
Can you image what needs to happen to fully realize the impacts? Is this something that
OpenAIS can do alone? Are other stakeholders needed? Do you think it is a realistic impact
at all?
Day 5: Envision
The OpenAIS project had 2020 as its horizon, but the OpenAIS solution looks beyond that.
With the exercises of today we are going to envisioning the future, we will explore 2040.
5.1 Imagine office building in 2040
How will buildings look like? Will there still be a lighting system? If so, what will it look like?
Do you think the OpenAIS solution will play a role there? Again, for today, draw what you
can’t write and write what you can’t draw
5.2 Imagine the stakeholder role of your successor.
What will the work you are doing today be like in 2040? Describe the role of your successor
in the office lighting value chain of 2040. Does he have the same role as you have now? Is he
involved in other phases of a build project? Does he have the same customers and end-users?
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5.3 Describe your successor’s customer
Will this be the same customer as you have today? What will this customer be like? What
value will your successor bring to the customer?
5.4 Imagine the value chain of your successor
With whom will your successor work? Will there still be an office lighting value chain? Are all
the actors that you mentioned in 2.7 still there? Are there new actors? How is your successor
connected to them?
Example of one of the filled-in diaries
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Workshop protocol
Introduction
• Agenda
• Permission for audio recordings and photos
• Explanation of the layered value network model
Sensitisation: Stakeholder impact (plenary)
• Goal: Gather main potential impacts from OpenAIS
• Materials: whiteboard & flip-over
• Discuss each of the four perspectives: what did OpenAIS add to this? Which level of
value is impacted?
• Use results from diaries as back-up
Session 1: Stakeholder impact (in groups)
• Goal: value chain with OpenAIS
• Materials: Two worksheets with the Layered Value Network Model. One is empty, one
includes the European Lighting Value Network. Sticky notes (two colours)
• How does / did OpenAIS impact the value chain? Use the sticky notes to write down
impact and stick them with the stakeholder role that is going to be impacted. It does not
have to be complete!
• Purple/Orange sticky note: Impact tomorrow
• Yellow sticky note: Substantial long-term impact
• Some questions that might help:
• Which stakeholder role do you have in the value chain?
• Where are you positioned in the value chain?
• Are you still in the right place? Was you stakeholder role different in the OpenAIS project?
• Are there other stakeholder roles that you interact with in the value chain?
• Do you expect changing roles for other stakeholders?
Session 2: Plenary discussion
• Goal:
• Materials: Stakeholder network poster & sticky notes with impact
• Stick your sticky notes with the impacted stakeholder
• Add stakeholders if needed
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Informed consent form, data sampling surveys and interview protocols for the study described
in chapter 4. The quantitative data resulting from this study – including the logged data,
results of the surveys, and the comparative scales – can be downloaded at: https://www.doi.
org/10.4121/uuid:7e4c84ad-921a-44c1-bcf9-2b4c8bcfbea6
Informed consent form
By signing this form, I agree to participation in the study on lighting interaction in the living
lab at LG 0.35x at the TU/e, between September and December of 2016 / February and April
2017 that is conducted by the Intelligent Lighting Institute of the Eindhoven University of
Technology.
Content of the study
I understand that the purpose of this study is to compare and evaluate three different lighting
interfaces for people working in this space. I have been asked to participate in this research
because I am assigned to the Muji player space for the project in semester one of academic
year 2016-2017. My participation in this research will involve working in the Muji player
space for the time that is convenient for me and my work and interacting with the lighting
system as I please. Participation will include receiving approximately one questionnaire per
week, and three interview sessions of approximately 30 minutes each. I understand that I’m
in no way obliged to be in the Muji player space or to interact with the lighting interface.
Right to stop participation
I understand that I am free to withdraw my participation from this study at any time I
wish. I may transfer to other working places in the La Place building, I may decide not to
fill in or submit questionnaires, and I may refuse interview requests. If I want to be fully
excluded from participation, I can indicate this to the research team or send an email to:
intelligentlightinginstitute@gmail.com, without the need to provide a motivation. Withdrawal from
the study will have no consequences for me.
Confidentiality and permission to record data
I agree that data may be recorded during this study. The data include audio recordings from
interviews, my answers from questionnaires, and log data for every interaction with the
interface. I understand that all the data that is collected during this study will only be available
to members of this research team.
Permission to publish unidentifiable photos
I agree / do not agree that overview photos of the Muji player space with me on them may be
used in publications produced for scientific and academic purposes. I understand that these
photos will not be used when they contain any sensitive information and that any faces in
the photos will be blurred.
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Permission to publish anonymized comments
I agree / do not agree that my comments may be quoted anonymously for use in publications
produced for scientific and academic purposes. I understand that should my comments be
used, my name and any other information that would identify me will be omitted or altered.
I also understand that I can at any moment during a group session indicate that specific
quotes cannot be included in publications.
Permission to contact
I give permission to the researchers to contact me occasionally for a short questionnaire (at
most once a week). My preferred email address is: ………………………………
Signature
I agree that all my questions are answered fully and clearly.
I understand the above assurances. I have indicated my agreement or disagreement:

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

Signature, name, date
Experience sampling surveys
The experience sampling surveys for session A considered lighting interaction in general.
The surveys for session B were specific for the interface that was used.
Experience sampling survey session A
These questions were sent out weekly to the participants in Session A, through a Google Form.
Introduction
We would like to ask you some questions to inform the lighting interaction study that you are
participating in. The questionnaire takes about 5 minutes to complete. Your honest answers
will help us tremendously! Thanks!
• How often were you in the Muji player space during this last week? Choose between: Not
once; One day, for some hours; A few days, for some hours; Every day for some hours; Every day for
the main part of the day; Other…
• Did you interact with the lighting interface? Choose between: Yes I did interact with the lighting
interface at least once; No, I did not interact with the lighting
In case you interacted with the system at least once: If you interacted with the light more than
once, please just pick one situation that you remember most clearly and fill in all the questions based
on that interaction
• At what moment did you interact with the light? Choose between: I interacted with the light
upon entering the space; I was in the space for a while already when interacting with the light; I
interacted with the light upon leaving the space; Other…
• In which area were you sitting yourself? Choose between: Green (large vertical table on the left
side near the window and next to the office); Red (large horizontal table near the window); Blue (small
squared black table near the PhD space); Orange (high MDF table near the PhD space); Other…
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• In which area(s) did you adjust the lighting? (Check all that apply) Choose from: Green (large
vertical table on the left side near the window and next to the office); Red (large horizontal table
near the window); Blue (small squared black table near the PhD space); Orange (high MDF table
near the PhD space); Other…
• How many people were in the space at the moment of your interaction? Choose between:
I was alone; There were only me and the people I was working together with at that moment (e.g.,
team members); A few other people (approximately 1 to 4); Quite a lot of other people (5 to 10); It
was busy (more than 10); Other…
• Why did you decide to adjust the light? (Check all that apply for this specific interaction)
Choose from: The lighting didn’t match my activity; I didn’t like the light setting; I didn’t like the
atmosphere in the room; I adjusted the light for someone else; I wanted to save energy; I wanted to
play around with the lighting/interface; Other…
• Did you change, overwrite or delete a light setting of someone else during this interaction?
(Check all that apply for this specific interaction) Choose from: No, I only changed the light
in an area where the lights were turned off; Yes, but the people that had set the light were sitting in
another area so was entitled to changing it; Yes, because the area of the color that had created the
setting was empty (the people that set the light setting had left); Yes, but I asked the people in the
area of the color that created the setting for permission; Yes, but I didn’t really think about it; Other…
• What information did you take into account during the interaction? (Check all that apply
for this specific interaction) Choose from: The activity I was doing / was going to do; The activities
of other people that I observed in the space; The activity of the people in the area of the color that
had created the light setting before me; The number of people in the room at that time; The current
light settings that I observed by looking at the lights; The setting of the sliders as set by other before
me on my controller; My lighting preferences; The lighting preferences of other people in the space;
The use of space that I observed in the room; The areas I wanted to ‘claim’ by setting it to my color;
The areas that were ‘claimed’ by others and set to their color; Other…
• How did you decide whether the new light setting was satisfying? (Check all that apply
for this specific interaction) Choose from: I knew what setting of the sliders I was looking for
on forehand; I estimated the effect on the room by looking at the preview light on the controller;
I estimated the effect on other people by looking at the preview light on the controller; I looked in
the space to see what the effect was on the room after applying it; I looked in the space to see the
reaction of other people; I talked with other people during the interaction; I readjusted the setting
a couple of times before I was satisfied; Other…
• Is there anything you would have done differently if you were in the space alone? (Check
all that apply for this specific interaction) Choose from: No, because I was alone; No, I adjusted
everything in the exact way that I wanted; Yes, I would have made a bigger adjustment in color
temperature or intensity; Yes, I would have adjusted more areas; Yes, I would have gone for a completely
different light setting; Other…
In case you did not interact with the system this week:
• Did you ever consider interacting with the lighting system? (check all that applied this
week) Choose from: Yes, but it was too much effort; Yes, but I didn’t know what light setting I wanted;
Yes, but someone else adjusted the light for me; Yes, but I didn’t want to affect other people in the
space with my lighting adjustment; Yes, but someone kept the controller to himself/herself; Yes, but
I didn’t want to overwrite/change/remove interactions done by others; Yes, but I didn’t understand
/ like the controller; No, the thought of interacting never occurred to me; Other…
• Under what conditions would you interact with the lighting system? (Open question)
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Thank you
• Do you have any other comments or remarks? (Anything you think we might misinterpret from
your answers? Any frustrations or negative experiences? Any positive comments on having
this interface? Any ideas on how this situation could have been improved? Any difficulties
in filling in this questionnaire?) All your feedback is highly appreciated! (Open question)
Experience sampling survey B1 (After use of Canvas)
These questions were sent out in the second week of session B, through a Google Form.
Introduction
We would like to ask you some questions about your interaction with the Canvas interface, to
inform the lighting interaction study that you are participating in. The questionnaire takes
about 5-10 minutes to complete. All the questions are about the last two weeks, the period
where you used the Canvas Interface for the lighting interaction in the Muji Player space.
Your honest answers will help us tremendously! Thanks!
• How often were you in the Muji player space in the past two weeks? Choose between: Every
day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few short times during the two- week period; I was
not present once; Other…
• How often did you interact with the Canvas interface? Choose between: Multiple times per
day; About once a day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few times during the two-week
period; I did not interact with it at all; Other…
• How often did you draw a boundary on the Canvas interface? Choose between: Every time I
interacted with the canvas; In about half (or more) of my interactions with the Canvas; In less than
half of the interactions with the Canvas; Once or twice, but just to try out how it worked; Never.
• Can you describe one specific interaction with the Canvas interface? Think of the moment
of interaction (did you just enter the space, or where you already there?), the situation in
the space (were there other people?), your motivation (why did you decide to change the
light?), the information you took into account (your activity, the previous light setting,
other people?), the lighting adjustments you made (how many areas did you adjust?), and
the process of interaction (did you fine-tune or change it again? did you put effort into
the interaction?) (Open question)
Evaluation of the Canvas Interface
In the questions below, you are asked to rate several aspects of the interface on a 5 point
scale. If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
• How much did you enjoy interacting with the Canvas interface? (Not at all – Very much)
• How much effort did interacting with the Canvas interface take? (None at all – Very much)
• Was the connection between tables and colors understandable? (Not at all – Very much) Every
area had its own color, indicated by the coloured ring on the ceiling and the color of the corresponding
token. If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
• Was placing a token (representing an area) on a field of lighting parameters a useful
interaction style? (Not at all – Very much) The round, colored objects are called tokens. If you feel
that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open
• Was the meaning of the boundaries understandable? (Not at all – Very much) The boundaries
are the lines you could draw with the laser pen. The lines indicated the extent to which others allowed
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•
•
•
•

•

changes in the light. For example, a very narrow boundary around the token was probably drawn
by someone who didn’t like any changes. If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please
just leave it open.
Were the boundaries useful? (Not at all – Very much)
How satisfied were you overall with the lighting in your workspace during these past two
weeks? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
How satisfied are you overall with the Canvas interface? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
How does the Canvas interface compare to using light switches to control the light? (The
canvas is much worse – the Canvas is much better) With ‘light switches’ we mean the traditional
way of controlling light in the LaPlace building, using the on/off switches that are located near the
entrance of each space.
Do you see any points of improvement for the Canvas Interface? (Open question)

Comments or Questions
• Anything you think we might misinterpret from your answers? Any frustrations or negative
experiences? Any positive comments on having this interface? Any ideas on how this
situation could have been improved? Any difficulties in filling in this questionnaire? All
your feedback is highly appreciated! (Open question)
Experience sampling survey B2 (After use of Pointer)
These questions were sent out in the fourth week of session B, through a Google Form.
Introduction
We would like to ask you some questions about your interaction with the Pointer interface,
to inform the lighting interaction study that you are participating in. The questionnaire takes
about 5-10 minutes to complete. All the questions are about the last two weeks, the period
where you used the Pointer Interface for the lighting interaction in the Muji Player space.
Your honest answers will help us tremendously! Thanks!
• How often were you present in the Muji player space in the past two weeks? Choose between:
Every day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few short times during the two- week period;
I was not present once; Other…
• How often did you interact with the Pointer in the past two weeks? Choose between: Multiple
times per day; About once a day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few times during the
two-week period; I did not interact with it at all; Other…
• Was this more or less often than with the Canvas interface? Choose between: Less often;
Just as often; More often.
• Can you describe one specific interaction with the Pointer interface? Think of the moment
of interaction (did you just enter the space, or where you already there?), the situation in
the space (were there other people?), your motivation (why did you decide to change the
light?), the information you took into account (your activity, the previous light setting,
other people?), the lighting adjustments you made (how many areas did you adjust?), and
the process of interaction (did you fine-tune or change it again? did you put effort into
the interaction?) (Open question)
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Evaluation
Evaluation of the Pointer Interface In the questions below, you are asked to rate several
aspects of the interface on a 5 point scale. If you feel that the question does not apply at all,
please just leave it open.
• How much did you enjoy interacting with the Pointer interface? (Not at all – Very much)
• How much effort did interacting with the Pointer interface take? (None at all – Very much)
• Was pointing at the lights you wanted to adjust a useful interaction style? (Not at all
– Very much)
• Were the connections between tables/controllers and colors understandable? (Not at all
– Very much)
• Was it useful to see who adjusted the lighting in an area? (Not at all – Very much) You could
see who adjusted the light by looking at the color of the little LED ceiling indicator. If the LED in the
ceiling indicator was orange, the orange controller had set that light. If you feel that the question
does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
• Was it useful that your own color was visible in the indicator light after an interaction?
(Not at all – Very much) The LED in the ceiling indicator you pointed at took over the color of your
controller. If you had the orange controller, the LED became orange to indicate to others that you
had adjusted the light. If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
• How satisfied were you overall with the lighting in your workspace during these past two
weeks? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
• How satisfied are you overall with the Pointer interface? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
• How does the Pointer interface compare to using light switches to control the light? (The
Pointer is much worse – the Pointer is much better) With ‘light switches’ we mean the traditional
way of controlling light in the LaPlace building, using the on/off switches that are located near the
entrance of each space.
• How does the Pointer interface compare to the Canvas interface? (The Pointer is much worse
– the Pointer is much better) The Canvas interface was the first interface you used in this study,
consisting of the board with tokens on a central position in the space.
• Do you see any points of improvement for the Pointer Interface? (Open question)
Comments or Questions
• Anything you think we might misinterpret from your answers? Any frustrations or negative
experiences? Any positive comments on having this interface? Any ideas on how this
situation could have been improved? Any difficulties in filling in this questionnaire? All
your feedback is highly appreciated! (Open question)
Experience sampling survey B3 (After use of Floorplan)
These questions were sent out in the sixth week of session B, through a Google Form.
Introduction
We would like to ask you some questions about your interaction with the Floorplan interface,
to inform the lighting interaction study that you are participating in. The questionnaire takes
about 5-10 minutes to complete. All the questions are about the last two weeks, the period
where you used the Floorplan interface for the lighting interaction in the Muji Player space.
Your honest answers will help us tremendously! Thanks!
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• How often were you present in the Muji player space in the past two weeks? Choose between:
Every day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few short times during the two- week period;
I was not present once; Other…
• How often did you interact with the Floorplan in the past two weeks? Choose between:
Multiple times per day; About once a day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few times during
the two-week period; I did not interact with it at all; Other…
• Was this more or less often than with the Pointer interface? Choose between: Less often;
Just as often; More often.
• How often did you add an activity with the Floorplan interface? Choose between: Every time
I interacted with the Floorplan; In about half (or more) of the interactions with the Floorplan; In less
than half of the interactions with the Floorplan; Once or twice, but just to try out how it worked; Never.
• Did you install the Floorplan application on a personal device? Choose between: Yes, I installed
the app on my laptop; Yes, I installed the app on my phone; Yes, I installed the app on both my laptop
and my phone; No.
• On which devices did you use the Floorplan interface? Mark all that apply: My own laptop;
My own phone; Central tablet in the space; On a personal device of someone else; Other…
• Can you describe one specific interaction with the Floorplan interface? Think of the moment
of interaction (did you just enter the space, or where you already there?), the situation in
the space (were there other people?), your motivation (why did you decide to change the
light?), the information you took into account (your activity, the previous light setting,
other people?), the lighting adjustments you made (how many areas did you adjust?),
and the process of interaction (did you fine-tune or change it again? did you put into the
interaction?) (Open question)
Evaluation of the Floorplan Interface
In the questions below, you are asked to rate several aspects of the interface on a 5 point
scale. If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
• How much did you enjoy interacting with the Floorplan interface? (Not at all – Very much)
• How much effort did interacting with the Floorplan interface take? (None at all – Very much)
• Was it useful that the Floorplan interface was located on a central tablet in the space?
(Not at all – Very much)
• Was having the Floorplan app on your personal device useful to you? (Not at all – Very much)
• Was the ability to ‘claim’ an area in the space a useful feature of the Floorplan interface?
(Not at all – Very much)
• Was the ability to add an activity icon (to indicate your intention with the light) a useful
feature of the Floorplan interface? (Not at all – Very much)
• Was the ability to see lighting areas made by other people a useful feature of the Floorplan
interface? (Not at all – Very much)
• Was the ability to see activities of other people (indicating intention with the light) a
useful feature of the Floorplan interface? (Not at all – Very much)
• Was the ability to remove activity icons without erasing a light setting a useful feature of
the Floorplan interface? (Not at all – Very much)
• How satisfied were you overall with the lighting in your workspace during these past two
weeks? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
• How satisfied are you overall with the Floorplan interface? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
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• How does the Floorplan interface compare to using light switches to control the light?
(The Floorplan is much worse – the Floorplan is much better) With ‘light switches’ we mean the
traditional way of controlling light in the LaPlace building, using the on/off switches that are located
near the entrance of each space.
• How does the Floorplan interface compare to the Canvas interface? (The Floorplan is much
worse – the Floorplan is much better) The Canvas interface was the first interface you used in this
study, consisting of the board with tokens on a central position in the space.
• How does the Floorplan interface compare to the Pointer interface? (The Floorplan is much
worse – the Floorplan is much better) The Pointer interface was the second interface you used in
this study, consisting of the remote controls on each table.
• Do you see any points of improvement for the Floorplan interface? (Open question)
Comments or Questions
• Anything you think we might misinterpret from your answers? Any frustrations or negative
experiences? Any positive comments on having this interface? Any ideas on how this
situation could have been improved? Any difficulties in filling in this questionnaire? All
your feedback is highly appreciated! (Open question)
Interview protocols
The participants for session A were interviewed three times, after each period of using one
of the interfaces. The participants of session B were only interviewed once, after using all
three of the interfaces.
Interview A1 (Floorplan)
Welcome & Introduction
• Permission to record
General questions
• On average, how often were you present in the space?
• On average, how often did you interact with the lighting?
• Did you install the floor plan interface on your laptop or phone?
• Did you use the interface on all the devices you installed them on?
• What device did you use when? What did you prefer? Why?
• Specific questions about the answers in reminder questionnaires
About Interactions with the lighting
• At what moments did you generally adjust the lighting? With what reason?
• What did you look at when adjusting the lighting? On what depended your final light
setting? How did you use that information? How did it influence your interaction?
• Did you ever adjust a light setting of other people? (overwrite, delete, change
parameters, change activity?)
• Did other people ever adjust your light settings? How did you feel about that?
• Did you ever talk about lighting adjustments with other people?
• Were there differences in interacting when you were in the space alone in contrast to when
you were in the space with other people?
• Did you ever consider interacting even though you didn’t?
Closing Questions
• What improvements do you see for the floor plan interface?
• Anything else we might have missed?
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Interview A2 (Pointer)
Welcome & Introduction
• Permission to record
General questions:
• On average, how often were you present in the space?
• On average, how often did you interact with the lighting? Did this change over time (e.g., more
in the beginning than later?) How does this frequency compare to the Floorplan interface?
Specific questions about the answers in reminder questionnaires
About Interactions with the lighting
• At what moments did you generally adjust the lighting? With what reason?
• What did you look at when adjusting the lighting? On what depended your final light
setting? How did you use that information? How did it influence your interaction?
• Where was the interface generally located?
• What did you do with the interface after interacting? Where did you place it?
• Did you ever use another controller than the one on the table where you were sitting/
going to sit?
• How did you feel about having a shared interface per table group? How does this compare
to the personal application and central interface of the floor plan?
• Was there any advantage of being present in the area that you were adjusting?
• Did you ever adjust a light setting of other people?
• Did other people ever adjust your light settings? How did you feel about that?
• Did you ever talk about lighting adjustments with other people? Was there a difference
between the Pointer and the Floorplan interface in the number of conversations?
• Were there differences in interacting when you were in the space alone in contrast to when
you were in the space with other people?
• Did you ever consider interacting even though you didn’t? Scales (same 5-point scales as
in Survey B2, under ‘Evaluation of the Pointer Interface’).
Closing Questions
• What improvements do you see for the Pointer interface?
• Anything else we might have missed?
Interview A3
Welcome & Introduction
• Permission to record
General questions
• On average, how often were you present in the space?
• On average, how often did you interact with the lighting?
• How does this frequency compare to the Pointer interface?
Specific questions about the answers in reminder questionnaires
About Interactions with the lighting:
• At what moments did you generally adjust the lighting? With what reason?
• What did you look at when adjusting the lighting? On what depended your final light
setting? How did you use that information? How did it influence your interaction?
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• How did you feel about having only one interface in the space? What did you think of the
location of the interface? How did it influence your interactions?
• How many tokens did you generally move during an interaction?
• Did you ever adjust a light setting of other people?
• Did other people ever adjust your light settings? How did you feel about that?
• Did you ever draw boundaries? What did they look like? Why did you add them?
• Did you notice any boundaries that were drawn by other people? Did you take boundaries
of other people into account in your interactions?
• Did you ever talk about lighting adjustments with other people? Did the number of
conversations about the light differ during this period, compared to the other two interfaces?
• Were there differences in interacting when you were in the space alone in contrast to when
you were in the space with other people?
• Did you ever consider interacting even though you didn’t?
Scales
same 5-point scales as in Survey B1, under ‘Evaluation of the Canvas Interface’
Comparative interview
Closing Questions
• What improvements do you see for the canvas interface?
• Anything else we might have missed?
Interview B (First Part)
Welcome & Introduction
• Permission to record
General questions
• On average, how often were you present in the space?
• On average, how often did you interact with the lighting?
• Were there differences between the interfaces in the interaction frequency?
• About Interactions with the lighting:
• At what moments did you generally adjust the lighting? With what reason?
• What did you look at when adjusting the lighting? On what depended your final light
setting? How did you use that information? How did it influence your interaction?
• Did you ever adjust a light setting of other people?
• Did other people ever adjust your light settings? How did you feel about that?
• Did you ever talk about lighting adjustments with other people? Where there differences
between the interfaces?
• Were there differences in interacting when you were in the space alone in contrast to when
you were in the space with other people?
• Did you ever consider interacting even though you didn’t?
• Specific questions about personal use of the Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas
Comparative interview
Closing Questions
• What improvements do you see for the interfaces?
• Anything else we might have missed?
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Comparative Interview (Concluding Part of Interviews A3 and B)
5-point Likert Scales used continuously. Images of the three interfaces and features of the
interfaces were positioned on the scales.
• Quality of the preview. How helpful was the preview on the interface in estimating the
effect of your lighting adjustment? (the preview was not helpful at all - the preview was very helpful)
• Precision of control. How much precision did the interface offer you in adjusting the
intensity and colour temperature of the light? (the interface offered little precision - the interface
offered very high precision)
• Mapping between light / lamps / space. How useful was each mapping between light,
lamps, and the space? (the mapping was not usefu at all - the mapping was very useful)
• Being in control. To what extent did the interface give you the feeling of being in control
over your light? (I did not feel in control at all - I felt very much in control)
• Invitation to interaction. How much did the interface invite you to adjust the lighting?
(the interface was not inviting at all - the interface was very inviting)
• Social threshold. To what extent did the interface raise a social threshold preventing
you from adjusting the light? (the interface raised no social threshold at all - the interface raised
a very high social threshold)
• Social control. To what extent did the interface make you feel accountable for your
lighting adjustment? (the interface did not make me feel accountable at all - the interface made
me feel highly accountable)
• Social information. How useful were the different types of social information (intention,
identity, and preference)? (the information was not useful at all - the information was very useful)
Closing Questions
• What information do you need to estimate what lighting adjustments are appropriate?
Would you be willing to share that information with others too?
• How do you think we can invite people to interact?
• During this study, the control parameters didn’t vary across interfaces (intensity, colour
temperature, four separate areas). What control parameters would you like to have?
• What advice can you give us for lighting interaction design, based on your own experiences
during this study?
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Appendix D. Materials of the field study
Informed consent form
The consent form was created in Dutch as all participants were native Dutch speakers.
OpenAIS licht interactie studie: Geïnformeerde toestemming formulier
Door dit formulier te ondertekenen, stem ik in om deel te nemen aan de licht interactie
studie uitgevoerd door de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven namens het OpenAIS project,
wat plaatsvindt in het kantoor van de GGD BZO in Eindhoven, tussen januari en juni 2018.
Ik begrijp dat het doel van de studie is om interfaces voor bediening van kantoorverlichting
te vergelijken en te evalueren. Ik ben gevraagd om deel te nemen aan dit onderzoek omdat
ik in het GGD-kantoor te Eindhoven werk. Deelname bestaat onder andere uit werken in
het GGD-kantoor op momenten die ik zelf bepaal, het bedienen van de kantoorverlichting
wanneer ik wil, ontvangen van vragenlijsten, en deelname aan twee interview sessies van
ongeveer 45 minuten. Ik begrijp dat ik deze studie mij op geen enkele wijze verplicht om in
het GGD-kantoor aanwezig te zijn of om met de verlichting te bedienen.
Ik begrijp dat ik me op ieder moment mag onttrekken aan deelname aan de studie. Ik mag
beslissen om vragenlijsten niet te beantwoorden en mag weigeren deel te nemen aan een
interview. Wanneer ik me volledig wil uitschrijven voor de studie kan ik een email sturen
naar openaisggd@gmail.com zonder dat ik hier een reden voor hoef te geven. Onttrekken aan
deelname heeft geen gevolgen voor mij.
Ik sta toe dat er data over mij verzameld mag worden tijdens de studie. Deze data bestaat uit
geluidsopnames gemaakt tijdens de interviews, mijn antwoorden op vragenlijsten, en alle
acties die ik uitvoer om het lichtsysteem te bedienen, in overeenstemming met de afspraken
gemaakt met de GGD Ondernemingsraad. Ik begrijp dat de data alleen tijdens de studieperiode
verzameld wordt, en dat deze data alleen toegankelijk is voor het onderzoeksteam.
Ik sta toe / niet toe dat overzicht-foto’s van het GGD-kantoor waar ik op sta gebruikt mogen
worden voor wetenschappelijke publicaties en academische doeleinden. Ik begrijp dat foto’s
met gevoelige informatie niet gebruikt worden.
Ik sta toe / niet toe dat mijn commentaar anoniem gebruikt mag worden in wetenschappelijke
publicaties en academische doeleinden. Ik begrijp dat dit commentaar ontdaan wordt van
mijn naam en andere informatie, waardoor ik niet als bron te herleiden ben. Ik begrijp
ook dat ik op ieder moment kan aangeven wanneer een specifieke quote niet gebruikt mag
worden voor publicatie.
De onderzoekers van deze studie mogen mij contacteren voor vragenlijsten en interviews
middels het volgende email adres:………………………………
ѦAl
Ѧ mijn vragen zijn duidelijk en volledig beantwoord.
ѦIk
Ѧ begrijp bovenstaande stukken en heb mijn toestemmingen aangegeven.
………………………………
Handtekening		
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………………………………
Datum

Participants
Participants
The complete group of participants consisted of 26 employees of the GGD (+/- 13% of the
employees on the office floor) that voluntarily registered to take part in the study, in response
to flyers that were spread around the office. Among them were 19 women and 7 men with a
mean age of 47 (std. 11.58) (age at baseline data collection). On average, participants spent
3.69 (std. 1.07) days of the week in the office. Participants had a variety of job types, e.g.
doctor, secretary, manager and project-assistant. The usual workplaces of the participants
were spread out over the whole office.
Experience sampling survey
The experience sampling survey was sent four times. The survey is in Dutch since all
participants were Dutch.
Introductie
We zouden je graag kort wat willen vragen over je ervaring met de OpenAIS app. Het invullen
van deze vragenlijst zal ongeveer 5 minuten duren.
• Hoe vaak was je afgelopen week aanwezig in het GGD kantoor? Kies uit niet; ±1 dag; ±2
dagen; ±3 dagen; ±4 dagen; ±5 dagen
• Heb je de afgelopen week het licht aangepast? Kies uit Nee, helemaal niet; Ja
Moment van instellen
Om de volgende vragen de beantwoorden kun je het beste een specifieke moment voorstellen
wanneer je het licht instelde.
• Beschrijf je situatie: Zou je willen beschrijven hoe je situatie was toen je het licht aanpaste?
Denk aan de volgende vragen: Waarom paste je het licht aan? Wanneer was dat? Waar zat
je? Wat was je aan het doen? Waren er nog meer collega’s in de buurt? Was er interactie
met je collega’s over de instelling? (Open Question)
• Hoe beleefde je het moment van instellen? Kies uit Sterk mee oneens; Mee oneens; Beetje mee
oneens; neutral; Beetje mee eens; Mee eens; Sterk mee eens
• Het koste me geen moeite om de verlichting in te stellen Kies uit Sterk mee oneens; Mee
oneens; Beetje mee oneens; neutral; Beetje mee eens; Mee eens; Sterk mee eens
• Ik was tevreden met het resultaat Kies uit Sterk mee oneens; Mee oneens; Beetje mee oneens;
neutral; Beetje mee eens; Mee eens; Sterk mee eens
• Ik voelde me in controle Kies uit Sterk mee oneens; Mee oneens; Beetje mee oneens; neutral;
Beetje mee eens; Mee eens; Sterk mee eens
Het licht niet ingesteld
Is er een reden waarom je de OpenAIS app niet gebruikt hebt? Selecteer alle antwoorden die
je vind passen. Had je een andere reden en passen de onderstaande antwoorden niet, vul deze
dan in bij ‘Anders’. Tick all that apply: Ik vond het te veel moeite; Ik wist niet welke lichtinstelling ik
wilde maken; Ik wilde andere mensen niet storen; Ik begreep de app niet; Iemand anders had het licht
voor mij aangepast; Ik heb er gewoon niet aan gedacht; Anders...
Wil je nog iets kwijt?
• Zijn er dingen die je nog kwijt wil? Dingen die we misschien verkeerd kunnen interpreteren,
of advies voor ons? We horen het graag.
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Interview protocol
The protocol for the evaluation interviews. The questions were in Dutch.
Evaluation interview
Interview preparation
• Read through the transcriptions of the participant’s baseline interview.
• Add the baseline lighting score to the questionnaire
• Check experience sample survey responses and extract interesting occurrences.
• Check during the interview whether these occurrences are described by the participant.
• Prepare a smartphone with the app for demonstration
• Prepare audio recording
Interview
• Start recording
• Copy user ID from smartphone application
First 10 minutes
• Hoe was het de afgelopen tijd?
• Hoe was het om het licht te bedienen met de app? Hoe vaak? Hoe was dat? Wat voor
situaties, wat voor reden? Wat voor momenten?
• Kort bespreken typische interactie
20+ minutes: Fill in questionnaire and think out loud
• Hoe vind je het om de verlichting te kunnen bedienen met een app? vergroting vrijheid,
extra ding om over n ate denken, verantwoordelijkheid, etc.
• Verschil app in open ruimte, cockpits, vergaderkamers
• Wanneer een groep lampen, wanneer individuele lamp?
• Wat heeft je keuze voor de verlichting beinvloed? Hoe ging een typische interactie?
• Is controle belangrijker voor je geworden?
• Is bediening van verlichting belangrijk voor je?
• Stel, we zouden de app nu weghalen…
Questionnaires
The questionnaires were used in Dutch as all participants of the study were Dutch. All ratings were
offered on a 7-point Likert scale (unless mentioned otherwise): Strongly disagree, Disagree, Slightly
disagree, Neutral, Slightly agree, Agree, Strongly agree.
Baseline questionnaire
First, some general information was inquired.
• Hoeveel dagen per week ben je gemiddeld aanwezig in het kantoor? (Open Question)
• Op welke plekken binnen het kantoor werk je gedurende een gemiddelde dag? Open Question:
drawn on a map of the office
• Ik vind het belangrijk om goed licht te hebben op mijn werkplek. Ik vind het belangrijk
om goed licht te hebben op mijn werkplek.
• Welk cijfer zou je geven voor de verlichting op je werkplek? Answered on a scale from 1-10
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Questionnaires
The following questions evaluated the available lighting control before the new system was installed
• Ik begrijp goed hoe de lichtbediening werkt.
• Als ik de verlichting bedien doet deze wat ik verwacht.
• De lichtbediening stelt mij in staat om de verlichting in te stellen die ik wens.
• Ik vind dat ik voldoende kan variëren in de lichtinstelling.
• De lichtbediening staat mij toe de verlichting zo in te stellen dat deze goed bij mijn taken past.
• Ik vind het bedienen van de verlichting ingewikkeld.
• Ik vind het bedienen van de verlichting simpel.
• Ik vind dat het bereiken van de lichtbediening inspanning kost.
• Ik vind de lichtbediening makkelijk te bereiken.
• Als ik de verlichting bedien, voel ik me beperkt door de aanwezigheid van anderen.
• Ik voel me vrij om de verlichting in te stellen zoals ik wil.
• The last section contained evaluative questions about the control experience.
• Ik vind het belangrijk om controle te hebben over de verlichting op mijn werkplek.
• Ik voel me in controle over de verlichting op mijn werkplek.
• Ik ben tevreden met de mate van controle die ik heb over de verlichting op mijn werkplek.
Evaluation questionnaire
• Ik begrijp goed hoe de lichtbediening werkt.
• Als ik de verlichting bedien doet deze wat ik verwacht.
• De lichtbediening stelt mij in staat om de verlichting in te stellen die ik wens.
• Ik vind dat ik voldoende kan variëren in de lichtinstelling.
• De lichtbediening staat mij toe de verlichting zo in te stellen dat deze goed bij mijn taken past.
• Ik vind het bedienen van de verlichting ingewikkeld.
• Ik vind het bedienen van de verlichting simpel.
• Ik vind dat het bereiken van de lichtbediening inspanning kost.
• Ik vind de lichtbediening makkelijk te bereiken.
• Als ik de verlichting bedien, voel ik me beperkt door de aanwezigheid van anderen.
• Ik voel me vrij om de verlichting in te stellen zoals ik wil.
• The last section contained evaluative questions about the control experience.
• Ik vind het belangrijk om controle te hebben over de verlichting op mijn werkplek.
• Ik voel me in controle over de verlichting op mijn werkplek.
• Bij de volgende situatie voelde ik me het meest in controle over de verlichting. Choose from
De oude situatie (knopjes, touwtjes); even veel control in beide situaties; De huidige situatie (bediening
met de app)
• Ik ben tevreden met de mate van controle die ik heb over de verlichting op mijn werkplek.
• Ik vind het belangrijk om goed licht te hebben op mijn werkplek.
• Welk cijfer zou je geven voor de verlichting op je werkplek? Answered on a scale from 1-10
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Questionnaire results
The following table shows the resulting scores from the questionnaires during the baseline
and evaluation interviews. The 20 participants who completed both the baseline and the
evaluation questionnaire and had used the app for lighting control were included in dataanalysis. Of the original group of participants (N = 26), three participants only filled out the
baseline questionnaire, two participants did not use the app at all, and one participant only
filled out the evaluation questionnaire; these participants were excluded.

Baseline Questionnaire
average score (stdev)
6,6 (0,5)

Evaluation Questionnaire
average score (stdev)
6,5 (0,5)

8,0 (0,7)

8,6 (0,6)

5,9 (1,3)

6,5 (0,6)

Als ik de verlichting bedien doet deze wat ik verwacht.

6,3 (0,9)

6,2 (0,7)

De lichtbediening stelt mij in staat om de verlichting in te
stellen die ik wens.
Ik vind dat ik voldoende kan variëren in de lichtinstelling.

3,3 (1,5)

6,1 (0,9)

2,4 (1,3)

6,2 (0,5)

De lichtbediening staat mij toe de verlichting zo in te
stellen dat deze goed bij mijn taken past.
Ik vind het bedienen van de verlichting ingewikkeld.

2,5 (1,2)

5,8 (1)

2,1 (1,4)

2 (1,1)

Ik vind het bedienen van de verlichting simpel.

6,1 (1,2)

6,2 (0,8)

Ik vind dat het bereiken van de lichtbediening inspanning
kost.
Ik vind de lichtbediening makkelijk te bereiken.

2,7 (1,9)

2,7 (1,6)

4,9 (2)

6,1 (1)

Als ik de verlichting bedien, voel ik me beperkt door de
aanwezigheid van anderen.
Ik voel me vrij om de verlichting in te stellen zoals ik wil.

3,4 (1,9)

4,1 (1,4)

4,2 (1,8)

5,3 (1,1)

Ik vind het belangrijk om controle te hebben over de
verlichting op mijn werkplek.
Ik voel me in controle over de verlichting op mijn
werkplek.
Ik ben tevreden met de mate van controle die ik heb over
de verlichting op mijn werkplek.

5,5 (1,1)

5,4 (1)

3,4 (1,7)

5,9 (1,2)

3,9 (1,8)

6,2 (0,5)

Item
Ik vind het belangrijk om goed licht te hebben op mijn
werkplek.
Welk cijfer zou je geven voor de verlichting op je werkplek?
Answered on a scale from 1-10
Ik begrijp goed hoe de lichtbediening werkt.
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